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Abstract 

The significance of this study offers the metaphor of the doldrums as a method and framing 

device for a witnessing that is historical. Led by an art practice, the metaphor examines 

sustainable ways to be-with the injury of contemporary war. Injury is explained through a 

type of suspension - a delay of listening by the complacent west to the painful conditions of 

others. I translocate the metaphor of the doldrums into my performance practice to become 

feminist and decolonising, interpreting it from its former position of stuckness to an active 

mode of listening to this delay. 

I draw from post-colonial theorist Achille Mbembe’s necropolitics (2019) - a ‘live and let 

die’ attitude of sovereignty applied to victims of contemporary war. I argue for a feminist 

practice of diffraction after Karan Barad as a way of cutting into binaries. I also argue for 

what I term quieter methods; these are silence, contemplation, performative text and 

cutting/diffraction. Quieter methods move away from graphic images typically associated 

with witnessing contemporary war injury, choosing instead banal, white capitalist landscapes. 

I build my practice of quiet, following in the lineage of women artists and critical theorists; 

Lauren Berlant, Della Pollock, Tina Campt, Nadia Seremetakis, who enrich my own 

understanding of witnessing through a deeper listening to the ordinary day-to-day. I further 

follow in Chris Cuomo’s (1996) notion of war as omnipresence, David Bissels (2006) being-

with and Walter Benjamin's (1940) clock time to theorise an aesthetic of the doldrums.  

In this practice as research, I see myself as a passenger practitioner, outside of the traditional 

artist’s studio. The practice interventions are realised in the three-video works for submission 

alongside the thesis. The core concepts of the research videos are critically analysed in the 

four chapters, constituting the body of the work: Now it is time for us to do our bit, Silence 
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and Contemplations, The Tallest Tower in The World and Citizen Soldier, alongside an 

analysis of aesthetics of the doldrums in the works of other feminist artists.   
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Practice Submission 

 

 

Video 1: Now it is time for us to do our bit  video, 2’38’’ 

 

Video 2: The Tallest Tower in the World  video, 13’16’’ 

 

Video 3: Citizen Soldier     video, 15’50’’ 

 

 

 
Video link: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1uxdPCbC4euTaIjHU5Yo49CNIwAmb_

pQ2?usp=sharing  
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Milo quickly pulled the rule book from his pocket, opened the page, and read, 

“Ordinance 185389-J: It shall be unlawful, illegal, and unethical to think, think 

of thinking, surmise, presume, reason, meditate, or speculate while in the 

Doldrums. Anyone breaking this law shall be severely punished!” 

 

 
Nortun Juster, The Phantom Tollbooth 
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Introduction 

My recent practice, and the subject of this thesis, involves video and performance work that 

seeks to find ways to respond to contemporary war through a mode of witnessing that is 

historical, feminist and decolonising. A key notion in my work is that of the doldrums, a term 

from colonial seafaring meaning still winds across the Atlantic Ocean which I adopt as a 

metaphor in terms of visualising a set of principles for witnessing brutal practices of erasure 

and avoidance (Barad, 2018; Berlant, 2007; Roach, 1996). Colonial ships historically sought 

to move off from the doldrums to gain speed, but I am exploring ways I can embrace the 

doldrums through performance, identifying them as sites for witnessing the injuries caused in 

the wake of contemporary war. 

Throughout this work, I respond to a model of post-colonial theorist Achille Mbembe’s 

necropolitics (2008, 2011, 2019) - a ‘live and let die’ attitude in reference to the British, 

European, and American government, who apply this understanding of sovereignty to current 

victims of contemporary war, where many who are suffering are not seen or become hidden 

in plain sight (2019). I explore how the necropolitical is sustained through clock time as 

homogenous time associated with the west1, after Walter Benjamin, who In The Concept of 

History (1940) describes clock time as an empty temporality with no theoretical armature to 

recall violent histories, “Its method is additive; it musters a mass of data to fill the 

homogeneous empty time” (Benjamin, 1940, XVII). Through my performance work, I 

disrupt the smooth nature of homogenous time revealing expressions of non-synchronicity, 

cutting into a veneer of safety and security within the west with a presence of injury from 

contemporary war. I follow here feminist theorist Karan Barad (2018, 2014), who in her 

 
1 I refer to the west as a set of sovereign economic systems and power relations, rather than a geographical area. 

I also de-capitalise the ‘w’ in west to demote its status. 
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work, calls for an undoing of time through practices that mourn racist, colonist violence, to 

set time aright, “for those victims who are no longer there, and those yet to come” (2018, p. 

56). 

When I use the term contemporary war, I mean it via the intervention of western, sovereign 

states in other countries; this can be seen in the particularly aggressive nature of intervention 

into Middle Eastern countries over the past two decades. The west has exacerbated major 

devastating conflicts in the past two decades seen from 2001 - 2020, when the U.S. launched 

a war in Afghanistan. In 2003-2011 where the U.S. and Britain invaded Iraq. In 2011 when 

NATO began a yearlong intervention in Libya. In 2011 Syria, when civil war broke out it was 

supported by intervention from the UK, France, US and Russia in economic aid, weapons and 

air strikes that have killed civilians and contributed to the total levelling of cities.2 Under 

what Yueqin Liu calls ‘the cloak of legitimacy’ (2013) and what artist Jill Gibbon refers to as 

a ‘veneer’ of politics and civility (2018), western countries continue to realise their own 

power of sovereignty and destruction in other places distanced from day-to-day life in white 

capitalist landscapes3. This intervention is further framed in the media and the public as types 

of rescue missions where “humanitarian intervention” is used as an excuse for the west's 

political and economic gain4. 

While I do not attempt to define the individual nature of contemporary war injury in this 

research, I am interested in exploring where injury can manifest itself in day-to-day life, 

through a type of suspension. The term suspension is defined as the act of delaying or 

 
2 For a more detailed account of the scope of a damage of these wars via the west’s interventions into the 

Middle East over the past twenty years see (Cordesman, 2016). 
3 Yueqin Liu (2013) maps a comprehensive history of this relationship since the end of the cold war (1947-1953) 

explaining the global balance of power toward the Middle East and North Africa has changed in favour of the 

west and takes place under what she terms a cloak of legitimacy.  
4 This is for mineral deposits, oil and gas and other materials (Mbembe, 2019; Nordstrom, 1997; Banerjee, 

2008). 
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stopping forward movement.  In this context, suspension belongs to the necropolitical nature 

of war, where civilians are being held under duress as a force of biopower’s5 ability to detain, 

delay and halt one’s forward path in life and deprive fundamental human rights to safety and 

dignity. 

There is a temporal underpinning to suspension when interpreted as an inability to move off 

from one's location. This is exemplified by the experience of waiting in the maritime 

doldrums which will be discussed as a framing device for witnessing through the historical 

vignette of the Red Dragon. The Red Dragon was a colonial ship caught in the doldrums 

where I argue that the longer the delay, the more the degradation threatened to reveal itself.  

Suspension can also be seen in the enforced conditions of injury and immobilisation in what 

Europe has witnessed over the past five years where war migrants have been abandoned to 

informal existence and slow deaths in wretched camps across Europe, such as the infamous 

Calais Jungle6 in France. 

I further understand suspension through my own personal sense of delay when I can find it 

impossible to move, act or find agency to respond to the injury of others who are victims of 

the necropolitical actions of the UK government. There is a delay when I forget and become 

complacent and disembodied where a wide gulf is drawn from my position of safety in the 

west and the Middle East where the injury of others is embedded. Injury is not confined to the 

Middle East - it is present in my landscape where the contemporary war wounded have fled 

to the UK to escape the devastation rained on their countries. Although the wounded of 

 
5 Biopower is described by Michael Foucault as the control of governments over the life and wellbeing of 

individuals. In Society Must be Defended (1976, 2003) Foucault the argued that biopower was a direct form of 

governance and restriction toward races those who posed a threat to the biological heritage of white western 

societies. This is extended upon by Mbembe (2019) who adopts and extends Foucault’s underpinning of 

biopower updating it to a ‘live and let die’ attitude towards those in contemporary war. 
6 The Calais Jungle is the name given to the refugee camp in Calais, France, where migrants stay in makeshift 

camps before attempting to cross the English Channel.  
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contemporary war exists in my landscape, there is a cultural separation and disembodiment 

from the realities of the injured. 

I understand the nature of this disembodiment as a social and political amnesia that breeds 

absences and diminished responsibility towards our contemporary war injured. 

Disembodiment is a source of deafness to environments of injury, where others are quite 

literally suspended, but we choose not to hear their painful delays in time. As Frantz Fanon 

explained after the wars of colonialism, “It hovers like a spectre over the west” (Fanon, 1964, 

cited by Mbembe, 2019, p. 156). This disembodiment can be witnessed in the Arms dealer 

casually trading in death at the ExCel Centre in London. It can be heard in the wounding 

speech of the politician arguing for air strikes towards other places from the safety of the 

House of Commons. It can be seen in the technical nature of war and found in the soldier 

deployed to commit air strikes from above, in the act of killing from a desk, removed from 

the flesh of one’s target. It can be understood in the disparity of the pristine middle-class 

coast of Kent and East Sussex, a place of safety and aspirational living set apart from the 

recent but ongoing realities of the contemporary war-weary landing their rubber dinghy on its 

coasts, exhausted, bruised and almost without breath. It is illustrated in the strict advice for 

body handlers in the British Army: 

“Review the task in its real place in the wider world (like a small pebble on a big   

beach). By not focusing on each individual you can carry out your task more 

effectively.” 

“Remember that the body is not the person, but only the remains. Some people who 

have done this important work have found it helpful to think of the remains as wax 

models or mannequins (as if in a training exercise), or as envelopes”  (British Army 

Doctrine Publication, no date) 
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This cultural disembodiment adds another score of injury in a form of subordinate denial7 

towards the painful conditions of others. Subordinate denial is a term used by Della Pollock 

who in Keeping Quiet: Performing Pain (2013) employs it in relation to the physical nature 

of pain where pain becomes part of a feeling mind, leaving the body doubly othered. She 

explains if pain cannot be heard it has no sound, except those “yowls and wails” (2013, p. 

160) by which we become the ones who can but look upon the wailing other. Whilst I do not 

focus on physical pain in this research, it can be said the injury of contemporary war belongs 

to this othering, through a highly visual mediatised landscape of graphic images where “its 

moans are incompatible with civil discourse” (Pollock, 2013, p. 160). Injury becomes cut 

away from our social and political landscape in the west, and after individuals endure the 

immediate and devastating losses of war, they face another injury, in what I focus on more in 

this research, in the delay of being heard and made present in the day-to-day. This injury is 

understood not in the same way as direct injury seen in physical violence and air strikes 

towards civilians but as a cultural form of avoidance of their ongoing realities as our global 

contemporary war wounded. 

In mapping a theoretical landscape for my performance practice, I follow Chris Cuomo’s 

(1996) argument for a deeper feminist engagement with the constancy of contemporary war, 

its effects outside of actual war zones and its omnipresence in day-to-day life. What is at 

stake here is in a public imagining of global wars as ‘events’ cordoned off from day-to-day 

reality.  Cuomo requests that feminists pay attention to violence and militarism both locally 

and globally, and I follow her lead with a vital argument for a feminist practice of diffraction. 

Diffraction allows one to entangle or cut together binaries.  I am interested in where 

 
7 In Keeping Quiet Performing Pain (2013) Pollock explains that pain marks a linguistic horizon beyond which 

there are no words, only chaotic noise where pain becomes a figure of incivility. 
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performance can blur the boundaries of peaceful (or without-active-war) landscapes to show 

an omnipresence of contemporary war injury that exists within day-to-day life. A key thread 

in my argument within the necropolitical landscape of contemporary war also responds to an 

essential warning by black power feminist Gwen Patton, who in response to the American 

Vietnam conflict, urged feminists to consider contemporary war at the intersection of race 

and imperialism.  I heed Patton's warning, designing a performance practice of witnessing 

that also commits to memory the echoes of colonialism. I also follow feminist theorist Rosi 

Braidotti (2006) who in her work on Transpositions requests ethical sustainability in one’s 

practices. This sustainability is embedded and embodied into difference and grounded within 

accountability for the other. She requests creative practices that commit to the importance of 

illuminating differences to make present many realities, including painful, violent realities.  

Also supporting this ethics of difference is Barad, who writes how “differentiating is not 

about Othering, separating, but on the contrary, about making connections and commitments” 

(2007, p. 392). 

My Practice  

About ten minutes from the centre of Geneva, is the International Red Cross Museum. 

Amongst the collection is an exhibit named ‘Defending Human Dignity’ a powerful and 

simply constructed installation piece from artist Gringo Cardia (2013).  Projected in a large 

circular frame in the centre of the exhibition floor is a video stream of still images depicting 

some of the worst landscapes of human suffering the last century has inflicted upon 

humanity. Hiroshima mushroom clouds, children and mothers wounded in Vietnam, 

emaciated bodies stacked in various geographical concentration camps, near-starved families 

across time. These are images of all races and nationalities. Due to the horrific nature of their 

content, they drift in and out of one’s consciousness depending on one’s personal threshold 
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and ability to hold them. They will arguably face a scrubbing from one’s immediate memory, 

behaving like the shock of an abrupt change in weather, the startlingly bluntness of cold rain 

from sun; one feels the affective change, and will seek to dispel the discomfort. One simply 

cannot hold the pain of these images. It was Susan Sontag’s enduring grievance that such 

images of suffering were unable to galvanize any action within the spectator. Speaking of the 

circulation of war photographs in Regarding the Pain of Others (2004) Sontag writes “In a 

world saturated, no, hyper-saturated with images, those that should matter have a diminishing 

affect: we become callous. In the end, such images just make us less able to feel, to have our 

conscience pricked” (2004, p. 94). 

The failure of this type of graphic war reportage to affect its audience was responded to by 

artist Thomas Hirschhorn in his video art piece Touching Reality (2013). In the piece, images 

of bodies torn apart in terrible images of contemporary war injury are haphazardly scrolled 

through by a woman bored on a mobile phone. There is a clear apathy as she flits through the 

images as if they were no more important than a shopping list. This piece is a powerful 

reminder of a contemporary form of disembodiment and neglect to witness contemporary war 

images. One might say that these images of abject horror, of ongoing emergency, are 

regularly received by audiences through a delay, where they are found historically, 

sensorially and affectively flat. Alongside this delay there is the concern that mass images of 

another’s pain and suffering strewn across the media efface both victim and survivor, this is 

through offering audiences’ direct access to the another’s pain and degradation. To put this 

another way, such images risk both objectifying and trespassing over the pain of others where 

“the other, even when not an enemy, is regarded only as someone to be seen, not someone 

(like us) who also sees” (Sontag, 2004, p. 65). 
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Therefore, to steer away graphic imagery, my research practice employs the metaphor of the 

doldrums to develop tools and frameworks to witness in what I understand is a quieter way. 

This quieter way favors an approach of slowing down, pausing, waiting and silence to raise 

contemporary war injury to the surface of one’s artistic practice, and to demonstrate where 

such injury is embroiled in all of our contemporary life. It is here that one discovers that the 

brutality of war injury is found not only in bloody images of victims but in the slowing down 

of our homogeneous time8.  

Where images and reports of suffering surround me, I am unable to be-with them in an 

ethical and sustainable way. I address this through my arts practice and this research into the 

doldrums: moving away from the graphic image by choosing quieter methods to be-with the 

ongoing global injury of our contemporary wars. Finally, I argue it is not in the humdrum of a 

contemporary pace that such injury will be heard, but in a slow and a gradual wearing out of 

others, who are caught in many ways, residing in our own still winds.  

My performance practice and videos demonstrate aesthetics seen in aspirational images and 

white capitalist landscapes expressed in kitschy picture-postcard visuals and projections of 

freedom in the west. They redress necropolitical assumptions associated with war as events 

bounded into war zones by offering Mbembe's necropolitics through images of the ordinary; 

producing a different visuality of war injury, ‘compelling because it is so unspectacular’ 

(Adelman and Kozol, 2014). 

By employing white capitalist landscapes, I deny an engagement with graphic images and 

disaster-injured bodies that are frequently seen across contemporary war reporting. These 

images regularly place focus on the victim rather than the social and political conditions that 

 
8 In which I go into more detail in Chapter One. 
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have caused such victimhood. Graphic images have been seen recently in the western media 

reportage of Syrian civilians injured and dead in the destroyed cities of Eastern Ghouta and 

Raqqa.  These images often register as sensorially or affectively flat towards a public who 

simply cannot engage with them. Furthermore, such graphic imagery can be understood as 

effacing of another’s intimate experience of pain and loss, as Susan Sontag writes “the more 

remote or exotic the place, the more likely we are to have full frontal views of the dead and 

the dying” (Sontag, 2004, p. 63). 

By focusing on injury within the ordinary day-to-day, I attempt to bring the injury of war 

closer to home. My work falls under the heading of what I might term an aesthetics of the 

doldrums, generating conditions to interrupt the smooth flow of homogenous time to reveal a 

presence of injury. By cutting/diffracting into these capitalist spaces I am interested in 

creating expressions of non-synchronicity with the ordinary flow of time. Here I draw from 

Nadia Seremetakis’ (1994) practice of memory and the senses to produce ‘material 

encounters with cultural absence and possibility’. I am interested in where a sense of security 

and safety shifts in the work to reveal a presence of injury and suspension. I cut into these 

day-to-day images with my practice of contemplations and performative texts which are 

durationally recorded, and they emerge as voices within the work, creating a disjunction 

between the visual and the aural. 

An aesthetics of the doldrums can be seen in my works through what Bissel terms an 

animation of suspension realised through my four quieter methods of silence, contemplation, 

performative text and cutting/diffraction, which I will discuss shortly. Bissel argues for 

properties of suspension outside of “the productivist means-ends form of suspension through 

waiting and travel that maps onto an itinerant and timetabled modern society” (2007, p. 282). 

Whilst suspension is usually seen as an inactive mode where the body is paralysed like a 
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zombie in waiting to move off, Bissel argues for what he terms an animation of suspension 

where slowness and waiting become an agentic and embodied activity seen as “an active 

doing of waiting” (2007, p. 285). Also, in Tina Campt’s (2017) Listening to Images, Campt 

employs the use of suspension in her practice of listening to images of the black diaspora 

across history. When looked at simply these images come across as banal; however, by 

listening to them, Campt explains they become heard through suspension - a form of stasis 

that hovers between stillness and movement. Campt identifies stasis as practices of refusal, a 

set of tensions heard in the images of the subjugated, stasis is not stillness but active 

responses to everyday encounters with duress “that rupture the predictable trajectory of 

flight” (Campt, 2017, p. 207).   

The Metaphor 

The term ‘the doldrums’ is typically understood as a negative term associated with 

uselessness. It has been adopted as a western colloquium to describe when a person is feeling 

low or depressed. The notion of immobility works with the metaphor to describe 

characteristics of an individual’s situation. These characteristics perform a negative 

association with stillness - either being well (and moving) or being stuck (and in the 

doldrums). The doldrums are also referenced widely in the world of finance to describe the 

poor performance of capital and markets, with media reporting entire countries as in ‘the 

doldrums’.  The slowing down, shiftlessness, and suspension of the doldrums have 

historically been modes of inaction and despair; in contrast, I am interested in the 

transformative properties of the metaphor. Through the translocation of the doldrums the 

position is altered from one of stuckness and a deadness in waiting, to one of creativity, 

encouraging durational modes of silence, contemplation and performative texts that go about 

animating suspension. 
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Lakoff & Johnson (2008) explain how spatial metaphors can give other meanings to linear 

forms and offer new understandings of our experience. The doldrums as a metaphor can be 

understood in a spatial way and applied across practices as a framing device. The metaphor 

becomes a holding device or a container, like the trade winds themselves.  Its importance lies 

in the ability to disrupt or suspend linear time to achieve a space for listening. Suspension can 

also signify an in-between, or bring about an understanding of ‘within’9 shifting binaries of 

rescue and apathy, darkness and light, safe land and conflict zones. 

Inspiration 

I am inspired by what can be imaginatively drawn from the historical stillness of the 

doldrums in colonialism, where the longer the waiting in the colonial doldrums, the more 

injury and degradation threatened to reveal itself. The impetus for this research has come 

from a history of working with aid agencies and identifying quieter expressions of injury in 

the places I visited. Through my experiences I recognised an important mode of witnessing 

was not only within the visual image, but also in grounding myself in the senses, where 

listening, waiting, stillness and silence gradually became my predominant mode of 

encountering injury. 

In 2011 I went to work in the Ugandan village of Namutumba where the community were 

enduring a famine. Hundreds of women with their children by their sides sat in degraded 

circumstances in the old school building used as a medical camp at Namutumba.  Preparation 

for working in the field included desensitisation training to acclimatise me to a new cultural 

environment. I learnt about local customs, language and greetings, what to wear, how to dress 

 
9 Christina Oelgemöller (2011) highlights suspension as an important term for discussing our contemporary war 

migrants, to bring about an understanding of ‘within’ rather than a binary of inclusion and exclusion which often 

goes about the categorisation of individuals. 
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appropriately, what to eat amongst other things.  However, I was wholly unprepared for the 

stillness and the silence that pervaded the camp in a statuesque way. This silence and stillness 

were the expressions and responses of the victims of Namutumba. Where I had opportunities 

to be-with the injury of others, I could not identify with the stillness and silence that 

surrounded them, so I remained at a remove, frozen at times, distracted.  I understand now 

that an inability to know stillness and silence prevented me from grounding myself in this 

environment of injury. I reflect on this lack as a delay in listening, which built panes of glass 

between us. 

In 2017 in London I remember standing outside the DSIE arms fair10 with the protestors, next 

to little coffins with printed-out bodies of dead Syrian children on them. I felt a familiar sense 

of going numb and the desire to remove myself from the outrageous nature of the event. I had 

a desire to run, to shout and to join in with the protesters who were getting arrested. I also 

wanted to leave the space early, go for a coffee and sit on the Southbank with the tourists and 

forget the reality of what was taking place. Instead, I found a way to stay and ground myself 

in the panic that was rising and convert it into a type of active waiting. I remained all day to 

watch the British police force carry out their necropolitical tasks with a kind of banal 

ordinariness. I watched them protect the lorries carrying tanks, drones and Ak47s. I listened 

to them quietly arrest the peaceful protesters so the weapons could have the right of way, 

without hassle or blockages to their sales. I remember the day in a bodily way, eating the 

sandwiches handed out by the protesters, the real hunger built through a sense of stress. I 

remember feeling uncomfortable, out of place, not belonging to a protest group or being a 

protester but in my own assigned role of a witness. I recall wanting to sit down for comfort 

but forcing myself to stay still and upright in attention to fully process the images of the 

 
10 DSIE is one of the biggest arms fairs globally and is held in London every 2 years at the Victoria Dock 

London ExCel center. 
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weapons on the backs of lorries. I remember the rhythmic rise and fall of my own breathing 

as I stood beside the little coffins.   

In February 2017, I hitched a lift with a film crew to the Calais Jungle Camp. We set off from 

London at 5am, through the Channel Tunnel, and we arrived in the Jungle at 9 am. I walked 

around quietly, on my own, I didn’t record or take photos, I just passed through slowly taking 

in my surroundings. I was home by 10 pm that same day. Although I sometimes wonder if it 

was a dream, it is when I recall the cold of the Jungle that it becomes like a script in the body 

that will not rub out. The Jungle was a type of cold I have never felt, it radiated with damp 

and fire, burning the bones, filling the lungs and numbing the spirit. What I heard was not the 

individual story of war but a sense of coldness. This coldness maintains itself in human 

bodies who are prevented from moving off, it denies their well being, it is one of slow torture 

and cruelty, which continues to inform my every desire to listen to respond. 

In all three experiences it was the senses that were either guiding or preventing me from 

witnessing and being-with my environment. In Namutumba I could not hear the silence or the 

stillness of the women, they were modes unknown to me, and because of this I remained 

distant, unable to be-with them, and I felt deeply frustrated and disorientated because of this. 

At the arms fair I could sense myself becoming disembodied, and I actively reminded myself 

to stay, to wait and to absorb the scenes in front of me. By doing this I recovered a delay in 

myself where the disparity of safe land and contemporary war landscapes were able to meet, 

cut together, become entangled. Finally in the Calais Jungle I did not collect narratives or 

record stories of war from individuals in the camp, but I witnessed a form of limit experience 

that was sensed through the body and was a type of listening to a poisonous cold of the camp, 

a cold that stays with me but that I breathed in for just one day.   
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While I draw inspiration from my own experiences, I do not write case studies in this 

research. It is not my intention to fill in narratives or speak on behalf of others. I have 

not engaged directly with individuals suffering at the hands of war. I focus instead on 

my own perspectives of possibilities for witnessing from a position of safe land in the 

west. To this end, in building a performance practice concerned with contemporary war, 

I am careful in responding to injury and suffering that is not my own. Hans Blumenberg 

epitomises this complex position in his book Shipwreck with Spectator (1997) in which 

he describes a western subject as watching catastrophes (or the wrecks of others) from a 

position of safety on the shoreline. This position has been further shown through 

photojournalism in war, where many images of victimhood pervade television and news. 

Critiquing the position of spectatorship, black feminist groups, white feminist groups 

and anti-military feminist groups offer a vigorous opposition to the position of the white 

observer to non-white individuals and communities, who are harmed by structural 

violence and poverty. Here, urgent interventions have been made for an ethical 

reconfiguration in practices of looking, listening and engaging which have stemmed 

from prolonged historical abuse of the white/colonial/patriarchal gaze (See – hooks 

(1992), Sontag (2004), Azoulay (2008), Campt (2017) to name but a few examples)11. 

 
11 bell hooks (1992) in Black Looks Race and Representation argues for reconfiguration in the look regarding 

the way black identities are seen globally after the damage of slavery. hooks also warns feminists (including 

black feminists) of an internalised racism in white supremacist culture. Susan Sontag (2004) in Regarding the 

Pain of Others maps historical questions of spectatorship war, and affect, through the western media asking if 

people can be moved by the pain of others, and how white media machinations encourage or prevent, affectivity, 

sympathy and apathy. Ariella Azoulay (2008) in The Civil Contract of Photography writes about the lens of 

photography through its possibilities to generate an ethical and accountable engagement when it comes to the 

suffering of ‘others’. This engagement, she argues, should be seen as a ‘civil contract’ an agreement to look at 

non-white suffering in a responsible way. Tina Campt’s (2017) Listening to Images argues for a deeper sensory 

engagement with images of the black diaspora through a deep listening that overcomes the white gaze, re-

encountering historical images of blackness via “the vibrations of sonic waves that reverberate at variable levels 

of perception and audibility” (2017, p. 867). 
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From my experiences of aid work, this project also represents a shift in my own orientation. I 

have been quietly surrendering to an understanding of my limitations and letting go of naïve 

notions of the rescue of others.  It is via performance that I attempt a re-engagement with 

stillness and silence, through my performance process and in the three video works that make 

up the rest of the PhD. Through these works, I hope to build an environment that fosters a 

quieter way. This quieter way is also a need to slow down, to wait with, and to withhold 

action, which at times is so often accompanied by prescriptive assumptions. Fostering quiet 

in this way can also be viewed as an opportunity to listen in atonement, to still the constant 

trespassing of language upon the eloquence of others, and their enforced silences (Farmer, 

2004). 

Quieter Methods 

I am interested in overcoming a disembodied nature toward the injury of contemporary war to 

one of a deeper listening through a performance practice. Throughout this work, I am inspired 

by the quieter approaches of several theorists.  The term quiet does not represent an audible 

description of noise, but an injury that is felt and experienced at the edges of sound (Malhotra 

and Rowe, 2013), it has a latency and slow quality (Berlant, 2007). These theorists include 

anthropologist Paul Farmer (2004) who refers to a ‘second silence’ as one for the outsider in 

landscapes of oppression, mobility scholar David Bissel (2007) who speaks of a ‘being-with’ 

in a passenger mode, and performance scholar Della Pollock (2013) who argues for the act of 

‘not-not talking’ to build a relationality of pain. Finally, post-colonial theorists Iain Chambers 

(1994) argues for a breaking into speech to fracture one’s colonial inheritance. 

I go about my practice as research into the doldrums deploying four quieter methods: 

➢ Silence as an active mode of withholding immediate thought and action, to bring 
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about pauses, a deeper listening and to maintain a relational mode toward others. 

➢ Contemplations: a durational performance mode of thinking and waiting while 

travelling and moving through spaces, tending space for inner texts to rise. 

➢ Performative text: these are spoken and recorded with my mobile phone, they 

belong to memory, fantasy, and impulses that are produced through the durational 

contemplations. 

➢  Cutting/diffraction: a gathering and dispersal of the performative text into the video 

pieces, cutting together social and political texts of injury with safe land to produce a 

blurring. Also, I identify a diffractive pattern which is seen when a presence of injury 

builds and disperses within the work. 

I am interested in where these quieter methods can re-articulate a presence of injury by 

suspending a space for listening through the experience of the ordinary day-to-day. Listening 

follows a turn to the senses in feminism and is outlined in the practices of Nadia Seremetakis 

(1994), Kelly Oliver (2001), Tina Campt (2017) and Carol Nordstrom (1997). 

I attempt a consciousness-raising of contemporary war injury that proliferates within my 

performance work and also becomes a listening into my own colonial inheritance, as a 

lineage to suspend and a construct to question. Here, I deploy my own voice and its white 

English tonality to go about a breaking into my colonial inheritance to find other texts and 

tonalities within it that fracture an engagement with homogenous time. Leading on from this I 

ask, can stillness manifest the hidden presence of those injured by ongoing contemporary 

war? 

On the entanglement of race and contemporary war discussed throughout this work, I do not 

have the scope in this research, nor is it my intention to map a fully comprehensive history of 

race and contemporary war.  I pay attention to race throughout my work because of the 
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highly racialised landscape of contemporary war. This landscape is mapped in this research 

through a visual shift in photography (Sontag, 1977) which since the American/Vietnam 

conflict has continued to mark out non-white identities for ongoing injury. As a white English 

woman building a performance practice concerned with the injury of contemporary war, I pay 

attention to race and my own position of safety, which can also be viewed as a limited 

position for insight into this type of injury. I respond to this limitation by suggesting a 

practice of co-witnessing, as suggested by Kurasawa (2009), Kacandes (2001) and Carruth 

(2009), even if it does not directly aid the original victims, it can be seen to have 

transformative properties for society. These properties are evidenced when the public 

demonstrates a desire for outcomes to be different, and for the violence and injury enforced 

upon others to stop. Examples can be seen in passengers halting planes deporting war 

migrants back to dangerous countries and where passenger witnesses have come forward to 

testify against violent acts towards others12.  Finally, this co-witnessing is evident across the 

feminist art practices that I discuss throughout this work. Throughout the thesis, I map a 

lineage of women artists who have responded to contemporary war by attempting to bring it 

closer to home with their work. Amongst others, they including the cutting/collaging seen in 

the conceptual work of Martha Rosler’s (1967) Bringing the War Home in response to the 

Vietnam war, and clothing as an art object seen in the work of Jaime Dorman’s (2016) 

Suspended, a response to contemporary war migrants. 

Chapters and Performance videos 

In Chapter One I explain my first performance and video work Now it is time for us to do our 

bit (2015) where I make a performance intervention in response to a speech from Labour 

politician Hilary Benn, who in his 2015 address to parliament gained a majority vote to 

 
12 Details of which are explained later in this research. 
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commit air strikes on Syria. Deploying two of my four methods of cutting and silence, I make 

a response to Benn’s speech by reading out the Geneva conventions on prisoners of war. I 

then cut Benn’s speech with this spoken text, alongside kneading silence and slowness into 

the frames to allow a presence of injury to manifest. This video was my first performance 

action into this research of doldrums and contemporary war and because of this I had not yet 

generated my durational practice of contemplations. Therefore, the methods used in this first 

video differ from the others; however, this performance response sets the tone for where 

contemporary war plays out in necropolitical practices of erasure and avoidance. In this 

chapter I also lay out several theoretical tools, including necropolitics and clock time as 

homogenous empty time. I also discuss the historical vignette of the Red Dragon - a colonial 

ship caught in the doldrums. 

In Chapter Two I map a landscape for witnessing and co-witnessing. I also discuss my four 

quieter methods: silence, contemplations, performative text and cutting/diffraction in detail.  I 

explain my performance process of travelling in contemplation to build the material for my 

video works. I also explain my practice of active silence after Farmer and Pollock, and I go 

further into my method of diffraction from Barad. 

In Chapter Three I discuss my second performance video The Tallest Tower in the World 

(2017) filmed on the British Airways i360 tower that overlooks the English Channel. This is a 

performance response to our global humanitarian crises where contemporary war migrants 

are making dangerous crossings across Europe but remain absent from public focus. In this 

video I build a presence of injury to raise awareness of the stark contrast to the view from the 

tower that overlooks the beach at Brighton, a bright blue sea and a clear sunny day, against 

the heavily militarised space of the English Channel where many migrants are attempting to 

cross. I cut into these visuals with my performance contemplations blurring the distance 
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between contemporary war and safe land. I also explain the passenger as part of my 

performance practice which can also be understood as a mobile practice, where I see myself 

as a passenger practitioner. I work outside of the traditional artist’s studio, where I make 

recordings and contemplations as a durational process.  In what can be seen as my own 

voyages as a passenger practitioner, I deploy a practice of the doldrums to begin to 

understand other conditions within the environments that contain me. 

In Chapter Four I analyse my final video performance piece Citizen Soldier (2019), which is 

a response to a box of photographic slides from a soldier’s time in an unidentifiable 

contemporary war. Here I deploy all four methods in a performance response to entangle 

these images with other texts and to listen to their banality to raise a presence of injury that 

was formally missing. In this chapter I also discuss the works of other women artists 

responding to contemporary war through quieter methods, including those who use cutting, 

craft and found objects as a way to witness the violence and injury of others. These works 

revolve around photography, installation and film and focus on banal aesthetics of the 

ordinary the day-to-day and bringing war closer to home. Through this lineage of women 

artists, I explore a question at the heart of this research: Where can quieter responses to 

contemporary war be seen to facilitate an ability to be-with, as a way to witness, the injury of 

others? 

My experiences in Namutumba, the arms fair in London and the Calais Jungle can also be 

understood on a broader frame of looking upon catastrophe, where the individual freezes due 

to the impossibility of witnessing the event. Martin Harries (2009) explores the response of 

freezing as a failure of witnessing in his take on the biblical tale of Lot's Wife (Genesis 19), 

as a message to explain petrification of the spectator. In the biblical story, Lot sits near the 

gate of his home in Sodom. Two angels come into the town, and Lot invites them to stay with 
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his family. In return for Lot's hospitality, the angels inform Lot of God's plans to destroy the 

city, seen as a place of judgement and ill repute. They warn him to take his daughters and his 

wife and flee, telling Lot and his family that they must never look back. On escaping the city, 

Lot and his daughters run ahead while his wife lags behind. Lot's wife looks back at the 

burning city, and because she does this, she becomes frozen - turned into a pillar of salt. 

Lot's wife can also be understood as an elegy for a crisis of contemporary witnessing, where 

we simply cannot hold the images of others’ injury in this way without becoming paralysed 

by their effect, and where certain modes of looking and engagement prevent relational and 

grounded practices of witnessing and being-with the injured. In the story of Lot's wife she 

‘lags behind’ and in her punishment, she becomes permanently immobilised - while Lot’s 

family, who are fast-moving and who do not look back to witness the destruction, survive.  

Lagging has painful connotations with a temporal understanding of injury in contemporary 

war, and a slow death (Berlant, 2007) caused by the immobility and wearing out or attrition 

of those who are left behind. 

I undertake an exploration into the doldrums to overcome this freezing, this disembodiment 

and this delay. Theoretically and practically then I understand the frame of the doldrums 

within the following. Firstly, to draw inspiration from where clock time as both colonial and 

homogenous time can be interrupted or suspended, to cut into, (rather than cut off), the time 

of others and to be-with their injury through performance. Secondly, to understand where the 

doldrums are haunted by the middle passage, slavery, progress and contemporary war. To be-

with here is also to understand the echoes in memory and insight of those that were below 

deck, in the basement, the camp, the war zone, generating places for them in the performance 

work.  
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This work is for tutors, students and arts practitioners concerned with witnessing the injury of 

contemporary war in their creative practice. It is furthermore for all who seek to witness the 

injury and oppression of others across contexts, employing artistic methods that are feminist, 

decolonizing and sustainable. It will support those wishing to build a practice of witnessing 

that is historical, offering creative methods to engage with others who have been violently 

erased and avoided throughout history. Finally, the frame of the doldrums is for those who 

desire tools to build space for the other, rather than trespass over them, and to develop work 

to be-with their injury. By taking this path they move from dominant graphic depictions 

toward quieter interventions, which hold no less power within their artistic creations.    
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Chapter 1 

Now it is time for us to do our bit 

In 2015 I was visiting a friend in Geneva, Switzerland when a video appeared on my mobile 

phone newsfeed. The video recorded a speech by Labour politician Hilary Benn, who had 

taken the stand in parliament and was in an animated address putting forth the case for 

bombing Syria (BBC news, 2015a). He was excited, he spoke vibrantly to the house and the 

U.K public, wildly gesticulating with his hands. Benn was painting a rich historical effigy to 

reinforce the image of the other through his words and desperation. He built fear in the hearts 

of the public to justify his campaign for bombing Syria, evoking past leaders, citing Hitler 

and Mussolini to volumize his description of the Islamic State group (ISIS). Although it had 

been widely documented that recent Russian- and US-led air strikes had already killed 

civilians in Syria (BBC news, 2015b) and that any air strike would also target local men 

women and children, Benn seemed determined and was convinced that bombing Syria was a 

necessary action. He did accomplish this with the majority vote cast in his favour.13   

There was a velocity to Benn’s speech, and a few hours later, Syria was bombed by the RAF 

in a type of hit and run affair14. Benn’s media address can be said to have invoked 

institutional and informational norms of sovereign power, where, theorist Allan Feldman 

(1996) explains violent political intervention is presented as an ahistorical given through a 

universalising rationality, which unfolds through a visual representation of public requiring 

 
13 Some described as an ‘oratorical tour de force’ by the shadow foreign secretary, “which drew cheers, waving 

of order papers and applause from across the packed chamber, including from many Tories” (Wintour, 2015). 

MPs voted 379 to 223 in favour of the motion. 
14 The city of Raqqa was bombed by RAF tornados, despite the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights warning 

that IS fighters are living "almost totally" among civilians (BBC news, 2015b). In 2017 alone Amnesty reported 

that UK, US and French air strikes on Syria killed more than 1,600 civilians during the US-led Coalition’s 

military assault on the Syrian city Raqqa in 2017 (Amnesty International, 2019a). 
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protection from the enemy, that increases the capacity to inflict pain upon the other. Post-

colonial theorist Achille Mbembe (2019) studies a type of contemporary war violence, where 

western intervention in other places offers the dream of perfect security. In a previously 

unseen human relationship between subject-object, this perfect security unfolds through both 

a policy of surveillance and a cleansing of the other, who has no name, face or identity. In the 

heightened and encroaching status of contemporary war, we as the public see less and less of 

the injury that surrounds us and more of what we want to see. “reason and perception no 

longer tally” - “perhaps more than ever before, others can present themselves to us in a 

physical and tactile, concert way, while remaining in ghostly absence in a similarly concrete 

void, almost as phenomena” (Mbembe, 2019, p. 102). 

As Benn ended his speech, and still clutching my mobile phone, I felt a colossal sense of 

foreboding at what would then take place in Syria. I was concerned for the certain harm 

towards Syrians that would eventuate. At the same time, I was aware of the disparity between 

the power of the speech to injure Syrians, and how this power was at risk of folding into 

everyday life and becoming forgotten. I felt the distance between Benn’s words and its 

Figure 1: Now it is time for us to do our bit (2015) 
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harmful effects for many Syrians. I wanted to find a way to cut into this distance to challenge 

this evasiveness, inattention and speed. I did not want such injury or its perpetrators, the 

sovereign actors, to vanish without a trace. In Excitable Speech (1997) Judith Butler writes on 

what she terms ‘injurious speech’ to explain the violent power behind (amongst other forms) 

political speech. She writes on the relationships between spoken words and the agency behind 

them to cause harm to others - “Although the threat is not quite the act that it portends, it is 

still an act, a speech act, one that not only announces the act to come, but registers a certain 

force” (1997, p. 9). This force was realised as part of the support for the bombing campaign 

but was already at risk of fading into the distance. Butler writes where the issues with 

injurious speech lie in the “tracing of the harm as it travels from the speaker to the 

psychic/somatic constitution of the one who hears the term or to whom it is directed” (1997, 

p. 80). 

In Chris J Cuomo’s essay War is Not Just an Event (1996) Cuomo requests feminists turn to 

understand war as presence15. Her argument is in direct response to the way contemporary 

war has become cordoned off from day-to-day life in the west and seen as bounded into 

events distanced from our engagement, seen as belonging only to war zones. Cuomo explains 

a shift to presence is able to pay attention to where the violence of contemporary war takes 

place in everyday life, she writes 

“Feminist ethical questions about war are not reducible to wondering how to avoid 

large-scale military conflict despite human tendencies toward violence. Instead, the 

central questions concern the omnipresence of militarism, the possibilities of making 

 
15 Cuomo extends this argument of presence from Robin May Schott’s (1996) analysis of gender and 

postmodern war where she highlights where feminists turn to war as presence to overcome the binaries created 

by war as bounded off what she terms ‘total war’. This eschews its affects on women and the environment that 

take place outside of actual conflict zones and are endured after the events of war. 
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its presence visible, and the potential for resistance to its physical and hegemonic 

force” (1996, p. 35). 

Cuomo goes on to indicate that a turn to presence is a way to witness an increase (including 

in sovereign actors such as Benn) the militarisation of safe land which Cuomo believes aids 

global violence by generating conditions that prepare and pre-empt conflict (1996). A turn to 

presence in the context of Benn's speech was also an attempt to slow it down and extend a 

place for listening to its violent effects. The term listening here will be argued throughout my 

work, and does not resolve itself entirely around the auditory but follows feminist scholars 

Campt (2017), Nordstrom (1997) Pollock (2013) and Seremetakis (1994) whose work 

addresses the use of listening to images and representations to engage with injury and loss 

through specific conditions for communication. 

Tina Campt in her work Listening To Images (2017) states that one must resist the lures and 

seductions of an easy reading of the banal and ordinary day-to-day. Campt employs her 

practice of listening to images in application of the black diaspora, where she reencounters 

what is understood as banal images of black communities in various photographed settings 

throughout history. They are passport images, posed ‘nuclear’ family shots, prisoner ‘mug 

shots’ and Christian missionary photographs, viewed historically. Campt explains that these 

images emit a certain nature that is “formulaic and mundane” (2017, p. 859). However, to 

simply look at these images is to oversee them in the same way that black people have been 

overlooked and erased across all history. Campt theorises what she terms ‘lower frequencies’ 

as a haptic mode of re-encountering these images of oppression where we can attend to them 

via what we see and how it begins to resonate within us. She writes, 

“attuning oneself to such frequencies and affects is more than simply looking and 

more than visual scrutiny. To look or to watch is to apprehend at only one sensory 
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level. Listening requires an attunement to sonic frequencies of affect and impact. It is 

an ensemble of seeing, feeling, being affected, contacted, and moved beyond the 

distance of sight and observer” (Campt, 2017, p. 555). 

Campt reminds us where the everyday is a zone of inattention and distraction from the brutal 

realities of others where images of injury can take the form of the ordinary or banal such as 

the politician in the House of Commons. This banal nature follows conditions of sovereign 

power, and is seen by Feldman (1996) who, after Adorno16, theorises that the west operates as 

a continuous and homogeneous space of cultural amnesia. In this cultural anaesthesia he 

explains the western states “increase the social capacity to inflict pain upon the other - (and at 

the same time) - render the Others pain in-admissible to public culture and discourse” (1996, 

p. 90, Emphasis added). 

Following on from Feldman’s understanding of cultural anaesthesia, it can be said that 

Benn’s speech to commit air strikes on Syria becomes banal when it takes on an ordinary and 

uneventful quality. It produces a homogenous engagement, where violence does not appear 

where it exists, but is seen to flare up in images of other places such as war zones in Syria in 

war as event. Banality and ordinariness, as I will argue throughout, also becomes associated 

exclusively with the domination of sovereignty and whiteness where “race is always lurking 

in the wings to justify unjust power” (Chambers, 2008, p.41). Manifesting a presence of 

injury in Benn’s speech is a way to embody and trace the reality of it affects, beyond the 

media screen of its representation, blurring the distance between the banality and the force of 

power in maintains. This nature of this power and its trail of destruction is not present, that is, 

unless we attempt to listen, rather than simply watch it (Campt, 2017). Listening to Benn’s 

 
16 Adorno (1973) wrote in an insight into capitalism after the holocaust that the west operates as a continuous 

and homogeneous space of cultural amnesia. 
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speech is a way of maintaining focus and attention on Campt’s lower frequencies to be 

“moved beyond the distance of sight and observer” (2012, p.555). This also follows where 

Nadia Seremetakis (1994) argues for a return to the sense both theoretical and experiential. 

She writes that through the senses we ‘listen to see’ where the awakening of the senses causes 

our capacity of memory to become awakened as well.  She writes on the senses as “the 

bearers and record-keepers of involuntary and pervasive material experience” (1994, p. 20).  

How then does one begin a record-keeping of the violent effects of Benn’s speech towards 

Syrians, beyond the universalizing effect that performs only to the visual? 

Performance Intervention  

To make my performance intervention Now it is time for us to do our bit (2015) I went to 

Lake Geneva and read out The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (The Geneva 

conventions17)(ICRC, 1949), recording them on my mobile phone, as my own type of 

political speech, where I began to answer back. I wanted to make my response near water, 

representative of moving and flowing, perhaps a channel to other places, where a presence 

might also rise and travel, as might a message in a bottle18, or be picked up and transported 

with the birds that circle the lake, who also seemed deeply affected the day of Benn’s speech. 

To make the final video I also filmed the birds lined up on the wire of telephone poles, as 

they seemed to represent a readiness to listen with attention to the humanitarian crisis that 

was unfolding. 

I recorded my speech of the Geneva conventions on my mobile phone, and then spliced it 

with the recording of Benn’s speech, cutting into sections to create the effect of a call and 

 
17 The Geneva Conventions are a set of laws for armed conflict that are applied to protect civilians who are not 

taking part in the hostilities. In this performance intervention I choose to read out Convention (III) relative to 

the Treatment of Prisoners of War (ICRC, 1949).  
18 Fuyuki Kurasawa (2009) uses this metaphor to describe a mode of cowitnessing which I will discuss later.  
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response. In this way, I began to embody Benn’s words through performance, finding ways to 

interrupt their flow. By cutting our speeches together I begin to entangle Benn’s words with 

my own. A friction is created through the nature of the humanitarian text, which in its 

outlining of a crisis and state of emergency is at odds with Benn’s representation of 

democracy, civility and security, and a ‘cessation of hostilities19’ towards Syrians becomes 

heard again and reframed within the humanitarian crisis that results in bombing a place. 

As I am using my mobile phone to record my speech the video is not always steady it blurs a 

little and gives the impression to challenge the smooth record of the day-to-day, that often 

passes without a trace.  The frame stumbles a little creating a disruption as if it is trying to 

peddle into the images with another temporality, an effect of delay where time takes on a 

slower quality. I can hear the wind at the lake and see the birds flying around Lake Geneva 

which is a peaceful place20, home to the United Nations it has a banal quality to it and the 

images take on a bleached or white aesthetic. 

I use repetition in parts of the video. Where Benn argues for bombing Syria, stating ‘should 

we not play our full part’, I challenge him in my response, creating tension in disagreement to 

his words, outlining instead a need for protection for Syrians. I mute the sound of Benn’s 

speech and overlay my text of the Geneva Conventions with images of the House of 

Commons. This is where the aural begins to puncture the visual and words and images from 

both speeches begin folding into one another, like light into dark and dark into light, blurring 

the boundaries of war and safe land. There is a disjuncture between my spoken text which 

 
19 Mbembe calls state arguments between the west and those who threaten the west’s way of life a ‘cessation of 

hostilities’ (2019, p.54). 
20 Geneva is the home of the United Nations who have a direct role in the intervention into the Middle East but 

are seen to represent an image of security, peace, safety and protection where no injury is present within the 

idyllic domestic landscape of Switzerland.   
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signals a crisis against the calm of the lake, but the images and the text are not still, but are 

full of anticipation, a waiting that is restless, they ask what next? 

In this video, I chose to speak the texts of The Geneva Conventions for protection for 

prisoners of war, in what I understood would follow in the wake of Benn’s speech, where 

prisoner of war conditions would prevail for Syrian civilians. The Geneva conventions can 

arguably be understood as a failed set of texts, particularly in protecting civilians from the 

violent acts and the aftereffects of contemporary war.  They are regularly broken and 

dismissed, without consequences to states and individuals perpetrating war crimes against 

civilians.21 The Geneva Conventions can also be seen as part of a humanistic discourse in the 

protection of a universalised humanity to which certain bodies outside of the white European 

or white American centre, are not inscribed22. Although they are failed texts, reading them 

out on the day of Benn’s speech felt pertinent. I wanted to cut into his statements with a 

signal of injury, to place a humanitarian text underneath his words, as a warning of the 

humanitarian crises that would unfold as a consequence of their power. Here I attempt to 

listen to paths of injury not visible, but that manifest Benn’s speech its power and 

appearance, as Campt writes “to become ‘attuned to their unsayable truths” (2017, p. 601). 

Listening here is also a request to reconfigure to blur the distance of a violent representation 

of Syria as ‘otherworldly’ where contemporary war landscapes become dislocated from the 

 
21 There has been a categorical failure of the Geneva conventions to protect civilians notably with the 

concentration camps in WW2 to which the ICRC published a public apology for. More recently Amnesty 

International reports on the blatant disregard of human life by sovereign states including UK, USA, Russia and 

France as carrying out war crimes and possibly genocide across wars in the Middle East and North Africa with 

the Crisis Response Director of Amnesty International Tirana Hassan stating “Seventy years on from the 

Geneva Conventions, to have almost 70 million human beings displaced by wars and other violence reflects the 

catastrophic failure of world leaders to protect them” (Amnesty International, 2019b).   
22

 Humanism, writes Mbembe, is a structure that supports white bodies and effaces the body of the other. It has 

been built on the progress and racial divisions that ‘has its total debt to Africa’, “Humanism is thus a myth that 

does not want to say its name” (2019, p. 161). Further – “the other must always prove himself to be human 

because he has been reduced to the state of his race, outside of white European which is outside of humanity” 

(2019, p. 132). 
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west's involvement and presented as ‘the type of violent events to happen in such places’ [ 

(Cuomo, 1996), see also (Sontag, 2004), (Kozol, 2004) and (Campt, 2017) ].  

What happened after Benn’s speech as I experienced it from a position of safe land, seemed 

to unfold in a series of images, reports, objects and recorded events that were unfolding as a 

global mass injury in contemporary war. A huge spike in migrant crossings to Europe, over 

the Mediterranean Sea and across land to escape the hell that had descended upon Syrian 

civilians were now taking place. The results of this were mass landings of migrants on 

beaches in Europe, drownings at sea and a torrent of both violent and humanitarian activity at 

key European borders on the migrant routes. My day-to-day travel as a passenger was 

furnished with blanket appeals for Syrian refugees that became pasted over tubes in London 

from charities such as Save The Children. On the news, images were broadcast of entire 

towns in Syria destroyed by-proxy from many groups including western powers adding their 

contribution in mass bombings from global air strikes. 

In the wake of migrant crises not only in Syria, Afghanistan and other Middle Eastern 

countries who face bombing, and also migrants fleeing economically and politically unstable 

countries such as Darfur and Congo that have caused many to flee their homes which are no 

longer habitable, journalist Izzy Tomico Ellis (2019) has requested that we stop referring to 

this type of contemporary war injury as a refugee or migrant crisis. Instead, Ellis suggests 

that we start calling it a humanitarian crisis raising the importance of the framing of language 

to ignite protective measures for those who are injured. She writes: 

“Declaring a humanitarian crisis shifts responsibility and focus to states and their 

leaders, whereas placing ‘migrant’ before the crisis, suggests that the fault of the crisis 

is, at least in part, theirs” (Ellis, 2019). 
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Calling it migrant or refugee crises also implement people fleeing war as ‘architects of their 

own suffering’ when in fact, militarised states and indeed sovereign actors such as Benn,  

have had a hand in destroying vital humanitarian protections, causing such suffering through 

bombing and air strikes while flouting all responsibility for the injury and displacement that 

unfolds (Ellis, 2019). By cutting the video of his speech with the texts of the Geneva 

Conventions, I manifest a presence of injury by attaching his words to heighten the 

relationship of cause and effect residing in the west's violent domination towards the 

destruction of Syria. Although the Geneva Conventions belong to a failed system of 

protection of the other, or we might say they are a suspended, delayed set of documents, 

Mbembe reflects on where a humanist discourse can offer a more hopeful insight into the 

future, stating that ‘humanity is forever in creation’ (2019, p. 175). To discover this creation 

within this work he draws much inspiration from the practice of Franz Fanon, a psychiatrist   

and cultural theorist who did much of his work in Algeria in the 1950s. Fanon was 

responsible for treating individuals across a devastated post-colonial landscape of civil war. 

His patients were a complex mix from both sides of violence, and they included rape victims, 

refugees, soldiers and officers of the French army who had carried out torture upon others. 

Fanon became a critical observer of this landscape and went on to write and heal for a radical 

future, proposing a decolonisation of the mind, body and spirit. He saw this in a form of 

therapy, blending care for the oppressed and healing to harness a revolutionary potential. This 

potential was always a force of refusal to submit to the dehumanisation effects of colonialism 

and to become part of a future humanity (2019).  After Fanon and Mbembe, I attempt to 

rediscover a place for this humanity in a re-reading of our humanitarian laws to become 
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activated in and for Syria. It is here that I use my voice as a force for action to recover this 

tired humanitarian script from its dust (Colquhoun, 2018)23. 

Benn's speech represents a performance of sovereignty that assists with the erasure and 

avoidance of Syrian civilians. Benn’s speech argued successfully for the subsequent bombing 

of Syria. It was a violent speech, where a presence of injury remained absent from its 

representation. I responded to Benn’s speech at the time because it affected me, as a message 

given that needed  attention   What was vital in responding to Benn's speech was in finding a 

way not only to watch it, but to listen to it as a way to witness to it. Firstly, the speech which 

in its mediatised form was at risk of becoming yesterday’s news needed to be tracked to listen 

to its effects in attunement to the violence that would take place, behind the scenes. Secondly, 

responding to Benn's speech with the Geneva Conventions can further be regarded as a 

response to Ellis (2019).  In this response, I go about a shift of accountability towards the UK 

parliament and their leaders by framing Benn's speech within a humanitarian context. By 

performing this intervention, I also aimed to slow down his words and go about a process that 

suspends a space for listening, or a further listening that actively hears within them, a 

humanitarian crisis. In relating a deeper sense of listening directly to a global landscape of 

contemporary war is Carol Nordstrom (1997) who argues that we are blocked from 

connecting with contemporary war because we belong to a world that privileges the visual. 

Talking about and understanding war violence Nordstrom states will always have a dual 

nature. It is through the act of listening then that war stories come through. Referring to 

Roland Barthes on the creation of transference through listening, Nordstrom states “listen to 

me means touch me, know that I exist” (1997, p. 80). What do we see then in this 

 
23 I used this performance intervention to suggest a course to the future of performance studies for PSI online 

(Colquhoun, 2018), employing performance to re-connect students to humanitarian principles. I argued that 

making a response (such as reading out the Geneva conventions) caused an affirmative response to witness the 

speed or velocity of power in war. 
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performance video? There are no images of war here as one is used to them in a crises mode. 

However, war surrounds the context and harm towards others is unfolding, circulating, and 

dispersing from this event- the importance lies in finding ways of gathering it into focus. 

As I mentioned earlier through Cuomo, the effects of Benn’s speech are distanced as events 

that take place in Syria and mapped in what I refer to in this research through a type of 

cultural disembodiment of injury as otherworlds. Otherworlds can be seen in war zones 

taking place elsewhere, simultaneously enforced by western or sovereign states and removed 

from the west's focus when injury begins to unfold. Otherworlds can also be said to be where 

necropolitics, a set of global racist violent state practices, takes direct hold of its victims 

which I will go on to discuss in detail next.   

Benn's speech was in danger of becoming obsolete, another politician's ramble that would 

become folded into day-to-day life and another consequence of what Foucault terms Bio-

power to describe sovereign states control over life and where this power has the ability “to 

qualify, measure, appraise, and hierarchize, rather than display itself in its murderous 

splendour” (1978, p. 144). My video response was an attempt to listen to this speech in the 

context of the wider world where it would take effect.  I wanted to listen to his words through 

an undercurrent of injury, entangling them into a wider social and political landscape of 

injury to which we all inhabit in one way or another. It can be said that I made this 

performance intervention to build an alternative memory. This memory recalled a delay in 

hearing the effects of Benn’s speech, and then corrected this delay by animating it with my 

own humanitarian text. This delay can also be said to be found in the loss that eventuates for 

victims of war where they simply cannot be heard, where we have mislaid a historical 

otherness in our forgetful continuum of everyday life24.  Cutting together becomes vital to 

 
24 From Seremetakis (1994). 
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continuously become embodied into this delay and finally coming to terms with the 

understanding that contemporary war does not take place in a vacuum, but in fact regularly 

refuels itself in the west (Nordstrom, 1997). I will now go into further explanation of this 

historical relationship through Mbembe's theory of necropolitics. 

 

The Necropolitical  

“Even the extermination of vanquished peoples are to find their first testing ground in 

the colonial world. Here we see the first synthesis between massacre and bureaucracy, 

that incarnation of Western rationality.” 

             (Hannah Arendt, quoted by Mbembe and Meintjes (2003)) 

 

Mbembe maps the term necropolitics through the development of sovereignty at the 

beginning of the twentieth century, and in the creation of the European juridical order (Jus 

publicum European) (2003). This was an agreement of states to ‘civilise’ the act of killing via 

permissions to declare war and peace as a legitimate right within their own borders. However, 

a distinction quickly formed within the European imagination via ‘those parts of the globe 

available for colonial appropriation’ in places seen as inhabited by savages specifically 

lacking in any humanness (Mbembe and Meintjes, 2003). The colonies were viewed in the 

European imagination as cordoned off from European law and then Jus publicum. This 

disjuncture explains how an understanding of civility and democracy always belongs to a 

violent double, as Arendt states in the above quotation, as a synthesise of massacre and 

bureaucracy. Mbembe explains this double further through Frantz Fanon’s25 (1963) 

 
25 Mbembe draws inspiration from the practice of Franz Fanon - a psychiatrist and a cultural theorist who did 
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awareness of a nocturnal face where no democracy exists without its double, without its 

colony. 

Necropolitics has its roots in the plantation system of slavery26, where slaves were partitioned 

off from living within the white project of progress in a split from humanity, to which the 

enslaved were not offered an inscription and to which they were not recorded, or seen as 

worthy of belonging as living breathing subjects. This split saw colonial occupation generate 

a temporality separate from its consummation of those under subjugation as the colonized, 

where white western progress thrived on the backs of slaves, who became ‘radically located 

outside of time’27. 

Under plantation conditions, slaves were seen to be kept alive but in a state of injury.  This is 

where necropolitics, despite the prefix “necro”, can apply outside of outright death to 

enunciate a slow and constant injury28. In this underpinning of slow injury that began in the 

plantation system of slavery, Mbembe argues that continues in a global landscape of 

contemporary war.  In the wholly racist disjuncture of the ‘west and the rest’, Mbembe 

explains necropolitics as state behaviours, and brutal practices, that go about their business 

through ‘the subjugation of life under the power of death’ (2003, p. 39).  Slow injury has now 

been evidenced in contemporary war through the current humanitarian crises where millions 

 
much of his work in Algeria in 1954. Fanon was responsible for treating people across a devested post-war 

landscape. Fanon treated patients that included a complex mix of injury: rape victims, refugees, soldiers and 

officers of the French army who had carried out murder, rape and torture. He went on to write and heal for 

radical future of decolonisation as a form of therapy through his ‘pharmakon’, a blending of care for the 

oppressed, employing healing to harness revolutionary potential (Nicholls, no date).  Healing and listening held 

valuable potential to fight back. And Mbembe explains, it was also a force of refusal to submit against to the 

dehumanising effects of colonialism. 
26 Plantation Slavery begun in the 17th Century, before Jus Publicum European. Slaves were not protected by the 

acceleration of civility or European laws. 
27 Mbembe refers to negation of time after Fanon in a lecture given as a conversation with the ‘Rhodes Must 

Fall’ movement “in the sense that, from the colonial point of view, natives were not simply people without 

history. They were people radically located outside of time; or whose time was radically out of joint” (Mbembe, 

2015) 
28 This observation was made by (Davies, Isakjee and Dhesi, 2017)  
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are currently fleeing war, conflict and political oppression. This emergency has promoted 

theorists Davies, Isakjee and Dhesi to theorise necropolitical practices of avoidance, 

understood as violence in itself - their term ‘violent inaction’ understood also to be connected 

to Galtung’s (2016) theory of structural violence, “where unlike ‘personal violence’ by an 

individual, which shows, structural violence is more silent, more stealthy -concealed within 

the hidden violence of abandonment” (Davies, Isakjee and Dhesi, 2017). 

Shadowing Mbembe’s underpinning of slow injury has been theorist Lauren Berlant’s (2007) 

significant contribution to a mapping of slow death. The phrase slow death refers to the 

physical wearing out of a population and the deterioration of people in that it is very nearly a 

defining condition of their experience and historical existence (Berlant, 2007, p. 754).  Slow 

death is not visible in the same way as dramatic images of war and death, depicted in the 

media, but rather it folds into the ordinary. Berlant writes 

“Slow death prospers not in traumatic events, as discrete time-framed phenomena like 

military encounters and genocides can appear to do, but in temporal environments 

whose qualities and whose contours in time and space are often identified with the 

presentness of ordinariness itself, that domain of living on, in which everyday 

activity; memory, needs, and desires; diverse temporalities and horizons of the taken-

for-granted are brought into proximity” (2007, p. 759). 

Berlant’s use of the term temporal environments in the quote above is a way to distinguish 

from the notion of ‘event’ - a term which conjures a certain type of immediate impact - and 

intensity, that is shown also in particular forms of crises response (2007). Berlant’s term 

environment is a spatial one and is used to allow one to consider how time ordinarily passes, 

in predictable repetitions. What has often been the discourse when thinking about slow death 

is in misrepresentations of the time frame and scale of another’s experience of injury, where 
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focusing on eventhoods calls in a crisis mode (which I will discuss in more detail in Chapter 

2), rather than place attention on the ongoing, terrible conditions that have been a defining 

fact of life for a given population that endures for them in ordinary time. 

Berlant’s slow death environments denote a turn towards engaging with injury in the ordinary 

day-to-day where contemporary war injury is not bounded into one particular space but in 

fact becomes enmeshed into all contemporary life. Slow death is a consequence of 

suspension, as a delay in states response to the suffering of others through their violent 

inaction. It is also an inability to move past one's painful social and political situation, it is 

state of ongoing endurance and wearing down as a direct consequence of necropolitical 

behaviour toward the body of the Other. Going back now to Cuomo’s request to consider war 

as a presence, a turn to presence is a way of coming to terms with how war violence exists 

within environments that take place within the ordinary day-to-day. Contemporary war 

environments are enmeshed in the ordinary, due to the fact the increased militarisation of 

space is taking place everywhere and all the time. This shift is certainly not to mark the 

experience of war as ordinary, but rather to understand that the type of endurance of war, that 

is often not seen by the public on safe land, takes place in a day-to-day ongoingness 

“simultaneously at an extreme and in a zone of or-dinariness” (Berlant, 2007).  

Focusing on war as a presence is particularly important in our contemporary age where 

military technology renders war “less temporally, conceptually, and physically bounded,” 

(Schott, 1996). Contemporary war injury as suspension can be understood via environments 

created by sovereign actors, who amongst many others include Hilary Benn, whose speech 

was not only part of a political discourse, but a necropolitical one. Benn’s request to bomb 

Syria cannot only be connected to the events that took place just hours later in the agreed air 

strikes, but rather it becomes entangled in social and political landscape where there is an 
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ongoing presence and environment of the slow deaths of civilians, both inside and outside of 

war zones. This is through practices of increased militarisation globally that have a hand in 

enforced migration, civil conflict, guerrilla wars, ethnic wars, and urban violence that is in 

direct response to worsening social conditions (Schott, 1996).  

Slow death according to the theory of necropolitics exists through the triumvirate of 

colonialism, racism and contemporary war as explored by Mbembe (2003), Banerjee (2008), 

Berlant (2007) and Davies, Isakjee and Dhesi (2017). Those not classified as either white 

Europeans or North Americans become subjugated because they are outside of these 

protected boundaries29. They are Syrian, African, Afghan, they are Black, Indian, Muslim - 

they are other30. Those exiled in this way are subject to a ‘violent inaction’ as a symptom of 

necropolitical state practices via governments who withhold aid, care, support and refuge31. A 

theory of necropolitics and slow death further illuminates the injury of contemporary war as 

taking place as a form of suspension and delay, away from the graphic representation of war 

injury and also from depictions of war as event taking place in otherworlds. Slow death 

reveals an ordinary, mundane and normalized, necropolitical landscape of violence and 

racism, where certain ethnic populations must endure a daily existence marked out for 

ongoing injury, death and expulsion. This is where slow death is conceived as violence 

administered to certain groups through constriction (Berlant, 2007; Davies, Isakjee, Dhesi, 

2017). It is through these globally unaccountable attitudes that the wounded of contemporary 

war are not written into time. 

 
29 According to the UN three countries produce half the world’s refugees. Syria at 4.9 million, Afghanistan at 2.7 

million and Somalia at 1.1 million together accounted for more than half the refugees under UNHCR’s mandate 

worldwide. Colombia at 6.9 million, Syria at 6.6 million and Iraq at 4.4 million had the largest numbers of 

internally displaced people. Taken from the UNHR’S statistics (UNHRC, 2019) 
30 Mbembe states the other must always prove himself to be human because she/he/they have been reduced to 

the state of his/her/their race, outside of white European which is outside of humanity (2019, p. 132). 
31 Lateral violence also takes place amongst groups who are non-white in the form of everyday racism and 

structural violence that takes on a hidden slow quality to it, see (Berlant, 2007; Akala, 2018; Mbembe, 2019). 
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In a global landscape of contemporary war, the concept of difference can be understood as 

just cause for injury, where necropolitics acts to shape life by an essentially racial principle 

(Mbembe, 2019). Difference according to philosopher Gilles Deleuze (1994) is seen as a 

delinking and dispersal of such categorisation, put simply by theorist James Williams as “a 

matter of how things become different, how they evolve and continue to evolve beyond the 

boundaries of the sets they have been distributed into” (Williams, 2013, p. 60). Berlant 

explains that slow death becomes folded into the day-to-day, informing us that where if one 

turns to the ordinary, one will discover an ‘an unheroisable case of difference’ (2007). 

A Turn to the Ordinary 

As I have explained above, I am interested in where the injury of contemporary war can be 

built as a presence in the day-to-day through performance. The terms ordinary, day-to-day 

and banal which belong to each other, require unpacking here. Banality and ordinariness in 

the context of war were importantly summarised by theorist Hannah Arendt’s in her 

description of Adolf Eichmann, leader of the Nazis of whose trial Arendt witnessed in 

Jerusalem in 1961, leading her to coin the term ‘the banality of evil’.32 

 

“There were so many were like him, and that the many were neither perverted nor 

sadistic, that they were, and still are, terribly and terrifyingly normal. From the 

viewpoint of our legal institutions and of our moral standards of judgment, this 

normality was much more terrifying than all the atrocities put together.” 

 
32 The notion of banality here refers to the wholly evil nature of the crimes and the ordinariness of the man who 

was responsible. Eichmann was the leader of the Nazi SS and responsible for planning what was known as the 
final solution. He was successful in orchestrating the death of six million Jews and millions more of other 

individuals who were termed asocial. Before the trail Arendt had expectations to witness a monster. Instead, she 

found a civil servant quite sure, in his orchestration of the final solution that he was following orders like any 

other would in the same situation. 
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      (Hannah Arendt on the Eichmann trial, 1963)33 

Arendt's witnessing of Eichmann at his trial in Jerusalem and her subsequent reports of 

violence were to become a warning to future generations to notice where barbarity takes 

place within the mask of civility. Banality helps us understand where contemporary war, 

violence and injury take place in spaces that otherwise appear peaceful and uneventful.  

Mbembe explains such violence is latent on the interior of the historical structures of 

colonialism, nazism and fascism who share the same myth– the west has “marrow and a soul” 

(Mbembe, 2019, p. 122). 

In Ordinary Affects (2007) Kathleen Stewart argues for an increased attention to the affective 

dimensions of everyday life. She writes 

“The ordinary throws itself together out of forms, flows, powers, pleasures, 

encounters, distractions, drudgery, denials, practical solutions, shape-shifting forms of 

violence, daydreams, and opportunities lost or found. Or it falters, fails. But either 

way we feel its pull” (2007, p. 29). 

Stewart's quote reminds us that the ordinary is not a passive mode but a variated state of 

intensities and relationalities across environments. This description of the ordinary poses 

further questions regarding the visible nature of structural violence in contemporary war that 

is absent from our day-to-day and is not visible in ordinary things, it falters, fails to emerge. 

The ordinary can allow us to turn to an intensive genre finding ways to listen through a 

sensorial and perceptive apparatus of performance to entangle worlds and texts together, as 

can be seen in the intensive style of author Virginia Woolf in her novel The Waves (1931). 

 
33 Hannah Arendt has come under scrutiny for calling the Shoah a crime against all humanity, mainly by Jewish 

communities who have felt it has deflected from the nature of the holocaust which was pitted against the Jewish 

population as a whole. 
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Woolf wrote the everyday to arrest the torrent of things to prevent them from passing by. An 

important question then is: where can I begin to find ways to resist “being swept along, 

insensible to the things, objects, people, practices, that form my everyday life?” (Randall, 

2015). Furthermore, how can I deploy performance to building a presence of injury from 

contemporary war that no longer lies elsewhere? 

A turn to the ordinary in discussions of power and domination was heeded as a call from 

feminism beginning with the consciousness-raising movements in the 1960s and 70s in the 

UK and America34 where women gathered together and spoke of their day-to-day experiences 

that also became the context of their political struggles. Consciousness-raising was also an 

important movement in responding to the Vietnam war - a brutal and illegal war where 

feminist artists attempted to cut into the distance of this violence in their work by bringing the 

war home and engaging with it through ordinary day-to-day contexts.35 

A turn to the ordinary in engaging with the injury of contemporary war has recently been 

seen in the work of feminists such as Veena Das (2006) Christine Sylvester (2013), Wendy 

Kozol (2004), Wendy Kozol and Rebecca Adelman (2014, 2016), Joanna Bourke (2015) and 

Rebecca Walker (2010). Through the frame of the ordinary Das (2006) asks that we inhabit 

the world again, not in a gesture of dramatic defiance but in one of mourning for such 

violence and to witness where violence has entered what she terms the ‘recesses of the 

ordinary’. Ruminating on Wittgenstein’s sense of the everyday as something recovered 

 
34 In The Force of Listening (2017) Lucia Farinati and Claudia Firth write that consciousness raising groups 

were usually ‘small women’s only groups’ and were vital in breaking the day-to-day silence and isolation of 

women in the UK and America. They write “The term raised consciousness refers to becoming conscious of 

something which one did not perceive before”  (2017, p. 40). 

In Nomadic Subjects (2011) Braidotti expands on this, writing “the feminist movement was one of the first to 

point out that politics rests on a relatively narrow definition of the political, and that therefore other political 

occasions may be more suitable to the task of experimenting with new ways of intervention and postulating 

alternative forms of activism” (2011, p. 291).  
35 I will discuss practitioners who responded to the Vietnam war in chapter four. 
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through ‘a kind of atmosphere that cannot be expelled to an “outside” Das argues that to 

inhabit the everyday is “how you make such a space of destruction your own, not through an 

ascent into transcendence but through a descent into the everyday” (2006, p. 62). Wendy 

Kozol and Rebecca Adelman (2014) have suggested that engaging with banal and ordinary 

images of contemporary war may produce what they term ‘discordant affects’. They theorise 

discordant affects in response to the graphic nature of contemporary war images, where such 

images can have a distancing effect on audiences unable to engage with them.  

 

Kozol and Adelman argue that a turn to the ordinary may produce an essential response of 

anticipation associated with curiosity and attention, rather than shock associated with distance 

and apathy. In War as Experience (2013) Christine Sylvester argues for a theoretical turn to 

experience in war, including of citizens on safe land, stating that much of international 

relations theory is unprepared for the presence and power of ordinary people in war. Joanna 

Bourke in Deep Violence: Military Violence, War Play, and the Social Life of Weapons 

(2015) is concerned with the increasing militarization of public life, asking important 

questions about our relationship to war violence both real and imaginary - in games, films 

and the way our taxes go towards paying for war – permeating our language and invading our 

dream-space, stating “It is precisely violence everyday-ness, the way it creeps up by stealth 

that makes it so powerful.” (2015, p. 56).  In thinking about the aftermath of the militarisation 

of everyday life, Rebecca Walker in Violence, the everyday and the question of the ordinary 

(2010) explores the after-effects of the Sri-Lankan war, discussing what is meant by an 

‘ordinary life’ for Tamil-speaking communities in Batticaloa where people suffer, resist and 

survive with the residing effects of a brutal war - where the question of the ordinary is also 

one of an endurance of the everyday. 
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Following these feminist lineages that turn to ordinariness in encountering the injury of 

contemporary war, I position my performance work in the doldrums to listen to the injury of 

contemporary war that has folded into the day-to-day. I also follow in the path of feminist 

philosopher Rosi Braidotti who calls for a way to reconfigure a universalised subject in 

advanced capitalism into an ethical accountability and a non-unitary mode of subjectivity. 

Braidotti terms suggest’ an answer in what she terms a Nomadic subjectivity, one that also 

belongs to a relocation of the imperial and destructive tendencies located in whiteness as a 

fixed and homogenous identity, she writes 

“To relocate white European identity, so as to undo its hegemonic tendencies. I refer 

to this type of identity as being nomadic. Being a nomadic European subject means to 

be in transit within different identity formations, but sufficiently anchored to a 

historical position to accept responsibility for it” (Braidotti, 2006, p. 75). 

Where capitalist contradictions can lead to modes of despair, pain and apathy, Braidotti 

argues on the importance of living with them in a sustainable way. What is essential here in 

relation to contemporary war and necropolitics is where the injury of others is absent from 

focus and finding ways to listen to this injury sustainably, asking how to be-with those who 

are enduring violent conditions and are ‘hidden in plain sight’? (Mbembe, 2019). 

As I explained above, in my performance practice I employ four key methods for the 

doldrums which can also be understood as quieter methods. These quieter methods follow in 

a need for sustainable ways to be-with the injury of contemporary war in the ordinary day-to-

day. As I discuss in the next chapters, I build my performance practice as a passenger 

practitioner moving through spaces and recording contemplations as a way of being with the 

injury of contemporary war. When I make my final performance work, I am interested in 

where a shift occurs, this can also be seen as a diffractive pattern, that appears as a presence 
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and as a difference in the performance work.  This presence in my performance practice is 

witnessed through a shift in homogeneous time where Braidotti explains we must take a leap 

from a universal mode by experiencing creative insights “to engender other ways of 

knowing.” (2006, p. 6) in what she terms ‘transpositions’. 

Transpositions as a term derives from both music and genetics to indicate an intertextual, 

cross-boundary and a creative leap. They are employed by Braidotti to produce a prolific in-

between space from universalised modes, that, along the way “will inject feminism, anti-

racism, environmental and human rights as an extra booster of theoretical energy” (2006, p. 

9). Through my performance process, contemplations and performative texts are used as 

methods to build an interdependence of other voices, and other realities within the self 

through which, when distributed or dispersed in the final video artwork, are witnessed as 

transpositions. Transpositions make the leap from a homogeneous engagement with clock 

time, a temporality which I will now discuss further. 

Clock time 

Theorist Henri Lefebvre (2004) analysed how the everyday establishes itself in repetitive 

organisation with clock time implemented as a measurer of labour, profit and cost since the 

growth of industrial capitalism around 1850 (Klikauer, 2016). Alongside labouring under the 

clock, a characteristic of clock time results in individuals who have been expected to 

internalise principles of time. It places all events into a linear sequence, in a frame of 

reference as repetition, one after the other, according to their times of occurrence. 

Theorist Walter Benjamin understood clock time as operating within a history of western 

progress. In The Concept of History (1940) Benjamin writes: 
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“Progress, as it was painted in the minds of the social democrats, was once upon a 

time the progress of humanity itself (not only that of its abilities and knowledges). It 

was, secondly, something unending (something corresponding to an endless 

perfectibility of humanity). It counted, thirdly, as something essentially unstoppable 

(as something self-activating, pursuing a straight or spiral path)”  (1942, XIII). 

History and progress take place within what Benjamin refers to as homogenous empty time 

and is linked to universal history and progress, operating under clock time which has “no 

theoretical armature. Its method is additive; it musters a mass of data to fill the homogeneous, 

empty time” (Benjamin, 1940, XVII). Following universal history is the construction of a 

global memory (Platt, Mohan and Kinloch, 2005), where nation-states wishing to overcome 

violent pasts build the assumption of a shared history. A global memory leads to 

cancellations of the burdens of the past devoid now of victims or perpetrators, freed from the 

responsibility of considering the violent intentions to persecute and exterminate others. I 

discuss this further through colonialism’s formation of a ‘Circum-Atlantic memory’; a term 

from performance scholar Joseph Roach (1996) who employs the term as a way of filling in 

the cavities left by death and other forms of departure. (1996, p. 2). 

Bureaucracy becomes barbarity, when contemporary wars and militarized holds are enforced 

upon other bodies while being kept at clear distance from the white capitalist body who as 

post-colonial theorist Akala writes “(holds) all the keys to economic, military and political 

power” (2018, p. 301). This habit of thought belongs to the nature of clock time as 

homogenous empty time, a time of progress, security, and safety for the west, where values 

of humanity and civility are supposedly maintained. Within this carefully ordered temporality 

of clock time, a venomous underpinning of homogeneity conceals other histories and the 

“west, highlights and praises white capitalist progress” (Chambers, 2008, p. 33) rather than 
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its debt, inclusion and gratitude to the black and ethnic lives destroyed and conquered to 

make way for such advancements36.  

A significant aspect of homogenous time is that it is located within a sustained commitment 

to individualism or ‘the energetics of life37 where movement is seen as an ongoing 

achievement and is bound within western models of capitalism or “the continual 

reconfiguration of the I/ eye in every corner of the globe” (Chambers, 2008, p. 32). In the 

same way “mass emaciation and obesity are mirror symptoms of the malnourishment of the 

poor throughout the contemporary world” (Berlant, 2007). Another mirror symptom of 

capitalism is the speed of movement of westerners as passengers freely moving everywhere 

and anywhere. This has its necropolitical double (Mbembe, 2019) in the suspension of 

millions prevented from moving at all. In what can be seen as the dark mirror; capitalism in 

the west or as the west’s nocturnal face - where white western bodies are rapidly mobile, 

while others are slowed right down.  Those slowed become worn down by their experience of 

conflict; of borders that they cannot overcome, of walls constructed to prevent their passing. 

The west’s nocturnal face sees widespread military environments where suspension of 

freedom is achieved through mass detention centres, refugee camps and other forms of 

holding spaces. 

I have discovered through my creative practice of witnessing contemporary war injury in the 

day to day, that necropolitics exists in clock time, which Barad explains is a time of 

militarism. She writes on where violence folds into clock time's homogenous nature. 

 
36 For example see Tina Campt (2017) who writes on the godly projection of the civilizing nature of the west in 

Africa, or Akala (2018) who explains western attitudes as applauding colonialism, ‘how in African nations, 

colonialism gave natives the railways, so it must be a good thing.’  
37 Petra Kuppers uses this term to explain where attention is focused on movement as an “active, ongoing 

achievement” or the “energetics of life” (2000, p. 135, cited in Bissel, 2007, p. 293). 
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“Whether calibrated to a projected future, an individual event, or a periodically 

recurring phenomenon, time is attuned to a succession of discrete moments, where a 

moment is understood to be the thinnest slice of time and where each successive 

moment replaces the one before it. This is the time of capitalism, colonialism, and 

militarism” (Barad, 2018, p. 60). 

Benjamin’s understanding of ‘progress as unending’ is realised through capitalism’s 

accumulative global networks, where contemporary war and necropolitical behaviour 

becomes generative through these conditions - as explored by Mbembe (2019), Barad (2018) 

Braidotti (2006) and Deleuze & Guattari (1972). Contemporary war theorist Nordstrom also 

explains how these networks further the necrosystems of capital which reproduce behaviours 

and trends where “the same weapons vendors, mercenaries, military advisors, supplies, and 

military training manuals – both illicit and formal circle the globe, moving from one war to 

the next” (1997, p. 5). 

Philosopher Gilles Deleuze refers to this experience of time as repetition without a difference 

(1994). Difference is seen by Deleuze as thought processes that turn representations into 

illusions - where identity becomes a cloak thrown over deeper, pure differences. It is within 

the over coating of difference in clock time that we can understand clock time as supporting 

the necropolitical, where each ‘successive moment replaces the one before it’ (Barad, 2018, 

p. 60) setting those unable to keep up outside of its boundaries and under the wheels of 

progress. 

Post-colonial theorist Iain Chambers (2008) understands western domination as a refusal to 

fold itself into other times, textures and ways of being multiple. He explains this through a 

type of visual inheritance where a humanistic portrayal of progress submerges all other 

histories into its homogenous time. He demonstrates this in the image of the Mediterranean, 
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an intricate site of cultural encounters and tempestuous historical currents, that are only seen 

in a certain field of vision, not within a historical complexity but within a European site of 

culture that has come to understand it like a big flat lake to gaze upon. To break into this 

surface is to also insist on ‘a shadow in the retina’ of this gaze and “to supplement the politics 

of the eye/I with one of the ears, with a politics of reception and listening” (Chambers 2008, 

p. 33). 

Chambers suggests we can show resistance to being ‘swept along’ in homogenous time by 

returning to those historical textures, those multiple temporalities - “not so much with the 

idea of getting the historical record straight as to hear it again in order to listen to its other, 

repressed rhythms and reasons” (2008, p. 32). Echoing Chambers is scholar Struan Gray 

(2018) who argues that because clock time measures events in a linear way, chronological 

time is rarely questioned where the injury of others haunts the present38. This is important to 

understanding where the injury of contemporary war can be made present through a type of 

suspension, or delay in the day-to-day. This becomes apparent through creative practices that 

challenge the experience of clock time (which) becomes hegemonic when ‘the multiple 

temporalities of the present remain invisible’ (Gray, 2018, p. 16).   

In order to illuminate injury as a presence of suspension, I design a model of the doldrums 

where waiting, slowing down and suspending the act of moving off challenges the 

homogenous nature of the necropolitical that carries itself within clock time. This is where I 

frame a critical question for the research, asking; if a necropolitical landscape of constriction 

and avoidance can be understood as symptomatic of clock time, a duration that many of us 

live within, might then, as Berlant asks, some agency be found in the ability to bear witness 

 
38 In her thesis Gray (2018) posits this haunting through a study of post-dictatorial Chilean film.  
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to injury in the zone of the ordinary? (Berlant, 2007, cited by Davies, 2018) - a mode that is 

often overlooked and unrecognised in relation to contemporary war. 

Banal Landscapes 

In this next section, I demonstrate video and installation works in the practices of women 

artists producing performance, video and sound to build into ordinary or banal landscapes and 

volumize them with a presence of injury from contemporary war. They provide examples of a 

critical technique employed in my own work where a disjunction between aural and visual 

build friction and anticipation. These artists also respond to where the violence of 

contemporary war can sit within a latency, a delayed presence of violence that can be sensed 

underneath and concealed within the ordinary.   

In her video work artist Melanie Friend encounters the highly policed state of Kosovo.  

Friends had visited Kosovo in the 1990s and was haunted by the testimonies of Albanians 

who were having repeated brutal encounters with the police. Upon return to the comfort of 

England, Friend became haunted by the horrific testimonies against the seemingly banal, 

calm and sunny rooms where she and the victims had conversations. She writes “I was 

disturbed by the disjuncture between what I saw and what I heard, between the visual and the 

aural.” (2007, p. 94)This statement suggests deep friction within the presentation of the day-

to-day in Kosovo, where life went on, but where trauma resided deeply as a presence and an 

undercurrent. Instead of following the dominant sway towards capturing a graphic 

understanding of victimhood, Friend turned to document the violence and human rights 

abuses through banality or ordinary everydayness.  In Homes and Gardens: Documenting the 

Invisible (2007) Friend takes videos and photographs of houses in Kosovo that show calm 

domestic interiors and well-ordered gardens in vibrant colours. Although seemingly 

innocuous, these homes were sites of torture and human rights abuses in acts committed by 
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the police state. In Homes and Gardens Friend includes voiced testimony over picturesque 

images of what she calls immaculate interiors.  Through the testimony these houses become 

evaded, broken into, although these landscapes represent aesthetics of safety and security and 

aspiration in a western project of capitalism, they offered no protection against violence and 

violating acts of state police. 

A similar aesthetic was seen in Gardens Speak (2018), in which artist Tania El Khoury toured 

an installation around galleries and theatre spaces globally reacting to the practice of Syrian 

mothers burying their sons in their gardens. El Khoury invited public audiences to engage 

with their deaths in an immersive installation to listen to the victim's last movements and 

lives recounted by friends and families, before their murders by Assad’s forces. In Gardens 

Speak it is the soil and the grave that is perhaps familiar to us, there is a type of banal nature 

to them; but it is when the audience is requested to kneel in the soil and  asked to dig, that the 

engagement becomes out of the ordinary, deeply intimate. Once audiences have removed the 

top layers of soil, they must place their ear to the ground where voices begin to emerge and 

where we are able to listen to the stories. Injury begins to rise from the earth from which it 

was previously covered over, and so witnessing becomes an act of listening, mourning and 

attention. 

By removing graphic scenes of violence from the field of the visual, El Khoury and Friend 

demonstrate a powerful effect through absence. Friend writes: 

 (by) documenting the invisible I was not only trying to protect people’s identities (it 

was dangerous for their portraits to be published), but I was trying to avoid the 

objectification of “the Other” and the photojournalistic convention that visualizes 

violence through the body of the “victim” (2007, p. 97). 
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Friend writes that it is the domestic imagery in Homes and Gardens that she hoped would 

break through the apathy produced by distancing dramatic photojournalism by bringing “the 

fear in this Milosevic-run police state closer to home” (2007, p. 98). In discussing Friends’ 

work and in speaking of the limits of representation of war violence, Wendy Kozol writes 

how “Friend calls attention to the inability of the visual to preserve trauma on the surface of 

the skin” (2004, p. 29). 

Also employing a familiar cultural reference to illuminate hidden trauma is Hale Tenger’s 

Video Beirut (2018). Tenger, who filmed the front of the once-glamorous St. Georges Hotel 

in downtown Beirut waiting for repairs from the war, draws focus on the front façade of the 

building, which at first glance could be any hotel in any large tourist city.  The windows on 

the front of the hotel are wide open, and a breeze blows the white curtains from the outside, 

creating wave-like motions. Tenger then cuts this visual with sound recordings she made of 

the bombing of Beirut. The eerie stillness of the building animated only by the movements of 

the curtains and cut with a soundscape of the bombing turns this piece into something 

disturbing. Although the video doesn’t show the usual aesthetics of war, theorist Arie 

Amaya-Akermans explains that Beirut becomes frightening by construing the possibility of 

latency; as a tension of that which has not yet manifest and something that can unexpectedly 

awake and haunt the viewer - “An eerie nocturnal vision unfolds with a lighthouse-like glow 

that dissolves the composition from its solidity into a floating monument to presence—the 

memorial to the dead that are still dying” (no date).It is the seemingly normal façade of the St 

Georges hotel at night that belies its violent status as a war-damaged building, in a deeply 

scarred landscape where injury from the war that is still being endured lies below, and above 

consciousness.    
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These artists employ ordinary capitalist visuals and cut into them with soundscapes and 

spoken text to raise a delayed presence of violence. Mbembe explains here that exteriorised 

violence from the colonies always remained latent in the metropole. It was the work of the 

democracies to actively deaden the awareness of this latency; “to remove any real chance of 

interrogating its foundations, its underneath, and the mythologies without which the order 

that ensures the reproduction of state democracy suddenly falters” (Mbembe, 2019, p. 27). 

In Whitewash History (2016) South African artist Kitso Lynn Lelliot uses video and voice to 

explore what she describes as ‘coexistent realities’ that took shape over the Atlantic in the 

building of modernity. Lelliot films seascapes, employing grainy images that look out across 

vast bodies of water, mapping voice, using autobiography and soundscapes, drawing into the 

everyday through the idea of the ghost, ancestry and haunting to ‘negotiate presence in 

absence’. In making video and performance in this way, Lelliot explains she challenges the 

‘real’ of representation, interrupting its construction through image, voice and film.  Her 

work builds a presence of violence and colonialism, through what she refers to as the 

“language of the ghostly”. Explaining her practice, she writes 

“It is in the shiftiness of the crossroads where multiple and contesting narratives 

intersect with one another across their many temporalities – both pasts and projected 

futures- that I locate a space to engage with narratives moving in and out of settled 

form and where the elided might emerge” (Lelliott, 2011). 

In Lelliott’s videos, silence and slowness are used alongside voice and the blurring of images, 

to build a sense of absence that stretches through time. This is a powerful technique that 

works ‘as a reminder of the conscious and active act of silencing’, using her voice to counter 

this silencing, ‘pointing out that the imaginaries, mythologies, memories and multitude of 

ancestral histories can never be silenced’ (Dee, 2018). 
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In a similar aesthetic is the work of British artist Charlotte Prodger; her Turner prize-winning 

film Bridget (2016) was recorded entirely on her iPhone. Prodger captures banal British 

landscapes from a train window and films day-to-day objects. Prodger then edits these films 

with non-linear or what she refers to as ‘snatches’ of narratives, both mythical and 

autobiographical. In encountering Prodger’s Bridget one feels like a passenger travelling 

within a newly unfolding landscape. Through performance, other histories and voices are 

revealed, thus reconfiguring the landscapes of memory and identity. Prodger’s work breaks 

into the culture of landscape, in this case, the British countryside, a space that has long been 

understood through literary, economic and philosophical tradition of white heterosexuality. 

Prodger uses her voice and her ‘snatches of narratives’ to cause steady friction to these 

impressions and begins to volumize the landscapes, stretching out space with editing 

techniques to fill it with other voices, queer voices, to split off one subjectivity into many.  

Like Prodger, in my work I cut into what can be understood as a visual skin of a landscape. 

This can also be seen as a veneer of civility and respectability to which the necropolitical is 

also enmeshed. I am interested in suspending this veneer, this skin, to give certain images 

psychological weight and to explore where injury can be made present, asking “Who in the 

frame is missing?”. 

In my films, I produce a different account of war injury by volumizing what appear to be 

ordinary landscapes but where violence exists and can be understood through a form of 

latency, in what is revealed and what is held back from view, and therefore possibilities for 

address.  Heidegger looked to the concept of latency as a way to ‘step back’ from 

presentational thought or from our embeddedness in a set of fixed definitions of reality, in 

order to regain access to a certain realm of “latency” as a creative foundation and a source for 

our being-in-the-world. Blogger Altexploit discusses Heidegger’s ‘bridge to latency’ as an 

important process in the act of listening and breaking free from the confines of western 
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thought where the listener, will  question “the guiding notions which, under the names 

‘expression,’ ‘experience,’ and ‘consciousness,’ determine modern thinking” (2017). They 

discuss Heidegger’s concept of latency as an important idea within the art world, for 

connecting with a hidden weight where mediating on a sense of latency becomes a letting-be 

of what is: 

“Latency lying below the level of manifest consciousness. It is not nonbeing in the 

sense of a mere emptiness but rather a source of being for which the word “latency” 

seems rather apt. The mediation, in this case, is not between two well-lighted but 

incommensurate realms of being but between the well-lighted daylight of 

consciousness and something more like the mysterious night of what lies below and 

above consciousness” (AltExploit, 2017). 

This approach is furthermore understood through this quote as a creative foundation for our 

source of being in the world. Mbembe turns to latency in his discussions of necropolitical 

violence “latent on the interior” and becoming “exteriorised in the colonies” (Mbembe, 2019, 

p. 27). Mbembe’s underpinning of the latency of violence belongs to an aggregate where 

contemporary war is maintained in the west, but where images of war flare up (war as event) 

making great acts of violence appear separate from our islands of civility, or the metropole 

(Mbembe, 2019). How then can a performance practice blur this distance to reveal what is 

latent within the day-to-day in the slow death of others, where the smoothing over of time can 

be interrupted to reveal a presence of injury? 

In the next section, I briefly give a historical example of the doldrums from the voyage of the 

Red Dragon. It is not my aim to map historical instances of the doldrums across colonialism, 

however this historical vignette of the voyage of the Red Dragon offers a clear example of 

how the stillness of the doldrums threatened colonial voyages. This account further shows 
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where homogenous time had to be maintained by a ‘hierarchical collective under stress’ 

(Barbour, 2008, p. 256). In considering the current necropolitical landscape of contemporary 

war via suspension and the latency of slow death not visible in the day-to-day, I am interested 

in this earlier account of necropolitical avoidance in colonialism. This is shown in the 

account of the Red Dragon where colonialism is seen to maintain engagement with time and 

progress by transcending the realities of injury and death aboard ship, tempering time and 

attention away from the enslaved, the dead and the injured of these voyages; secrets, the 

stillness of the doldrums threatened to reveal. 

The Doldrums 

“People want out of the doldrums and they perceive the engine to be the easy 

solution” 

                                         (Pamela Bitterman – Sailing to the Far Horizon (2004)) 

As I mentioned in the introduction ‘the doldrums’ is a colonial term to mean still winds 

across the Atlantic. To colonial seafaring, the doldrums presented nothing but a hindrance to 

colonial expansion. Crews would become suspended from their course, waiting for days or 

sometimes weeks to move off again, risking entire voyages because of limited supplies 

aboard. 

When colonial ships were caught in the doldrums, the suspension threatened a voyage in 

many ways.  The one most commonly documented is that crews faced running out of basic 
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survival supplies39 and most importantly water40. However, it was not only the risk of running 

out of water and supplies that became an issue with the doldrums but also  the task of 

maintaining order when still winds presented themselves, according to the General William 

Keeling on board, “To keep my people from idleness and unlawful games, or sleep” 

(Barbour, 2008, p. 267). 

In his analysis of The East India Company Journal of Anthony Marlow, Historian Richmond 

Barbour (2008) cites transcripts of journals from captain Anthony Marlow and General 

William Keeling, who sailed with the colonial ship of The East India’s fleet the Red Dragon 

(1607-1610). These transcripts provide an insight into the cultural construction of 

colonialism. Keeling wrote that when the Red Dragon hit the doldrums Marlow would turn 

the ship into a ‘floating theatre’ as a way to enhance discipline, staging Hamlet twice and 

Richard The Third once on the same voyage41. Marlow writes in his diary of his decision to 

stage Shakespeare’s Hamlet as a way to divert the crew: 

“On 31 March, becalmed at sea during Easter week a few hours before crossing the 

equator, with Hawkins, Mollineux, and Marlowe aboard, Keeling again staged 

Hamlet. He did so, he explained, to enhance discipline” (Barbour, 2008, p. 267). 

The staging of Shakespeare and other prominent playwrights within the English canon has 

been discussed as key to the cultural construction of colonialism by post-colonial scholars.  

 
39 In one account from the ships journal of the Red Dragon, Barbour writes how beset by calms and contrary 

winds, they turned back helpless “still sayling [sic] to and fro,”—in increasing desperation, with water low, 

scurvy and dysentery spreading. By late July, “my company beginning to bee grievously diseased,” wrote 
Keeling, they abandoned hope of finding the island, and there was talk of cancelling the voyage and returning to 

England. (Barbour, 2008, p. 265). On the doldrums, historian Cheryl Fury (2012) writes, they were called the 

“plague of the sea” when the lack of fresh fruits and vegetables began to take its toll on the health of the crew. 
40 A threat Sam Taylor Coleridge immortalised via the thirst of the doldrums in his poem The Rime of the 

Ancient Mariner: ‘Water,water everywhere but not a drop to drink’ (1798). 
41 These were the first productions of Shakespeare outside Europe. Where Barbour explains Keeling’s men 

“initiated the global export of the canon, that eventually became an important tool in the cultural work of 

colonization” (Barbour, 2008, p. 256). 
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Performance and post-colonial scholar Joseph Roach in Cities of the Dead: Circum-Atlantic 

Performance (1996) discusses the use of Shakespeare in the building of empire and what he 

calls a Circum-Atlantic memory to reinvent and restore brutal histories within a European 

canon maintained or ‘lived on the cusp of literature and orature, poised between the arts of 

public memory and the secret science of forgetting’ (1996, p. 77). According to Roach, 

‘surrogation’ was a key mechanism for the reproduction of collective social memory within 

the ‘circum-Atlantic world’42, and consisted of a process, through which attempts are made to 

fill ‘cavities’ created by death or other forms of departure with replacements (1996, p. 2). 

As with so many colonial voyages, the vessel of the Red Dragon was plagued with a 

tremendous amount of death, disease and loss of crews43. The still winds generated a deep 

sense of listlessness within those aboard.  Where the doldrums suspended a ship’s movement, 

a slowing down from the productivity of time, movement and work risked interpolating crews 

into an environment of reflection upon losses obtained on the voyage44. The floating theatre, 

explains Barbour, played Hamlet to re-direct the grief of the crew, or we might say it shifted 

the men from ‘the mortal coils’45 of day-to-day life aboard the ship, transcending a space of 

injury into “eloquent evocations of English soil (which) transformed the floating theatre into 

the fortified island whose material interests the Dragon embodied.” (Barbour, 2018, p. 267) 

 
42 A term he uses in Cities of the Dead (1996) to describe the oceanic system connecting the Americas, Africa 

and Europe that emerged in the sixteenth century and that was forged through the trade in and enslavement of 

millions of African people. 
43 The mortality rate of the Red Dragon has been recorded as 81/145 = 55.9% this included a crew member 

jumping overboard, accidental death from shooting and attempted mutinies by crew (Fury, 2012; Barbour, 

2008). As is explained by Historian Cheryl Fury (2012), The East Indies fleet was generally a place of violence, 

death, disease and loss where accounts have shown “the attempted suicide, mutiny and desertion spoke volumes 

about the men's anxiety” (Fury, 2012, p. 69). 
44 Brian Rouleau (2007) has argued persuasively that colonial shipboard communities suffered tremendous grief 

from the loss of crew mates. Given the high mortality rates voyage to the East Indies became known as a 

‘widow maker’. 
45 From Shakespeare’s 'To be or not to be' speech in Hamlet: "What dreams may come, when we have shuffled 

off this mortal coil” (Shakespeare, 2005, 3.1). 
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Staging Hamlet was also a way of diverting attention from the weakness set upon the crew by 

still winds. It further gave an opportunity to imbibe the crew into death and honour under a 

heroic narrative.46 The act of surrogation replaces an environment of death and injury with a 

performance of cultural memory. The Red Dragon performed its role as a bastion of King and 

country to restore a listless ship by staging progress and civility through Shakespeare. Where 

the Red Dragon was unable to move due to lack of wind, it maintained movement through 

Shakespeare, a diversion from witnessing the degradation of such voyages, to the 

transcendence of empire, and a homogenous temporal space that conducted a never-ending 

performance of progress47. 

A more contemporary account of the maritime doldrums can be seen in Pamela Bitterman’s 

diary Sailing to the Far Horizon: The Restless Journey and Tragic Sinking of a Tall Ship 

(2004). Bitterman’s journal recounts a type of utopia project where a commune of people 

sailed around the world from 1978-1982. It was when the ship hit the doldrums that 

Bitterman explains conditions of violence broke out for the first-time aboard ship. Bitterman 

recalls the violence that took place among the crew in the second week of the doldrums, 

which included a standoff between crew members who pulled weapons from their cabins, 

including guns that Bitterman had no idea were on board. “It is nuts. Who are these guys and 

who are we? Where are we heading, for crying out loud?” (2004, p. 265). It is through the 

waiting in the Doldrums that an experience of utopia begins to weaken, relationships among 

the crew break down in a suspension of movement and tensions rise and peak48. After the 

 
46 Barbour explains how Shakespeare diverted the men’s attention from grief: “Keeling may have hoped that the 

play’s brooding on mortality would prove homeopathic, bracing the crewmen to endure their own increasing 

losses.” (2008, p. 267) 
47 Though it must be said Hamlet is famously stuck in moral doldrums of his own! 
48 In a sardonic account of when these tensions peaked Bitterman recalls a female crew mate at breaking point in 

the doldrums – “I….JUST….WIPED…MY…ASS…WITH…A…PAGE….FROM….LEVITICUS!!! she bursts 

out.” (2004, p. 264) 
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violence had petered out and they had moved off from the doldrums and hit the bay of islands 

Bitterman describes a sense of numbness at hitting land, writing “Somewhere in those horse 

latitudes, I realized that I may have finally had enough. I am not ready to ask myself - what 

comes next” (2004, p. 21). 

Going back to the account of the Red Dragon, in consideration of how the doldrums might 

have contributed to a crew’s interpellation into the death and loss of the Red Dragon, I am 

reminded of the affective dimension of time. The suspension of the Red Dragon into the 

waiting and listlessness of the doldrums can be understood as facilitative of a shift from a 

linear mode into a contemplative mode. The precarious nature of such voyages where many 

crews died echoes a sense of what theorist Dana Luciano calls ‘grief time’ - a collective 

sensibility that could provide a human touch to the otherwise technical dimension of time, 

where time becomes “reflective rather than forward-moving” (2007, p. 6.). The act of 

witnessing has been understood by Kelly Oliver in Witnessing Beyond Recognition (2001) to 

have a slower, processual element to it, where room for the self has to manifest alongside 

another’s reality, in a shift from a disembodied mode or as Oliver understands from smooth 

hard surfaces into the tissues of the flesh of the world. Exploring other temporal modes for 

witnessing through grief is Ami Harbin who in Dis-orientation and Moral life (2016) maps 

the way in which traumatic events can propel us outside of linear time and lead to what she 

understands as an important effect of dis-orientation as a resource for witnessing. 

Disorientation as a response to a violent political event or private grief in our own life can 

prompt moral action. This is through a type of re-navigation of relations to other human 

beings, Harbin states that “within this domain, many living beings are currently harmed by 

domination, oppression and unjust exercises of power in social life” (2016, p. 33). Poignant 

in Harbin’s work is the way her disorientations challenge identity, where all identities have 
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the possibility to descent into dis-orientation49. Rather than focusing on what might be seen 

as debilitating effects of disorientation, Harbin highlights the ways in which dis-orientation 

brings about agency in subjects to “attune individuals to an unjust moral landscape” (2016, p. 

31). When I consider the denial of death that took place in the colonial doldrums, there is a 

need to slow down and wait-with in a type of active suspension. It is a waiting that Bissel 

refers to as an intuitive duration “woven through with psychological perception and creative 

spirit” (Bissel, 2007, p. 284). Here waiting is tied to witnessing and is bound with affect, 

rather than a productivist sense of waiting as a lull in movement a precursor to moving off 

again (Bissell, 2007).  

In Arranging Grief Sacred time and the Body in Ninetieth Century America (2007) Luciano 

discusses the importance of the temporal properties of grief as sites for political 

transformation where grief time moves at a different pace in a slower and more spacious 

way50. She argues that grief may become a productive resource when it is considered not to 

conserve or to consolidate “but to proliferate possibilities for the experience of time” (2007, 

p. 267). Luciano further signposts these properties to Judith Butlers 2004 notion of ‘tarrying 

with grief’. In her essay Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and Violence (2004) 

Butler examines an extension of time after a painful event via the need to “make grief itself 

into a resource for politics” (Butler and Butler, 2004, cited in Luciano, 2007, p. 264). Butler 

is responding to the after-effects of 9/11, arguing where the transformative properties for such 

a violent event may lie in waiting with grief instead of cutting this phase short and replacing 

it with a drive for war. This is in direct response to George Bush’s address to the public, after 

9/11, where he stated that the grieving phase was over, declaring to America in a sentiment 

 
49Although as Harbin explains it is often marginalised groups, such as women, racialized, queer and survivors 

of sexual violence who having strong connections to dis-orientation (2016).  
50 See also in this way Ami Harbin who argues for the transformative properties of grief.  
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that echoes Benn’s 2015 speech that “now it was time for action”. Wan (2018) further 

elaborates on grief time as a temporality that slows clock time and our relationship towards 

repetition “challenging the predominantly mechanised time-consciousness, which permeates 

through society through the increased rationalisation of work and labour” (2018, p. 55).  

A relationship toward grief, as Bush manipulated it, was as a condition to be ended quickly, 

to make way for action and revenge. Grief is usually seen as a state to get over and can be 

attached to the very human element of the doldrums as a modern metaphor which I discussed 

in the introduction. One can be immobilised as a function of grief (in the doldrums) or 

forward moving and without the pain of grief, one’s individual grief or grief upon thinking 

upon the pain of others (out of the doldrums). Tarrying with grief is perhaps an important 

duration for the performance doldrums in presenting an opportunity to inhabit waiting as a 

resource for witnessing, culture and politics. Emboldening oneself to grief can be seen as a 

way to re-route a denial of death51 and injury into an embedded mode of contemplation. 

Tarrying with grief is connected to the longer duration of planning that goes into all non-

violent campaigns52. It can be found in a deeper mode of listening; an example is of the 

 
51 Extending on this relationship to grief is Robert Kastenbaum (2008) who in Death Society and Human 

Experience argues that grieving is an important social interaction for communities after death and part of what 

he termed ‘the death system’. Kastenbaum was primarily interested in the role grief has to play in human 

relationships and where our capacity for grief can transform social roles. Kastenbaum poses important questions 

regarding the transition of grieving and mourning into the 21st century arguing that this space is largely denied. 

Describing modern societies relationship toward grief and death as a diluted notion and “a cork floating in a 

confused sea of mediated experiences” (2008, p. 68). 

See also Ernst Becker (2011) who in The Denial of Death explains the historical function of institutions such as 
the church and state to manage a society's involvement with grief in their control of grief and public displays of 

mourning. He writes of the 16th and 17th century where Catholics in England were denied burial and mourning 

rites banned, as were the use of candles and prayers, and the dead were vanquished to a state of non-persons, 

and mourners in this time became the enemies of church and state. 
52 By non-violent campaigns I mean in capacity building around non-violence, protest against violent 

governmental campaigns such as war, and also in capacity building amongst oppressed groups who are engaged 

within violent environments such as gang warfare, rather than using military tactics for control. In non-violent 

campaigns there are durational phases known as ‘stages for escalation’, which involve inhabiting spaces for 

thinking, round tables, community building amongst participants using creativity and trust building exercises. 

They are slow and durational actions towards addressing violence, to thinking through democratically before 

any direct action or protest is considered. See Handbook for Nonviolent Campaigns (War Resisters’ 

International, 2009). 
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slowness and patience of the therapist to listen to the wounded, kneading time and active 

silences without expectation. Although grief is not considered as forward moving, it is 

perhaps an opportunity to realise our own delay in listening to others. In our necropolitical 

landscape of rapid, silent and effacing war, there is an inability to sit with others in their 

injury. To be-with without movement or judgement, force or rescue, there is a need for a 

listening stillness and a wisdom that is both modest and willing to be silent in order to hear its 

own delay. This delay is perhaps where the oppressed of our contemporary wars are 

positioned, we find them not within the rapid sheets of our sails, but below, in the 

substructure of our thoughts and progress. 

It was in the doldrums then that Marlow sought to go about a process of surrogation for the 

cavities of death and injury that threatened to show. Roach (1996), quoting Ralph Ellison 

explains how in Circum-Atlantic performance time became sculpted, to produce an illusory 

scene of closure, where amnesia becomes a tool, to reimagine the future: “That which we 

remember is, more often than not, that which we would like to have been; or that which we 

hope to be”. (Ellison, cited in Roach, 1996, p. 33). In colonial trade, civility was played out 

amidst a dark undercurrent of domination and barbarity. The civility that built the floating 

theatres did so upon the backs of slaves, who remained immobilised on such voyages, below 

deck, in floating prisons.  The Red Dragon did not carry slaves, but other ships in the East 

India’s fleet did. One of Keeling’s main challenges was to re-build relations in trade, in 

places where earlier English expeditions had burned entire villages and captured slaves. He 

writes of the cultural use of Shakespeare to overcome these violent histories and improve 

relations with traders. In Sierra Leone he invited African Dignitaries aboard the Red Dragon 

to view a production of Hamlet, “demonstrating expert musicians, hospitality and English 

cultural achievement” (Barbour, 2008, p. 248). Here, Shakespeare not only behaved as a 
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mediator to the crew’s listlessness but as a rich balm to seal the wounds of their violence, 

deploying the eloquence of performance as material, to wash away the blood spilt. 

In the floating prisons of colonialism, slaves were kept below deck in conditions that were 

unliveable, often without space to move around no fresh air, and often without provisions to 

defecate away from one another. These inhumane conditions caused much disease and 

suffering; for this reason, slaves were kept alive but in a state of injury (Mbembe, 2019). 

When colonial voyages were caught in the doldrums, they risked running low on food and 

water. Slaves; who were seen as expensive cargo, but not as important as the crew, would be 

withheld these fundamental rights. For this reason, slaves died first in the doldrums53. The 

doldrums were dangerous environments for the captain as well as the crew. In these spaces of 

inactivity, hierarchies could be reversed, for this reason, captains often kept their distances 

from crews in the doldrums, to maintain an image of power. Due to the weakening of the 

crews in the doldrums, slaves might rise up taking advantage and revolt. Thus, crews kept a 

close eye on their captives, giving them even fewer freedoms, such as permission to roam on 

the top deck. 

The longer the waiting in the doldrums, the more the human degradation of such voyages 

threatened to reveal themselves. One of history’s most brutal records of this degradation can 

be seen in the historical account of the slave ship the Zong. When caught in the doldrums the 

captain threw all the slaves overboard claiming that they were rotten, in an action that was 

seen as so heinous to the public, the court declared itself in favour of the insurers. This 

 
53 The doldrums also increased infection rates aboard ship rendering some colonial voyages complete spaces of 

human degradation, where slaves suffered immensely due to their cramped conditions. 
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monstrous act caught the attention of abolitionists and has been cited as the beginning of the 

emancipation of slavery54. 

The stillness of colonial doldrums were sometimes creative spaces, including one account of 

the horn blowers dance being invented in the doldrums created from the crew singing and 

cleaning in a type of consistent repetition (Knowles, 2002, p. 18). In addition, hierarchies 

were often reversed in the doldrums and the crew could relax and celebrate at times, and so 

the captain would often keep his distance to maintain a level of authority away from the crew 

(Rodrigues, 2013).  However, through the stillness no space for listening was produced to 

engage with the brutal consequences of these voyages, and the pain they carried in their 

masts. A suspension of movement did not pave the way to a space of listening or 

consciousness-raising of the injury of these voyages. As history tells us, the colonial 

doldrums did not alter the consciousness of a truly violent system. Come wind, rain or shine a 

tight ship was maintained, away from the viewing points of the enslaved, the dead and the 

injured. From the perspective of entangling texts of injury, social and political, it can be 

argued then that no diffraction took place in the colonial doldrums. 

This is where the intervention of my performance practice resides: finding where the 

performance can implement the doldrums as a frame for stillness, silence, contemplation and 

performative texts to cut into capitalist representations that belie no suffering; to witness 

injury and allow its difference to rise within my practice of contemplations, generating 

conditions for the doldrums where a suspension for listening is found. Stillness, as 

 
54 See - James Walvin (2011) who explains this historical event and the process leading up to emancipation in 

his book The Zong: A Massacre, the law and the End of Slavery 
See also an important discussion on the Zong massacre from Christina Sharpe's In the Wake (2016) who builds 

her theoretical consciousness in the “the still unfolding aftermaths of Atlantic chattel slavery, (2016, p. 10).   

Also M. NourbeSe Philip’s (2008) poem ‘Zong! a nonlinear and fragmented poetic response to the Zong 

Massacre, which she described as both a reading a score and a legal text.  
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Seremetakis, explains is an exit from historical dust, where the buried, the discarded and the 

forgotten escape to the surface (1994)55. 

  

 
55 Seremetakis writes how the power of stillness can free memories from their oppression. 
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Chapter Two 

Witnessing Still Winds 

The account of the Red Dragon, I argue, became for this project an important historical 

example of the doldrums, understood through a necropolitical landscape founded upon the 

brutality of colonialism. The Red Dragon demonstrates where the violence of colonial history 

performed itself within a veneer of civility, seen in staging Shakespeare to erase the deeds of 

colonial slavers, and to re-direct a space of grief and death aboard ship. It further presents 

colonialism as a death-denying landscape, of which the waiting, slowing and stillness of the 

Doldrums threatened to embody, revealing these cavities of colonialism via the deaths and 

injuries that saturated it. 

In staging Hamlet on the Red Dragon, the theatre was encouraged, so the men did not grieve 

the newly dead of their voyages, lest they rest on their laurels and become witnesses in the 

doldrums to the sacrificed.  Instead, the stage was set in the doldrums for Hamlet, (ironically, 

a character who is plagued by inaction throughout the play), and King Hamlet's ghost, who 

perhaps haunted the doldrums with a majestic tale of revenge, to move heroic imaginations 

skyward. This diversion was from the risky properties of stillness as idleness, or stillness as 

grief, that may have permeated the crew in their torpor. 

Where the waiting, and listlessness of the doldrums fundamentally weakened, and at times 

sabotaged these voyages, they did not transform the consciousness of a profoundly inhumane 

system of colonialism.  This failure leads us onto some of the contradictions in witnessing 

where there are failures to come to terms with a constitutive paradox, where “eyewitness 

accounts of limit-experiences have more often than not fallen on deaf ears, whether those of 

the western public, states, or international organizations” (Kurasawa, 2009, p. 95). The act of 
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bearing witness, argues Fuyuki Kurasawa, still remains a primary mechanism for the 

transformation of society, because of the forces that are able to render visible, global 

injustices, and hold violent perpetrators and systems to account (2009b). 

Witnessing has taken on many forms across historical phases with a strong focus on 

testimony as a means of direct action towards injustice56. However, in this practice-based 

research into performance, I follow a “transcultural and transhistorical cowitnessing” 

(Felman and Laub, 1992; Kacandes, 2001; Kurasawa, 2009). It also follows scholars’ 

cowitnessing found in the work of Martha Minlow, Judith Herman and Cathy Carruth, as 

indicated in Witness, where it is stated that “even if it does not aid the original victims—it can 

benefit the health and healing of the society in which those victims suffered and we continue 

to live” (Abrams and Kacandes, 2008b). 

Kacandes writes 

“When a trauma has yet to be cowitnessed to, on a collective level, it still exists. 

When we acknowledge that certain kinds of acts were wrong, that we no longer 

condone their perpetration, and that we wish the outcome of the original event for the 

victim(s) and the perpetrators had been different, we become, in a sense, a different 

society” (Kacandes, 2001, p. 138, cited in Abrams and Kacandes, 2008b, p. 24). 

 
56 Witnessing has its roots in slavery and vital direct testimonies draw from this devastating phase in history, 

such as Harriet Ann Jacobs’ journal accounts, published in 1861 in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, that 

shared Jacobs’ experience under slavery in visceral accounts of rape and mental abuse at the hands of her 

masters. These accounts were heard across the public and raised as vital material amongst abolitionists. 

More recently witnessing has been tied to the holocaust. In The Era of the Witness (2006) Annette Wieviorka 

divides historic witnessing into three phases. The first is marked by those who did not survive the Holocaust but 

managed to record their experiences. The second is from the Eichmann trial (1961-1962), the moment when a 
cultural deafness to survivors' stories was transformed in an understanding of the witness as "bearer of history." 

Finally, Wieviorka explains an important witnessing state for cowitnessing where we are now in ‘the era of the 

witness’ which is a third phase deployed to witness more recent events of mass violent killing, that she explains 

are only now becoming history. 
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Irene Kacandes proposed the term cowitnessing in Talk Fiction, Literature and the Talk 

Explosion (2001) as means for witnessing in a literary context. Kancandes takes lead from 

Benjamin’s laments that the communicability of history and violence through experience is 

decreasing57. In response to this, Kacandes sought to theorise and update a mode of reception 

to the experience of others, through the creative construction of the novel, she writes “I 

consider novels whose talk specifically concerns traumatic experience. I call such texts 

‘‘witness narratives’’ and their statements and replies ‘‘witnessing’’ and ‘‘cowitnessing” 

(2001, p. 116). Felman and Laub (1992) are concerned with cultural perspectives that fail to 

apprehend the violent scale of contemporary history, undermining the vital role of the witness 

and practices of witnessing overall. They consider the importance of art and literature in 

accessing and interpreting history as reality. Reality then can be effectively drawn through 

the arts, to translate when other modes have failed, and become part of efforts of 

interpretation, via the necessary processes that draw into its textualization. (Felman and Laub, 

1992). Kurasawa (2009) is interested in exploring a witnessing that cannot only be defined by 

a juridical outcome or a moral prescription in what he terms a transnational mode of ethico-

political labour. Employing the metaphor of ‘a message in a bottle’, Kurasawa suggests this 

labour exists “within patterned sets of social action performed in national and transnational 

public spaces” (2009, p. 1). Because witnessing has an ineffable public character, the public 

are the main receivers and translators of these messages. Thinking of witnessing in a public 

way shares the responsibility of the task of translation and engagement across a social and 

political terrain. It becomes both a personal and public labour to pick these so-called bottles 

up from the shoreline, to convert them into memory, thinking and subsequent actions. 

 
57 Walter Benjamin was deeply affected by the First World War and the experience of time where it presented an 

inability to recount violent histories. Benjamin stated in The Storyteller Essays “Let us admit it: our poverty of 

experience is not only an impoverishment of private experience but of human experience as a whole. It is, 

therefore, a new kind of barbarism” (2019). 
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Through this metaphor, members of the public are called upon in the day-to-day, to intercept 

the bottles washed up on land and ‘decipher their enclosed messages’ (Kurasawa, 2009, p. 

97). The public who feel they cannot take on the rescue of others awaken to other 

possibilities of becoming cowitnesses to go from a heroic mode to a being-with with the 

possibilities of translating the histories and realities of others through creative practices. 

He writes, 

“A poem, as a manifestation of language and thus essentially dialogue, can be a 

message in a bottle, sent out in the – not always greatly hopeful – belief that 

somewhere and sometime it could wash up on land, on heartland perhaps. Poems in 

this sense too are underway: they are making toward something. Toward what? 

Toward something standing open, occupiable, perhaps toward an addressable Thou, 

toward an addressable reality” (Celan, 2001, p. 396, cited by Kurasawa, 2009, p. 95). 

Following on from Kurasawa’s understanding of witnessing, where agency can be found in 

the public as cowitnesses, in chapter one I began by discussing a performance response to 

Hilary Benn’s 2015 speech to the UK Parliament to bomb Syria. Cutting became an agentic 

act, to cut into his words, to slow them down and occupy them, as an ‘addressable reality.’ To 

implement the doldrums as quieter methods is to begin to listen to  Benn’s speech and begin 

to hear the slow death of Syrians, which belongs to a type of necropolitical abandonment. 

Theorising this injury as a presence (Cuomo) and environment (Berlant), helps us understand 

where war and peace are beginning to dissolve into the face of the banality where speeches 

are made, where bombs are dropped, where millions are hurt, their lives destroyed, but no 

one person or system can be heard or held as directly responsible. 
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There are global sovereign actors such as Benn, who demands for the bombing of others in 

faraway places. These actors are able to move off quickly from their actions, disembodied 

from their traces and affects. This is where a presence of injury becomes vital in building a 

capacity for witnessing contemporary war. Seremetakis (1994) writes that certain spaces, 

times and substances can trigger stillness to emancipate sensory experience from the social 

structure of silence. To break this structure of silence is to reveal the injury of contemporary 

war into consciousness “(halting) the customary unfolding of everyday life” (1994, p. 12). I 

evoke this stilling into my performance work, and I begin to find it in the works of other 

women artists that I demonstrate in Chapter Four, to find ways to push against the flow of the 

present that wants to move off from the painful realities of others, using performance to 

create sites of listening suspension. 

 In Paintings, protest and propaganda: A visual history of warfare, Joanna Bourke writes 

“Even artists who explicitly seek to change the way people understand armed conflict 

can find that their art actually obfuscates atrocity. Art can turn violence into a 

tempting melodrama or consumable drama; war as hell is beguiling” (2018). 

Bourke’s statement underlines how graphic images of war can distance one from engaging 

with it and deny the possibilities that the reality of war can also be slow, banal, incremental 

and creeping like the military corruption that underlies such images. Cuomo further warns of 

the hidden and enmeshed nature of contemporary war that becomes written into the everyday, 

writing “Ethical approaches that do not attend to the ways in which warfare and military 

practices are woven into the very fabric of life in the twenty-first century technological states 

lead to crisis-based politics and analyses” (1996, p. 31).  She states  
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“Crisis-driven attention to declarations of war might actually keep resisters 

complacent about and complicitous in the general presence of global militarism. 

Seeing war as necessarily embedded in constant military presence draws attention to 

the fact that horrific, state-sponsored violence is happening nearly all over, all of the 

time, and that it is perpetrated by military institutions and other militaristic agents of 

the state” (Cuomo, 1996). 

What is at stake in crisis-based representations is the risk of detracting from power, violence 

and injury through representations that lead to despair and apathy, and as contemporary war 

theorist Ann Kaplan (2008) has written, have possibilities of leading to a ‘vicarious trauma’58 

toward those who engage with them. Schuback and Lane (2015) expand on this by using the 

term ‘the catastrophic theoretical eye’. ‘The catastrophic theoretical eye’ is a continuous 

attempt to describe the trauma, loss of ground, and waning hopes for the future, based on 

observing the catastrophes of the twentieth century. To counter the effects of this lens, they 

argue for an in-between space from crises and apathy to explore how such a theoretical eye 

leaves unaddressed questions about the importance and meaning of suspension “that both 

implicitly and explicitly pervade modern and postmodern thought” (2015, xi). Such 

suspension is important for a practice that hopes to blur boundaries and remove the violent 

concept of wars as belonging only to other places. When employed productively it becomes 

grounded in something in-between crises and apathy, and in engaging with this suspension 

Schuback and Lane argue that “we may find new ground in a sense of groundlessness” (2015, 

xi). Crisis modes can be unhelpful for a project of thinking through violence. Cuomo further 

stresses that engaging with a presence of war is not about having middle class and privileged 

 
58 Kaplan also speaks of a “spectacular rhetoric”: the use of visual images and rhetoric to construct certain 

bodies, populations, and nations as victims and incorporate them into human rights discourses geared toward 

westerners, chiefly Americans (2005). 
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identities suddenly seeing themselves under siege - instead it is a way to develop abilities to 

notice that other people and ecosystems are under siege by military institutions and their 

pervading values, even “when peace seems present” (1996, p. 44). 

In my performance practice I steer away from dramatic, catastrophe-based representations. 

These images have a “tendency to ask either too much or too little” (Adelman and Kozol, 

2014, 2016). Theorists such as Sontag (2004), Adelman & Kozol (2014, 2016) and Azouley 

(2008) have argued against the saturation of graphic images, so unbearable, that the viewer 

cannot emerge stronger59.  Graphic images have been seen to generate representations that 

place contemporary wars at a greater distance, strengthening a violent depiction of ‘other’ 

through fear, horror and hopelessness. I overcome these representations with feminist 

methods of consciousness-raising, producing texts through quieter methods. I use these 

specific methods for their ability to ground contemporary war injury into the ordinary day-to-

day through an embodied practice, to finding new modes of political and ethical agency that 

will offer alternative ways to open out to others, “to explore and experiment with more 

adequate forms of non-unitary, nomadic, and yet accountable modes of envisaging both 

subjectivity and democratic, ethical interaction” (Braidotti, 2012, p. 301) . 

I understand these quieter methods are important for the creation of the environment of the 

doldrums, that they may allow a way to slow down homogenous time, to be-with the injury of 

others which I will now explain through my quieter methods. 

Being-with as a mobile practice (contemplations and performative texts) 

Through the metaphor of the doldrums I build my performance practice to articulate a 

separation through a mode of suspension. My work follows an interdependence and is found 

 
59 As explained by John Berger (2008). 
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within a feminist performance practice after Braidotti through “processes as opposed to 

identities and the need for a materialist approach that combines issues of embodiment with 

the analysis of power relations” (2006, p. 264). This is through a process of silence and 

recording contemplations and utterances that extend upon Bissel’s (2007) notion of a ‘being 

with’. Where, in an interdependency, “there is a difference between a passive be and the 

active being” (Lorde, 2017, p. 90)60. For my works The Tallest Tower in the World and 

Citizen Soldier I chose to experiment with being-with facilitated through the object of the 

mobile phone, which is also a storage device further extending Bissel’s relational space 

between peoples, objects and technologies. The mobile phone travels with me and records 

and holds my performative contemplations.  It is used to record thoughts from impulses 

which can arrive suddenly, causing me to stop in a busy street or speak into my phone whilst 

travelling on a train. The recordings can be triggered by an impulse which sometimes feels 

like a relief to get the words out, or as if I am recording a confession. Some thoughts trail off 

and I become stuck for words, some utterances are memories and fantasies, some confident 

and some confused – as if I am unsure of the distance of the world and my role in it. In my 

practice and through a process of silence and contemplation, I also experience a sense of pain 

that I silently tend with utterances, unsure of an outcome. However, by voicing the impulses 

that occur in this process, I can recover them to breath and narrate, and I go about a process 

of ‘registering my voice’ as a means of interaction.61 

 
60 Audre Lorde echoes the need for interdependence as a vital form of resistance in which our creativities can be 

fostered. The difference between ‘be and being’ is in a shift from a mere tolerance of race, sex and difference 

toward creative acts where difference becomes the courage to act in our works, where there are no charters or 

polarities (2017). This is reflected in her famous words and subject of her 1978 essay – ‘For the masters tools 

will not dismantle the masters house’.  
61In The Force of Listening Nick Couldrey reflects upon voice and power, in a process of giving an account of 

oneself through ‘registering the voice’ an agentic act of recognition. He offers this idea up as both a self-

empowered act, and as a challenge to neoliberalism (Farinati and Firth, 2017, p. 56). 
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Through travelling in contemplations and capturing impulses, I hold a form of relationality to 

others that highlights, in a performative way, a transcendence of ‘lifelessness’ (at stake in 

Bissel’s contemporary passenger subjectivity) towards a quiet sense of a ‘being with’. In his 

critical reflection upon what can be produced in waiting, including waiting in the mode of a 

passenger (to board a plane or a train), Bissel suggests that waiting is bound with affect. 

There is a certain amount of waiting in my performance process, waiting in contemplation 

and waiting to produce an artwork which aims to evoke an ethical consciousness attuning into 

violence and contemporary war, whilst managing the “great vacuums (that) exist in time 

before something occurs” (Bissell, 2007, p. 288). In my practice these contemplations form a 

diary but not a chronological one. Instead this diary allows me to be unaccountable, take 

time, hold open a hiatus of non-productivity, to move off into other spaces, non-thinking 

spaces, non-performance modes, and then shifting focus from an urgent need to get things 

down to travelling with/in contemplation. This diary goes public as part of the performance 

and is realised through the video works where it also interacts with other texts, sounds and 

landscapes, social, political performative. 

When I edit the artwork, I do not re-record, perfect or alter the sound on my recordings. I 

discard the texts when I am often complaining or expressing my political opinions on the 

state of the world. When I start to think of the performance and a way of being public through 

a creative address, I leave out these laments, knowing they do not belong to a deep 

contemplation or an act of imagination. Instead, I savour the vividness in the recordings and 

performative texts that are only available from a contemplative mind that afforded space for 

these texts to rise, and that begin to relate to the world differently through a deeper 

imagination. In my contemplations there is a character that comes through a lot, her name is 

Joan, she travels with her husband David, they are a kind couple from safe land. Joan likes to 

help out as she travels a lot, she always seems to stumble into a disaster zone, refugee camps 
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and former war zones. There is nothing directly sinister about Joan, but she is at a remove, 

she cannot hear others, or their enforced suspension, she cannot really embed her listening 

into the injury. When I record Joan’s voice in the performative texts she is always passing 

through places of devastation and recalling them as part of her holiday 

“honestly I have never cooked rice for fifteen hundred people, it was like rowing a 

boat”62   

Joan perhaps represents a binary of safe land and ‘otherworlds’ and a delay in listening to the 

injury of others. Joan recalls her experience, and through its strangeness we begin to hear this 

delay as witnessed to it - but Joan remains disembodied from it. 

I can hear a cultural delay of listening in Joan’s voice and her tone, it is one of safety and 

smoothness, it cannot manifest a broader relationality of difference. I understand Joan’s voice 

as part of a culture of silence but perhaps a physiologically-taught silence, that will close off 

to the realities of others, where it behaves as a fabric or material placing veils or curtains 

around the pain of others. In the content of the spoken texts I notice what I understand as a 

tone of whiteness in my voice, that perhaps belongs to a certain literary canon, a received 

pronunciation, or a Queens English63. I find my natural accent against the context of 

contemporary war evokes a disjunction. This voice, in a way, knows no war violence and is 

protected under Queen and country through its veil of Britishness. It belongs to a historical 

sound on the radio, in the media of safety and security and separation from ‘otherworldly’ 

suffering. My voice has a tone, in a way that has no room for anything ‘other’. It could 

 
62 From the performance video The Tallest Tower in the World. 
63 The English language as it is spoken in the south of England considered by some people as a standard of 

‘good’ English. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/english
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/language
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/spoken
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/south
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/england
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/considered
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/considered
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/people
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/standard
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/english
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perhaps narrate an Enid Blyton64 children’s story, of seagulls, ice cream - a safe day at the 

beach. But it is this voice that turns inwards, towards its own body of speech and delves into 

its heritage (Chambers, 1994), looks within and beyond its position of safety, and finds texts 

of violence and separation within it. This delving into my heritage can be seen in what 

Mbembe highlights after Fanon as a ‘gesture’ for another humanity in creation which 

becomes a product of an encounter with the other “this person, who, in addition, reveals me 

to myself” (Fanon, 2008, cited in Mbembe, 2019, p. 176).  I can hear my own position of 

whiteness and its safety in the recordings, but there is also something other, needling into its 

tones, and its white clean handkerchief innocence cannot belie a timeless scattering of others’ 

blood from its empire. It is learning to listen to these texts that reminds me of an urgent need 

for modesty, or as Ami Harbin (2016) terms it a ‘doubling back’, as continual self-evaluation 

to confront the harms of colonialism.65 

Active Silence 

It has been historically understood throughout feminism that silence equates to 

powerlessness. Across feminist history, vital arguments have maintained the importance of 

voice over silencing in the fight against oppression and violence66. Audre Lorde in Your 

Silence Will Not Protect You (2017) declares: 

 
64 Enid Blyton (1897-1928) was a hugely successful British children’s author famous for writing Noddy and The 

Famous Five. Blyton’s narratives always had a strong moral focus but were criticised for ‘their unchallenging 

nature’ and deemed elitist, racist, and sexist and “at odds with the more liberal environment emerging in post-

war Britain” (‘Enid Blyton’, 2020).  
65 In Disorientation and Moral Life (2016) Ami Harbin introduces ‘doubling back’ to make steps toward 

restorative justice from colonial oppression. This justice, Harbin explains, can never be fully restored, but by 

going through a constant process of remembering our colonial legacies, we may begin to tread more carefully 

and find new ways to act. 
66 Black feminists fighting against silence and oppression also highlighted by Malhotra & Rowe (2013) Cherrie 

Moraga Silence is Like Starvation (1981), Gayatri Spivak Can the Subaltern Speak? (1988) Also see bell hooks 

Talking Back (1986). More recently Reni Eddo-Lodge (2017) Why I am no Longer Talking to White People 

about Race. Also, across anti-military feminism and third wave feminism Adrienne Rich On lies, Secrets, and 
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“In the cause of silence, each of us draws the face of her own fear -fear of contempt, 

of censure, or some judgement, of recognition, of annihilation. But most of all, I 

think, we fear the visibility without which we cannot truly live” (2017, p. 3). 

Lorde sits amid a powerful lineage of black and white feminists who have fought to break 

with silence as an annihilating force of oppression. When I consider my position of safety, in 

my identity as white British, my knowledge of brutal violence towards victims of 

contemporary war produces a deep silence within me. When I acknowledge that I cannot 

prevent this violence, silence and contemplation become the dam that could either flood my 

energy or open out possibilities for a deeper ontological engagement with oppression. 

In the Pathologies of Power (2004) clinician and anthropologist Paul Farmer discusses a 

lifetime working with victims of structural violence in Haiti and in the barrios of Mexico. 

Farmer, in his work, introduces the idea of a ‘second silence’. This second silence belongs to 

the outsider and becomes so, through acts of withholding speech and gestures. This is where 

such actions may not be of use, or even a detriment to the sufferer67. The second silence 

Farmer explains is always after the first silence, which belongs to the oppressed: 

“Rather (than) run the risk of missing the great eloquence beneath the silence - 

sometimes it is the job of a physician to scratch at this surface silence, to trigger that 

painful eloquence. It is the self-appointed job, often, of the anthropologist to do so. 

 
Silence (1979).  

 
67 See in this way the work of Wendy Hesford. In Documenting Violations: Rhetorical Witnessing and the 

Spectacle of Human Suffering (2004) Hesford also implores a cautious approach to breaking silence. As a film 
documentarian, Hesford explains how prompting vocally may expose harm to the silent sufferer who has been 

through much and needs to be carefully considered. “In order to expose the crime, you violate the witness. You 

don’t force her, of course—you beg her to speak. But you do make her live through it again.” (Hesford, 2004, 

p.122). 
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But sometimes it is more respectful not to scratch at the surface silence; it is 

respectful to note it and to do one’s job quietly.         

“This is a second silence; and I have at times maintained it” (2004, p. 26, Emphasis 

added). 

What Farmer demonstrates in the traditionally male-dominated and often extractive world of 

anthropology is a deeply feminist proposition that fosters an idea of ‘tending silence’ 

(Pollock, 2013) for others, whilst Lorde argues for a breaking of an enforced silence, thickly 

woven as a consequence of structural violence and a deep marker of oppression. Here the act 

of breaking rather than maintaining silence is vital for empowerment and emancipation. In 

contrast, Farmer’s second silence is reliant on a witness sensibility for the outsider, that is 

based around an understanding of listening, patience and humanity for the other. Farmer’s 

description of eloquence points to an understanding that such silences can be multiple.  They 

are reactions to violence; however, they are also powerful and expressive fortitudes of 

survival. It is here through a use of silence within my practice that I open its resonance, as 

both a deepening response to violent power, and a world making, within often impossible 

worlds of oppression. Silence then becomes a thread for my performance practice in this 

research; action towards consciousness-raising of the injury of contemporary war. In 

choosing silence I make a commitment to accept my limitations and instead of speaking into 

spaces where I may not be invited, or when my speaking may be a detriment to others, my 

practice favours an inner world. Here, both my process and the artwork are made to deliver 

and deliberate upon an ethical consciousness. 

In Silence, Feminism, Power, Reflections on the Edges of Sound by Sheena Malhotra & 

Aimee Carrillo Rowe (2013), the use of silence is discussed through a collection of essays 

that explore the transformative properties of silence. The content of the essays explores the 
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use of silences, not as dominating forces of oppression, but rather considering what can be 

understood in communicable silences that are felt at the edges of sound. 

I employ silence into my practice of witnessing to draw into a deeper relational space with 

others.  Silence in this application of it is not understood as a mute modality, a force for 

closing off a speech or a means for non-communication, but as a conscientious and 

empowered choice and “a process that allows for one (to tend) and go within before one has 

to speak or act” (Malhotra and Rowe, 2013, p. 2). 

Linguist Richard L Johannesen goes further to support the use of silence for witnessing. He 

writes: 

“Cultivation of the conscious habit of silence allows communicators to appreciate 

more fully the abstracting process of emphasizing similarities while leaving out 

differences. Such a habit of silence also promotes careful inspection of "life-facts" 

before communicating, enhances awareness of the everchanging process nature of the 

world, stimulates a non-allness orientation, and slows the probability of uncritical 

"signal" responses” (1974, p. 27). 

Taking time for contemplation and silence may not be considered productive in a 

contemporary world where speed and action are equated with success and profit. However, I 

choose to assert an active silence and durational mode of contemplations to promote a thinking 

through a topic. By taking my time I veer away from dominant capitalist and productive modes 

of address, which aim to produce fast outcomes. Silence in this context, along with feminist 

discourse, reproduces and stretches itself out as a fabric for renewal. It cannot be the end of 

the argument; instead, it survives as a modest state through an agreement to maintain that 

which one cannot fix, within the active folds of one’s life and work. 
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Farmer does not shirk his responsibilities and argues for a mode of silent witnessing instead - 

he writes: 

“Bearing witness’, like ‘solidarity’ and ‘compassion,’ is a term worth rehabilitating. It 

captures both ways of knowing, both forms of silence. Bearing witness is done on 

behalf of others, for their sake (even if those others are dead and forgotten). It needs 

to be done, but there is no point exaggerating the importance of the deed. I would like 

to insist that the term as used here acknowledges that, no matter how great the pain of 

bearing witness, it will never be as great as the pain of those who endure, whether in 

silence or with cries” (2004, p. 28). 

Farmer’s witnessing through the ‘second silence’ also belongs to a ‘being with’ (Bissell, 

2007), a quiet attention and careful attunement that senses where injury exists as a presence. 

What Farmer tells us is that the second silence can be generative for opening out a space to 

witnessing, to produce a vital non-allness orientation (Johannesen, 1974) within the self, 

opening out to injury whilst quietly being-with. This can also be seen as an ‘ethics of 

attendance’ towards a “presence of what we live among” (Fidyk, 2013, p. 117). 

This second silence is not an inactive mode but a staying with and a re-evaluation into how 

one draws their practices toward the knowledge of violence to others. It owes to a modesty 

and a distance that favours one’s inner world as a point of creation and difference. Such is 

difference, as a means of creativity, and it finds itself in a fast-paced contemporary world 

where quality, time and space for contemplation upon violence and global contemporary wars 

is lacking. However, it is within this contemplation that my work is made. The second silence 

can be frustrating and un-generative and take a long time. But in the second silence I hold 

onto the knowledge that I will produce a performance response from within its 

contemplation. It is also within an inner world that Braidotti argues for a radical repositioning 
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within the self through an internal transformation that promotes a process of multiple 

belongings. Braidotti writes, “such an enterprise involves a sense of loss of cherished habits 

of thought and representation, and thus is not free of pain. No process of consciousness 

raising ever is” (Braidotti, 2006, p. 83).   

Contemplation within the second silence opens out a presence to other realities, but it may 

also be a practice to ground oneself into a complexly layered and violent world where, as 

philosophers Gubrium and Holstein write in Grounding the Postmodern Self often “[t]he 

intimate is made public, the private is totally exposed, with no space for inner life” (1994, p. 

689). In my practice the second silence and its contemplative modes sit somewhere between 

the active and passive, in a type of creative suspension. Contemplation is tied up with waiting 

as it is often a durational mode. Silence can be seen as a precursor or aid to contemplating, 

listening or waiting to speak. This silence and this contemplation can also be seen as 

suspension of moving off or speaking or making action, in a sense, a holding of space. Bissel 

in Animating Suspension describes suspension as the relational space that sits between 

mobility and immobility: “Focus is often directed towards different modes of engaged 

activity. Such thinking has the effect of quiescing time, in effect to silence it, leaving little or 

no epistemological space for animating an alternative mode of subjectivity” (2007, p. 278).   

My method of contemplation and performative texts are a way of going about an 

interdependence through a decentring of my voice, attempting to cut into it or wrest it from 

its Englishness where I understand it performs to homogenous time. Chambers (1994) argues 

that this decentring is a way of bringing into view the other - a historical and cultural 

elsewhere that may encourage us to confront the effects of instability. This does not mean that 

I have nothing to say or that I should remain voiceless because of these imperialist 

associations, but rather as is explained by Chambers, a turn to decentring may go some way 
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to fracture the vicious circle between the speakers and the spoken for. In Migrancy, Culture, 

Identity (1994) Chambers writes: 

“For in breaking into my own body of speech, opening the gaps and listening to the 

silences in my own inheritance, I perhaps learn to tread lightly along the limits of where 

I am speaking from. I begin to comprehend that where there are limits there also exist 

other voices, bodies, worlds on the other side, beyond my boundaries. For in the pursuit 

of my desires across such frontiers I am paradoxically forced to face my confines, 

together with that excess that seeks to sustain dialogues across them” (Chambers, 1994, 

p. 5, cited by Leisching, 2011). 

‘Tending silence’ is a term from Della Pollock who in Keeping Quiet: Performing Pain 

(2013) offers up the idea of a relational subjectivity – and a silence of ‘not-not talking’ that 

extends to witnessing pain beyond speech and beyond the individual body in pain. Pollock 

refers to Kelly Oliver’s Witnessing Beyond Recognition (2001) where Oliver argues that in 

witnessing others, one must draw into the ‘tissues of the flesh of the world’. Pollock writes 

upon these tissues as an important affective, inbetween space: “They must be carefully kept, 

swept and brushed, maintained, not so much against the unspeakability of pain but against the 

potential excess of speech, the possibility of over speaking it and violating the tender space it 

opens”  (Pollock, 2013, p. 159). With this statement, Pollock suggests a deeply relational 

space of silence in what she calls ‘not-not’ talking about pain. This not-not talking blurs the 

boundaries of engaging with the pain of others, softening an engagement, or going more 

gently into the pain of others. She explains 

“In the spatial register of the peri-performative, the poetics of not-not talking is also a 

refusal to participate in any symbolic order composed of hard resistant surfaces of 

words as mirrors – shiny surfaces reflecting light back onto the one who looks hard 
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for precisely that which he/she cannot see, that which language will not disclose” 

(Pollock, 2013, p. 159). 

When I face the task of making performance and my inability to know lives torn apart 

through contemporary warfare, I perform a tending of silence as a way to open out a mode for 

these realities. Furthermore, a method of silence is a way to commit to contemplation, to 

bridge the separation of injury and its banishment to other places. For a contemporary 

capitalist world transfixed by mirrors and reflections, my work offers a process to achieve a 

relationality or a ‘being-with’ (Bissell, 2007) that aims to listen and contemplate and respond 

to the injury of others through a performance practice. 

A commitment to Bissel’s ‘being with’ in this context takes the form of performative texts, 

and these are a vital part of my process. These expressions belong to an inner world; much 

like Pollock’s not-not talking they are not clear ways into discussion and have no clear 

invitation into the quotidian.  Uttering into my phone, although a simple act, preserves 

thoughts that would otherwise disperse, or bolt into places of elapsed contemplation. 

Finally, drawing from the second silence and a being-with can be seen as quieter approaches 

to create an environment for the doldrums, they neither trespass upon the injured nor replace 

them. Instead, they build environments to make present what is not visible, tending time and 

space for listening to other temporalities outside of homogenous time. 

Cutting/Diffraction  

I have developed this research through feminist methods attuned to a performance practice of 

diffraction. Diffraction, originally a term from physics, traditionally signifies an interference 
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pattern when a wave travels through or past an object, changing its wave pattern68. 

Repurposed across the humanities, particularly in literature, diffraction has become popular 

for its wave metaphors and patterns by which to read texts. Diffraction saw its first non-

scientific application through Donna Harraway who used it as an alternative cultural model to 

reflection, with its often-fixed positioning of sameness: “it provides for patterns of difference 

rather than sameness – which reflection and reflexivity tend to signify” (Bozalek and 

Zembylas, 2017, p. 115). Harraway felt that diffraction could enhance a practice to include 

worldly others or non-humans into situated knowledges.  Employing diffraction helps us 

focus on processes and the creative effects of our meaning making process. Sophie Sauzet 

explains “In this sense, diffraction is the practice of making differences, of enacting worlds 

by being in the world”. ‘Enacting worlds’ here follows on from a New Materialist frame after 

Karan Barad's Meeting the Universe Halfway (2007) in which Barad employs diffraction to 

entangle relations between human and non-human matter through analysing the way matter 

behaves as an ‘actant’ in a more than human world, offering up more ethical, ontological 

ways of narrating, thinking through and cutting into, together and apart - the liveness of the 

non-human. 

Drawing on but moving away from a traditional New Materialist focus on diffraction to 

reconfigure living and non-living materiality, I employ diffraction in my performance 

practice, to gather and entangle texts for renewed contemplation and connection to 

contemporary war injury, and the violent distance set apart in capitalist representations of the 

everyday. If diffraction is used by New Materialists to connect the human with non-human 

matter, I use it to connect the capitalist day-to-day, with the injury of contemporary war,  

 
68Explained to me in basic terms by CERN physicist Dr. Jaime Norman, 2019 
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generating within my performance practice of diffraction an interdependence of texts and 

transpositions (Braidotti, 2006). 

Diffraction is a way to entangle and read texts (texts in a broader sense) through one another. 

This is to illuminate, in an ethical way, the similarities and differences within these 

entanglements through what Barad (2014) calls ‘a cutting together apart’. Feminist theorists 

Huges and Lury (2013) explain Barad’s cut method - “the cut is an ethical act in the 

delineation of how knowledge is bounded and performed of which we are a part” (Hughes 

and Lury, 2013, p. 795). Cutting aligns as one of my four quieter methods of alongside 

contemplation, silence and performative texts these are employed to produce differences or 

transpositions that make a leap from capitalist modes of ‘reflection and sameness’ (Wick, 

2013) to a widening connection to global contemporary war, through its presence of injury, 

violence and militarism (Cuomo, 1996). I generate and identify a diffractive pattern within 

my performance videos. I use the term pattern because it draws attention to when a rupture is 

seen to have taken place and where this difference is generated through the artwork.  

An example of a diffractive pattern can be seen in Hughes and Lury (2013) through Stenner 

(2012) in the patterns starlings made as he watched them swooping and dispersing amongst 

the burnt West Pier in Brighton. “The starlings fascinate me because they seem to pulse 

between order and chaos. By playing the difference between gathering and dispersal, pattern 

can add a little order to chaos and a little chaos to order” (2012, p. 793). In my practice, such 

gathering and dispersal is achieved through processual acts of contemplation and building an 

understanding of silence for the contemplation of injury. This is evident in The Tallest Tower 

in the World where a shift and a contradiction emerge, of violence and militarism becoming 

present within the tourist attraction that is the i360 viewing tower where before only blues 

sky and calm seas were on display. Then in Citizen Soldier where I entangle contemplations 
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into old slide images showing calm beaches and happy families that, at first glance, could be 

images of a typical nuclear family on holiday, but are in fact taken at an army barracks in a 

war zone. In both these artworks a diffractive pattern becomes a felt presence of a shifting of 

form, from a reflective and mirrored pattern of calm days at the beach, into a deepening sense 

of uncertainty, and a strangeness that builds in the artwork, through entangling texts; social, 

political and performative. 
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Chapter Three 

The Tallest Tower in the World 

‘The Tallest Tower World’ is a 17- minute video piece involving a series of sustained shots 

from the i360 British Airways viewing tower, spliced with a range of performative texts. The 

video, which is a kind of non-chronological diary of the doldrums is made up of memories, 

fantasy, and personal insights, and is the culmination of sixteen months of contemplation that 

attempts to reconfigure outdated and violent notions of injury as distant from focus, and set 

apart from countries free of conflict or ‘safe land’.   

In this video piece, the i360 tower encapsulates a contradiction at the core of a contemporary 

ethical debate into the plight of refugees. This contradiction is examined within the capitalist 

construction of an elaborate viewing platform which has been designed to look across a 

supposedly peaceful landscape that is the English Channel. In the face of a mass refugee 

crisis, this body of water has become complex and violent through an increased militarisation 

by border forces preventing migrants from crossing over from France69. It is also a space 

where these vulnerable individuals, who should be acknowledged and grounded in public 

focus within a deeper ethical responsibly, are not seen or considered in the day-to-day.     

The i360 viewing tower was built in my home town of Brighton, East Sussex in 2016, at the 

cost of 46 million pounds supplied by public loans. The enormous cost was met with protest, 

not only at the expense but also from residents who were concerned about the way the tower 

would alter the city skyline with its futuristic design. A viewing tower built next to the sea 

conjures ideas of rescue - the watchtowers of coast guards and the lighthouses to guide ships 

 
69 In 2019, over 1800 migrants tried to cross the Channel, a six-fold increase with respect to the previous year 

(Specia, 2020). At the same time the French and UK government have stepped up patrols and surveillance 

activities (gov.uk, 2019). 
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and to save others from trouble. The i360 tower may offer this aesthetic, but it has not been 

built to protect. The tower has been built for sightseeing tourists to look out over the English 

Channel, with a sixteen pounds entry fee and a fully stocked ‘sky’ bar advertising the ‘flight 

special’ of a ten-pound glass of prosecco.  Customers are told that they are passengers ‘taking 

a flight’ up the tower. And passengers look out onto a vast and clear landscape, with familiar 

images of Brighton’s seaside inhabitation in view. 

“There is an innate desire in all men to view the earth and its cities and planes from 

exceedingly high places, for it is an exquisite treat of all minds to find that they have the 

power by their mere vison, of extending their consciousness to scenes and objects that 

are miles away.” – Henry Mayhew, The Great World of London (1862) 

This quote is printed on a leaflet and handed out to all passengers taking a ‘flight’ up the 

British Airways i360. As I read this quote the tower begins to elevate. On the south side of 

the tower I behold a highly mobile stretch of water that opens itself to the English Channel – 

Figure 2: The Tallest Tower in the World (2017) 
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the busiest shipping region in the world70 – connecting England and France. This body of 

water glistens peacefully in the summer sun. Although there is little sign of it from the 

viewing tower platform, this water is a controlled militarised space, relentlessly and violently 

guarded by border forces to prevent mobility to human migrants, hoping to make their way to 

England from refugee camps in France. 

In September 2016, whilst walking along the promenade at Brighton Beach, I noticed the 

viewing tower had not descended and remained at full height for the duration of my walk. 

Usually, if the viewing platform is not in use it remains stationary at ground level.  The next 

day the local paper reported the viewing tower which generally stays at full height for around 

20 minutes had become stuck for two hours with over 200 members of the public suspended 

at the top of the tower71. I spent time contemplating this news, imagining a type of passenger 

suspension; I allowed myself to imagine great social transformations taking place in the 

viewing tower. In these transformations the suspended passengers gained ‘power by their 

mere vision’, and whilst looking out over the English Channel they ‘extended their 

consciousness to scenes and objects miles away’ (Mayhew, 1862).  I became interested in this 

suspension, wishing myself a place in the faulty viewing tower. I imagined conversations 

taking place with frustration or fear building. As passengers got stuck, might we open to one 

another? Would we share our nightmares, or thoughts of the drowned lost under an opaque 

sea? 

With the video work, I sought to reveal several ethical contradictions. Viewing towers in 

general can be seen as a contemporary capitalist phenomenon. The London Eye, The Sky 

Deck in Chicago, and the Burj Khalifa in Dubai are just a few global viewing platforms 

 
70 See Guinness World Records (Busiest shipping lane, 1999). 
71See (The Argus, 2016). The i360 viewing tower has regularly become stuck with passengers inside (The 

Argus, 2017). 
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featuring in cities all over the globe. Globally, the attraction of viewing towers is sold on 

having a bird’s eye view of a popular landscape with higher, ‘better’ and more elaborate 

viewing platforms currently in the process of construction around the world72. 

In Narcissus: Women, Water and the West (2013), Alexis Wick studies the way global 

capitalism builds in modes of reflection to ‘remake the world into its own image’. Wick 

explains that issues with looking past the white European identity are at the core of 

modernity. Writing upon the reflective properties of capitalism through the Greek myth of 

Narcissus, Wick explains how capitalism represents a white European male tradition of both 

objectifying others and extracting them from its viewpoints. He writes Narcissus symbolises 

“a visual production of a split between subject and object, between reality and its 

representation, between man and woman, between the West and the rest” (2013, p. 48). From 

the height of the i360 viewing tower, the space that is the English Channel which is a violent 

blockade to particular bodies, becomes a space of freedom for others, “set apart from a 

physical world [and facing the water, we become like] visitors to an exhibition”(2013, p. 48, 

my emphasis added). The i360 viewing tower has therefore been constructed through 

“cosmopolitan patterns of production and consumption throughout the land” (Wick, 2013, p. 

48), where the public are encouraged to look from a great height at a capitalist, mirrored 

perception of a landscape, in a denial of violence (or shit) and into a pattern of kitsch73. This 

ascent of global viewing towers draws us into the capitalist pattern of sameness and reflection 

 
72There are many countries competing for the role of ‘tallest viewing tower’; the i360 in Brighton is currently 

the tallest ‘rotating’ viewing tower in the world, with Middle Eastern countries leading in some of the highest 

viewing towers. Saudia Arabia is set to complete the Jedda tower by 2020 which will trump the Burj Khalifa in 

Dubai - currently the tallest tower in the world (Garfield, 2018).   
73Ludger Hagedorn states that “political totalitarianism is ‘kitschy’ because it aims at creating an order where all 

answers are given in advance and preclude any questions. It is the absolute denial of shit. It aims at fading out 

difficulties, questions and uncertainties that would demand a personal decision or responsibility” (2015, p. 45). 

https://www.businessinsider.fr/us/jeddah-tower-worlds-tall-skyscraper-2018-2
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as opposed to newness and difference. Wick writes “there are new products, new tastes, new 

needs, which become, for the first time, truly universal” (2013, p. 139). 

Braidotti writes  

“the much-celebrated phenomenon of globalisation and its technologies accomplishes 

a magician’s trick: it combines the euphoric celebration of new technologies, new 

economy, new lifestyles, new generations of both human and technological gadgets, 

new wars and new weapons with the complete rejection of change and social 

transformation” (2006, p. 2). 

Braidotti’s referral to a magician’s trick sounds like the illusion found in the i360 viewing 

tower’s illusion of ‘flights’ to ‘passengers’. Here, they offer customers an ascent to a great 

height, to see far across the horizon, with a gesture of freedom. However, the English 

Channel is not a space of freedom and such ‘flights’ are only available to certain bodies, 

passengers, who are mobile on safe land. The very notion of a flight encourages passengers to 

dream of horizons ‘and scenes and objects far away’, as ‘passengers’ we become as high as 

the city’s birds. From The Tallest Tower in the World, I aim to evoke a presence from the 

other side of the water, where, individuals remain in wretched camps, hoping for refuge from 

violent wars, and they wait day after day for passage over the English Channel. 

Braidotti makes a request for a non-unitary form of subjectivity mapped through her 

‘Transpositions’: a term from music and genetics to explain where there is a leap, a crossing 

of boundaries and an intertextual transfer of one into another. She writes “Transpositions are 

not a matter of weaving together different strands or variations on a theme (textual or 

musical) but rather playing the positivity of difference on its own” (2006, p. 5). 

Transpositions are a request to open out practices to include other realities, other voices, and 
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narratives. As an artist, I deploy these differences to make the leap from capitalist 

representations of reflection and sameness into creativity and difference. Such difference here 

is incorporated into the self as difference and is seen as a means of becoming. Here, identity 

is not fixed upon one concept but becomes opened out to other local and global realities and 

subjects: “We need a flair for complexities and a focus on processes and in-between states, 

rather than on any one notion or concept” (2006, p. 264).  Through both the artwork and my 

process, I demonstrate transpositions through a feminist method of diffraction, mapped 

through a practice of contemplation, silence and performative texts. These texts become 

dispersed within the reflections of the viewing tower windows. When the audience views the 

work they also listen to the contemplations, which become entangled and which are based 

upon a being-with contemporary war injury. There is a disjunction between the visual and the 

aural where the performative texts cut into the reflective nature of glass to split off focus from 

a capitalist construct to one of interdependence and difference, suspending a place to listening 

to texts of injury. These texts are not otherwise present in the tower and the surface of its 

calm exterior and its contemporary design, they are a response to the mass humanitarian 

crises of war migrants making the dangerous sea crossings.  

The Passenger 

When I board the attraction of the i360 tower I am told that I am a passenger. I am given a 

leaflet that welcomes me as a passenger and a ticket to my flight. Although this is a tourist 

attraction, the term passenger has strong connotations for contemporary identities and offers 

one a way to explore certain ethical limitations of a capitalist observer as a ‘passenger’. In 

Stillness in a Mobile World (2011) Bissel and Fuller employ the metaphor of ‘the passenger’. 

The passenger here is static in a highly mobile container such as a plane, or tube train, 

passing through systems of capital. Bissel and Fuller argue a shift in the temporal movements 
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of the passenger from Walter Benjamin’s ‘flaneur’ as an ambler, transformed into a more 

contained state. The passenger then is termed a ‘container subjectivity’ who moves through at 

an accelerated speed, in small spaces, contained by systems of global travel and commerce. 

In my performance practice I see myself as a passenger practitioner. It would be easy to 

assume the passenger as a hopeless position, as an unethical bystander to the injury of others. 

The term also reflects on where I have passage through places and spaces of degradation; 

passengers to the injury of others can be found locally in the image of one walking past a 

person who begs on the floor of cities, or globally in moving past the tents of refugee camps 

that have appeared all over Europe in the last five years. Or, is it the knowledge of violent 

conditions and enforced immobility, while one remains mobile and on safe land? 

Bissel (2007) extends possibilities for a passenger subjectivity further, explaining that the 

contemporary passenger also denotes a ‘being with’ which constitutes a series of relational 

practices.  Rather than discussing the passenger through representational assumptions that 

render the passenger ‘inert and lifeless’, Bissel in Passenger mobilities: affective atmospheres 

and the sociality of public transport (2010) is concerned with the capacity of passengers to 

‘affect and be affected,’ stating that “since affect emerges as a relation between bodies, 

objects and technologies, it has distinctly spatial characteristics” (2010, p. 272). 

The subject of the passenger further correlates with Mbembe’s term ‘passerby’: 

“The passerby is, then, all at once the vehicle, the bridge or gangway, the planking 

that covers the rows of beams in a ship, the one who having roots elsewhere, is 

passing through somewhere he (she, they) stay temporarily (even if it means) 

returning home when the time comes.”  (2019, p. 186, my emphasis added) 
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The passerby is not, as Mbembe explains, a term used to praise the notion of a bohemian or 

flighty existence. Instead, it is a vital mapping to understand where becoming-human-in-the 

world is a question neither of birth or origin or race but of “journeying, of movement of 

transfiguration” (Mbembe, 2019, p. 187). It is through an ode to Frantz Fanon that Mbembe 

understands ethics of the passerby to reveal themselves; for Fanon passed through many 

injured spaces, tending the wounds of colonialism and its brutal wars without distance or 

astonishment74. Fanon was a critical observer who dwelled in what he saw as the shadowy 

face of life; as the lingering effects of violence, injury, racism and madness caused by the 

dehumanising effects of colonisation. Fanon bore witness through a clinical and theoretical 

approach of listening and tending across oppressed groups, in what he understood as a 

therapeutic and radical act of decolonisation. 

It is here that Mbembe creates a landscape for the ethics of the passerby - as one of solidarity 

and detachment. This relationship calls upon the passerby to make connections to the things 

that one might commonly dissociate from (Mbembe, 2019). It links with the underpinning of 

‘being with’ from Bissel and belongs to a passenger subjectivity which is reinstated from a 

passive mode to one that is affected across landscapes, objects and technologies.  This 

relationship is formed through my travelling in contemplation using my mobile phone to 

record a being-with the injury of contemporary war. 

Detachment is not to be seen as an apathetic mode, but rather part of a durational process of 

witnessing, where a thinking through and an endurance are part of a durational mode of 

passengering and waiting for contemplations to rise in the form of performative texts.   Bissel 

 
74 Mbembe writes on Fanon as a deeply critical observer and witness in Metaphoric Thought: the work of 

Frantz Fanon: “To bear witness to the colonial situation meant ‘travelling step by step the length of the wound 
inflicted on the people and on Algerian soil’. It was necessary, he said, ‘to interrogate Algerian soil, inch by 

inch’, to measure the fragmentation and ‘dispersal’ caused by colonial occupation. It was necessary to bear 

witness to the ‘haggard and famished orphans’; to the ‘husband carried off by the enemy and who returns with 

his body covered in bruises, his life nearly extinct and his spirit extinguished’” (2012, para. 10). 
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refers to possibilities of ‘animating suspension’ through a ‘variegated affective complex’ as 

“a mixture of activity and agitation of the world and conversely a deadness to-the-world” 

(Bissell, 2007, p. 291). Mbembe explains that Fanon moving quickly through spaces “became 

a relentless search for the traces of life, which, he believed, continued to exist within this 

thunderous destruction” (Mbembe, 2012, p. 22). An animation of my own suspension is 

shown through a gathering and dispersal of inner texts. This gathering and dispersal 

overcomes a sense of despair and stuckness, generating responses to contemporary war 

within the self and expressing them through the performance work.  My diary of the 

doldrums also allows me to be unaccountable, take time, hold open a hiatus of non-

productivity. These elements are non-performance modes, but they lead to performative texts, 

when I have left the door ajar for the contemplations that arise within these spaces, and also 

have an urgency to them. In this way, solidarity and detachment work together to produce a 

practice of witnessing, which is also an act of conservation to prevent a crisis mode that often 

comes with heroic notions of rescue and intervention. In this way, an animation of suspension 

that considers a variegated affective complex allows one to take time to respond and suspend 

a space for listening. Such a position hopes to prevent the ‘Lot's wife’ effect, as a type of 

paralysis in witnessing, or of astonishment at the very task of responding to contemporary 

war. Or, as Braidotti argues, we need an ethics of sustainability that “implies a commitment 

to duration and conversely a rejection of self-destruction (where) positivity is built into this 

program through the idea of thresholds of sustainability” (2012, p. 308). 

Braidotti’s passenger is a nomad; a subjectivity that wants to make a qualitative leap through 

pain to find active ways of belonging that overcome the stultifying effects of passivity75. 

 
75 See also Braidotti’s (2006, p. 88-91) writing on figures of displacement in our systems of mobility, which 

retain certain spatial temporal positions in life – the mail-order bride, the au-pair, the immigrant. They are 

positions that allow us to theorise new reconfigurations of power relations like the passenger, the nomad, the 

swimmer. 
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Understanding where the loss of life, status and subjectivity that contemporary war enforces 

on certain racial categories is also to understand where a new form of social apartheid has 

replaced old colonial divisions. Where in this truly racist and devastating landscape that we 

find we are part of, we consider where we can channel our energies to move within our work 

from the side of the wall that is blinkered, under the guise of safety, for challenging these 

thought process and indeed producing actions towards consciousness-raising this injury and 

loss, Braidotti makes references to this nature of belonging through her term multi-locality, 

writing 

“Migrants, exiles, refugees have first-hand experience of the extent to which the 

process of disidentification from familiar identities is linked to the pain of loss and 

uprooting. Diasporic subjects of all kinds express the same sense of wound. Multi-

locality is the affirmative translation of this negative sense of loss. the  becoming-

nomadic marks the process of positive transformation of the pain of loss into the 

active production of multiple forms of belonging and complex allegiances” (2006, p. 

84). 

If Braidotti’s nomad belongs within a multi-locality then the passenger follows in this sense 

to pass through spaces with a desire to recall to the painful conditions aboard. It is 

understanding a form of vulnerability not only within the other but within the self and to the 

power systems in which we are embedded. The passenger’s imaginary space is also a space 

of connectedness, of affectivity.  Through the artworks, the images become something other 

than touristic capitalist spaces or places of banal safety, they become diffracted into 

transpositions, manifestations of the personal, the political, and a being with the presence of 

violence. This being with others as transposition is also a promissory note. This is carved in 

thinking oneself out of often non-inclusive or damaging reflective modes, and into a deeper 
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inhabitation of a global landscape of violence via a performance practice that also folds itself 

into an ethical witnessing practice. When one passes through in this way as part of a 

performance practice, witnessing becomes an enaction of everyday life, tarrying a sense of 

time, grief, and imagination. Performance scholar Richard Schechner explains an important 

role of performance is to be able to draw its interdependence with others; he writes 

“performance is declarative of our shared humanity, yet it utters the uniqueness of particular 

cultures. We will know one another better by entering one another’s performances and 

learning their grammars and vocabularies.” (Schechner and Appel, 1990, cited in Schechner, 

2013, p. 8). Through my own performance I build new connections ‘within’ and these unfold 

within the video work and shift temporal perspectives which emerge within the work to be-

with, not the past as a trace of what has already taken place but as Mbembe writes “the past in 

the process of happening” – “at the moment of breaking and entering” -  “ at the very instant 

when, arising as if via the crack, it strives to be born in the event, to become an event” 

(Mbembe, 2019, p. 186). 

Throughout The Tallest Tower in The World, I can see myself and other passengers in the 

highly reflective glass, I use this visual effect as an aesthetic tool heightening the tensions of 

the work, and its critique upon capitalist modes of reflection. Passengers moving around the 

viewing platform are seen in these reflections, their bodies spread out toward the sea, and 

through these reflections the floor of the viewing tower becomes mapped onto the sea. The 

stretch of sea that separates us from France has become a solid walkway, animating Bissel 

and Fuller’s (2011) understanding of the passenger as a highly mobile state. We accelerate 

across frontiers and walk on water. Passengers appear less vibrant in the viewing tower glass, 

almost spectral in their reflections. A certain weariness pervades the viewing platform as the 

passenger’s form continuously dissipates into the horizon, dissolving into the sky. But the 

passengers keep walking into the boundaries of the horizon, giving an impression that they 
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are attempting to cross over into other places, otherworlds, demonstrating how the passenger 

“requires constant performative reproduction to generate the effect of stability, reality, 

factuality, where there is only haunted and fractured alterity” (Wick, 2013, p. 51). 

Passengers are seen moving quickly round the viewing platform as if they have an urgency 

about them;  they move across all windows, to get a better view out to sea. I imagine them at 

an important high council, drawing into the knowledge of those who are floundering, making 

affirmative action towards them.  The audience are drawn into the vocal text, unlike the 

passengers in the tower who move alongside it. The passengers are not represented in 

oblivion to it, but rather it appears as if they are circling it, to draw into its affects, they are 

neither inside the text or outside of it but suspended somewhere in-between. The video shots 

are interspersed with still images and held frames taken outside of the tower. These frames 

are held so the audience may contemplate its extra-terrestrial appearance, allowing for the 

impression of an otherworldly force at play in the tower. Still images are inserted into the 

video to allow silences to knead their way into the material, and silence, stillness and 

suspension are important visual and sensory factors that work with the recorded text. There 

are long pauses where I hold the camera looking upwards towards the structure of the tower. I 

hold the images to gently pierce through into a strangeness, another environment, one of 

injury, pushing through a picture postcard day. 

Picture Postcard 

To produce the video material I visited the viewing tower as a passenger in May 2017 and I 

filmed the view on my mobile phone of the journey going up and coming down. I also took 

still images of the tower to capture its external structure close-up and from a neighbouring 

street. In the editing of the film I used these close-up frames to demonstrate the strangeness 

of the tower, which in its ‘futuristic design’ resembles a spaceship. From the tower, I view 
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the shell of the burnt West Pier, and from a height I see its entire body resting in a bath of sea 

salt. It is a familiar cultural landmark of Brighton seafront, as is the pebble beach, the 

promenade and seaside shops, all becoming smaller as we climb higher. The sea makes 

movement on the shoreline bringing a slight motion animation to a postcard of a sunny day at 

the beach. 

As I am filming the view, I am joined by several other passengers filming and taking photos 

of the view on their mobile phones. While I am a passenger in the viewing tower, I have a 

feeling of swaying between an understanding of safety and insecurity. The construct of the 

viewing tower itself embodies a social and political encapsulation of these oscillations.  The 

i360 tower has a militarised and policed airport-style security at its base. Passengers are 

rigorously searched, their belongings scanned, and we become the watched. It is here that I 

begin to feel a shift, from the sunny promenade outside the tower to stepping into a process of 

surveillance, under suspicion.  There is a presence that fills this space, and I recognise feeling 

both vulnerable and stressed. It is like being at a large airport with high security and military 

bodies, ready to act, to arrest, to detain at a moment’s notice. What is sold as a light tourist 

attraction, reveals an enmeshed mode of militarism. This sense of insecurity leaves me when 

as passengers we are ferried through to begin our ascent up the viewing platform, and one 

shifts from being under surveillance to lifting off, forgetting the stress of queuing, of being 

bodily searched in a militarised fashion. We go up and up till we reach the top and a clear sky 

awaits. 

I use my mobile phone to film; as in the other two performance videos - this means that my 

hand is often shaky as I choose not to have a tripod or professional equipment. This results in 

parts of the film appearing blurred, producing odd angles, giving the impression of an 

unstable focus. Benjamin called this an elsewhere - the experience of being out of time that is 
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also connected to a stumbling and therefore a spatio-temporal imbalance, or as theorist 

Robert Ryder puts it ‘like missing the last step on a staircase’ (Ryder, 2016). Stuttering and 

background noise in the vocal recordings can be heard, particularly when recording on a busy 

street. In the video piece the imperfection of these shaky images and stuttered voices bring 

about a sudden blurring or ‘loss of reference’ in the artwork and a sense of dis-orientation.  

My body often remains in the shot and when I am filming I can see it in the reflective glass. 

The film is edited with still images taken both inside the viewing tower and outside. In one 

image the tower juxtaposes its futuristic design with Victorian-era buildings generating a 

stark composition, the cutting nature of this starkness is highlighted through the surreal 

design of the Tower. The improbable images of past and present sit oddly, challenging the 

viewer to consider whether the tower can be assimilated into the landscape. I think of how it 

punched through the seaside skyline like an iron fist.  I challenged it as I made this artwork as 

if it were alive – I ask it, from that great height – what of the world can you see? -  what can 

you really know? 

Inside the viewing tower platform there is the sound over the tannoy welcoming passengers 

onto their flight, echoing also are  children who freely explore the viewing platform, their 

voices happy and confident, often demanding. It is the combination of this militarised style 

tannoy announcement that forms a friction with the sounds of the children in the tower and 

my inner world attunes itself to the violence across the water, and images of the migrant 

children that I have seen when I have visited refugee camps. In the artwork, I make use of the 

sounds present in the viewing tower, editing my own contemplations within them. I use the 

contemplations to disrupt these sounds from their homogeneous nature which is then 

contrasted with performative texts of contemporary war, allowing new readings into the 

significance of their social and political textuality. 
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In both The Tallest Tower in the World and Citizen Soldier which I will discuss shortly, the 

verbal content of the performative texts has been produced out of sixteen months of 

contemplation on the doldrums where I generated a performance space to move off in an 

ethical direction toward suffering others. The processual practice of speaking that does not 

have a clear invitation in the day-to-day is an affirmative action. I speak into my phone 

generating a diary from the doldrums, from a sense of stuckness, to a re-enchanting of an 

inner text, towards the presence of war. It is through the artwork that I lift these texts from the 

bogs of my self-consciousness and into lines of purpose. A silent video, without the 

performative recordings would perhaps still achieve a reconfiguration of the context of the 

viewing tower, and may still have highlighted its strangeness, particularly regarding homing 

in on its extra-terrestrial aesthetic. However, what the performative texts do and what they 

build towards in an art practice is to volumize a delay, where certain social and political 

underpinnings of violence and injury become heard within the tower and across the English 

Channel from where it gazes. The utterances here amplify this presence by recovering texts, 

creating the effect of enacting difference, through different registers, tonalities and 

temporalities. 

At moments in the artwork it appears as if a narrator is looking out from a spaceship into a 

tiny world where everything is still and idyllic. Then an inner world presents itself and slowly 

inhabits the visual landscape of the film through the performative text. The performative text 

made up of contemplations, durations, varying tones and registers begins ‘enacting worlds’ 

through creating a space of relationality within the artwork. This rallies an ethical 

consciousness, opening out surfaces, the sea, the reflective windows, to sites of difference 

from a capitalist model, through voices that press into the skin of these surfaces. 
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The act of splicing such performative texts with the film feels agentic, lifting a long 

contemplation from its waiting, recovering it to the force of action (Pollock, 1998). The 

audience to the artwork has the widest, most embodied view, for they can see and hear the 

passengers, the narration, the inner texts and the view of the landscape. In The Tallest Tower 

in the World I open out a space for thinking through a mode of the passenger via a complex 

relationality towards others and their injury. This artwork was poignant to me as the viewing 

tower co-constitutes an ever-present understanding of my own limitations, I am a passenger 

and I, like the tower, am not built to rescue. 

It is through the possibilities of performance, as a process, act and artwork that an 

intervention in witnessing eventuates itself from the viewing tower. Performance here plays 

with the vision of the viewing tower closing the distance of injury and entangling new texts 

into its optics. It is here that the audience becomes viewer to an intimate band of registers of 

my own voice that attempts to entangle itself and bleed into the distance of injury and 

otherworlds with its slow contemplation. The contemplations are mapped onto the frames of 

reflection to deflect the mirroring effect of capitalism and generate shifts or diffractions in the 

artwork. What the video and soundscape achieve is a splicing of forms that would not be 

otherwise achieved with a linear diary project and narration. 

The artwork The Tallest Tower in the World encapsulates my melancholy, my listlessness, 

‘my doldrums’.  For I know past this view, there is violence, cold floodlights and fierce dogs 

on the other side of the water. It is a strange body that parts us. In this artwork, however, it is 

my side of the water, that of safe land that shifts in perception. It is the viewing tower that is 

‘otherworldly’ and strange, and we the passengers gradually shift as well and become 

affected by the texts that surround us, the social, political and performative texts. Warm sun, 

reflected light cuts together with texts that are cold and dark in nature - or militarised and 
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inhumane.  A sense of ‘kitschness’ is pierced and opened into with these cuts. A presence of 

violence is a complex state to define and is perhaps sensed differently in each individual.  For 

me, it belongs to a shift in my body, and takes hold from the stomach, where a concrete 

message arises, transmitting information that the world is generating true darkness for some, 

whilst asking that others bathe in sunlight. This transmission folds into a presence of violence 

and completes its power when these modes are joined and arrive and become present 

together.  The video is an intertextual scoring of sound and image, new lines of flight and 

pathways through the performative text, and through the images in the tower that achieve 

pathways to diffract through the reflection on the glass. It is the coming together of these 

elements - the diarised utterances, the video, the holding and the silences - that diffractive 

patterns emerge from a still and opaque sea to a landscape where a presence of injury draws 

waves of difference through the artwork. 

Dark Stones Against the Onward Rush 

Passengers have agency to disrupt the space of flows in this way to raise awareness of injury 

aboard. This has been seen recently in passengers who have been encouraged to stop planes 

that are forcibly deporting migrants who face brutal punishments on their arrivals in their 

home countries. Swedish student Elin Ersson was a passenger on a flight going to Turkey in 

2018, who, after finding out that an Afghan man onboard was being deported back to 

Afghanistan, refused to sit down in her seat until he was removed from the plane (Anderson, 

2018). Ersson live-streamed her actions on her mobile phone, and her video was seen by over 

four million viewers at the time of broadcast. While Ersson was met with both hostility and 

solidarity from the other passengers her actions are an example of the way the public can 

affect power systems and go about a process disseminating this knowledge (through the 
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transmission of a mobile phone) for wider acts of cowitnessing76. Exploring the passenger, a 

subject who has typically been represented as without agency, as an apathetic bystander, who 

typically does not take in her surroundings in an embodied way, to find out where passenger 

can be relocated into a performance practice of the doldrums to begin to be-with her 

surroundings and become a witness to injury. Although Ersson action was planned (Ersson 

was a member of a refugee organisation) the design of her intervention proves the passenger 

has agency to perform acts of witnessing. Thus, creatively intervening in spaces, employing 

what is available to her in the object of the mobile phone to record this intervention and 

disseminate it to the public as a message. The passenger therefore interrupts the smoothness 

of homogeneous time to raise to the surface of consciousness the dark undercurrent of a 

homogenous global landscape. In these acts, the passenger reminds us, if we begin to listen 

and pay attention, we begin to comprehend fully that, contained within the freedom of 

mobility and safety for some, lies the entrapment, danger, and suspension of others. This 

realises the delay in hearing the injustice of a flight full of global passengers travelling at 

their own free will and another type of passenger who is actually captive to state deportation 

and will be met at each airport until he is away from the safety of Sweden and propelled back 

into a war zone.     

It has been argued that the passenger/passer-by is able to form solidarity and detachment to 

the things she passes, allowing a space for witnessing and ruminating in her practice.  

Keeping in mind this dissociation and where it thrives within a necropolitical landscape 

where war is a rapid and effacing practice and experienced outside of homogeneous time, I 

found instances of something I would term the doldrums in the works of artists. The 

doldrums are found where the artist has made a place (or meeting for the other) generating an 

 
76Eventually, after refusing to sit down the captain ordered Ms. Ersson and a 50-year-old Afghan man she had 

been trying to protect off the plane and it was able to take off. The man was eventually deported. 
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environment in her work for the injury of contemporary war, not for the hero, or the beguiled, 

but for the passer-by. The purpose is to encourage a relational engagement with environments 

and temporalities that are evading focus. They become tended through these feminist artists’ 

works, so audiences, even if passing by, do come to be-with the injured of contemporary war. 

In locating the doldrums in the works of others, I find the terms ‘place’ and ‘environment’ 

helpful to understand and connect the notion of ‘being-with’. The term place can be 

understood through Mbembe when he considers where Fanon (1963) understands place, as 

any experience of encountering others, “one that (paves) the way for becoming self-aware” 

and part of a larger humanity. Importantly for this project of witnessing, Mbembe states that 

“one can inhabit a place, however, only by allowing oneself to be inhabited by it” (2019, p. 

187). It is here that Mbembe reminds us that inhabiting a place is not the same as belonging 

to a place. This is where the notion of being-with must be carefully tended through quieter 

methods when encountering environments of others.  The term environment is informed by 

Berlant’s notion of environment, to demarcate a slow injury of others. This slow injury is a 

temporal mode, outside of day-to-day or homogenous time, but it also folds into the ordinary, 

as explained in Berlant’s outlining of slow death. Inhabitation of this environment, where one 

can witness injury, as a difference and absence, produces a being-with, as a definition of the 

doldrums. The doldrums then encounter others in environments of injury from contemporary 

war, absented from focus, but that exist within our day-to-day. 

In Carla Leisching’s photography artwork The Swimmers, (2011), shown in Figure 3, 

Leisching creates her images to explore displacement both physical and virtual as a defining 

trait of a contemporary world. She describes the swimmers as not fixed to a geographical 

place but as a whimsical documentation of a newly evolved human. Understanding that the 

ocean is both barrier and passage, Leisching describes the swimmers: “The Swimmers, a 
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band of lone figures, extend themselves beyond melancholic horizons, hopeful in a universe 

turned upside down and torn apart” (Liesching, no date). When we consider swimming we 

may also think of suspension or staying afloat, when swimming becomes not only a practice 

of leisure or travelling, but a fight against being engulfed, as Alain Corbin writes in The Lure 

of the Sea “to swim is to attempt to abolish a temporal duration: to swim is to open a 

parenthesis in time, it is a “display of total energy” (1995, p. 76). 

 It is through both a production and action of contemplation that I generate an environment in 

my performance works, employing an inner world or silence and imagination to think 

through painful realities that sit just below the boundaries of one's grasp or what Leisching 

Figure 3: Selection of photos from Carla Leisching's 'The Swimmers' 
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calls and ‘unknown territory’. Leisching writes “This unknown territory – be it increasingly 

unstable social and political circumstances, constantly shifting unknowable selves or ever-

more complex spaces between fixed points of ‘reason’ and ‘imagination’” (Liesching, no 

date).   

Suspended  

In this next section I critique two artists who have responded to the Mediterranean migrant 

crises: Arabella Dorman, who gathered migrant clothing from the beaches of Lesbos and Ai 

Weiwei, who responded to the image of toddler Alan Kurdi. I aim to show where 

contemporary war injury can be raised through quieter methods that suspend a space for 

listening as seen in Dorman piece Suspended. I argue against the method used in Ai Weiwei’s 

re-enactment of Alan Kurdi who drowned while crossing the Mediterranean in 2015 and 

whose harrowing image was broadcast globally in 2015. Although Ai Weiwei is an 

influential artist that garners enormous media attention, instead of creating an environment 

Figure 4: Arabella Dorman's 'Suspended', St James's Church, Piccadilly 
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for Kurdi and all the absences that surround him Ai Weiwei’s re-enactment denies 

possibilities for this environment by filling the space with himself. 

Artist Arabella Dorman was commissioned as an official war artist in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

Her works have drawn not on the blood and bodies of the battlefield but on how war becomes 

folded into civil life and accepted as ordinary. In her installation Suspended (2016), shown in 

Figure 4, Dorman employs a term that is important for the doldrums to reflect the temporal 

nature of contemporary war refugees, who, when prevented from moving forward or 

returning home to where they belong, become suspended in space and time. In Suspended, 

located at St James’s Church in Piccadilly and other locations, Dornan uses 700 items of 

clothing she salvaged from the Greek island of Lesbos where many arrive in boats having 

fled war-ravaged landscapes and are left waiting in refugee camps. The notion of being 

suspended is described by Dornan as a way to reflect upon a ‘state of limbo’ that is 

experienced now by hundreds of thousands of people fleeing the conflict and misery of 

contemporary war. She writes 

“There were thousands of items of clothing discarded by refugees. I was struck by the 

concept of the empty garment, evoking the hidden presence of the person who had 

worn that item. These clothes reveal what is now being forgotten” (O’Connor, 2017). 

Another artist who sought to depict the plight of the Mediterranean migrants was Chinese 

artist Ai Weiwei, who also collected items from the beaches of Greece. In one installation 

(Weiwei, 2017) he gathered 14,000 life jackets, flew them to Germany and strapped them to 

Berlin’s Konzerthaus concert hall. This action has received mixed responses from the public 

in terms of context and excess, with one viewer stating that better use of the life jackets might 

be to donate them to migrants in Africa, where many are still making dangerous crossings. 
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Perhaps more pertinent to my project is Ai Weiwei’s response to the image of toddler Alain 

Kurdi. 

Toddler Alain Kurdi's body washed up on the shoreline of a beach in Bodrum, Turkey in 

September 2015 (BBC News, 2015). The original image of Kurdi was so affecting that 

certain newspapers refused to publish it. This was a profoundly intimate image of another’s 

suffering, suffering that Kurdi’s family also had to endure in its repetition, as a global media 

sensation. 

Ai Weiwei chose to respond to Kurdi’s death by re-enacting his image (Chawla, 2016), 

laying down in foetal position on the shore of a beach in Lesbos Greece, a place where many 

migrants have also been landing in boats. Ai Weiwei might be said to have been following 

media conventions by re-enacting this image and photographing it to be circulated in the 

press and online.  Feminists have argued against images that replicate sympathy and apathy 

and that are engendered by what Kozol refers to as the distancing “dramatic” language of 

photojournalism (2004). 

On first viewing Ai Weiwei’s re-enactment of Kurdi, my sense was that his response was too 

fast, that he had rushed in, perhaps as a knee jerk reaction. Ai Weiwei, himself a political 

refugee, perhaps felt an urge to respond quickly to Kurdi’s death to express his own sorrow at 

this event. However, it is in this response that one can draw lessons for building a practice of 

the doldrums, where creating an environment to be-with the injury of others, risks through its 

execution, closing off possibilities for listening and engagement. This is shown through Ai 

Weiwei where in attempting to be-with the body of the other, he replaces this body (and 

Kurdi) with his- self. 
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Mbembe is ready to criticise representations of the other, where “to represent is the same 

thing as to disfigure” (2019, p. 139), further stating that “in the history of the west and 

faraway worlds, a manner of representing the other effectively does empty it of all substance 

and leave it lifeless” (p. 140). Following Fanon’s radical decolonisation all representation 

must be a force of refusal which stands in direct opposition to habituation - “what is being 

refused if not subjugation, and firstly subjugation to a representation”77 (p. 139). 

In exploring the colonial metaphor of the doldrums, I understand an environment for 

witnessing needs to be tended and maintained through historical absences. In her work In The 

Wake (2016) Christina Sharpe builds a historical and contemporary consciousness from 

chattel slavery, arguing that those left to perish in the holds of colonial ships remain to be 

discovered; they are like us, “alive in hydrogen, in oxygen; in carbon, in phosphorous, and 

iron; in sodium and chlorine”.  Sharpe terms these traces the wake; she writes “This is what 

we know about those Africans thrown, jumped, dumped overboard in Middle Passage; they 

are with us still, in the time of the wake, known as residence time.” (2016, p. 19). Also 

remembering the injustices of slavery through the deployment of visual and literary 

metaphors has further been outlined by Cheryl Finley in her rigorous work on the history of 

the icon of the slave ship. Finley focuses her investigation across artist practices that employ 

a ritualized politics of remembering through the image of the slave ship. Described as 

practices of mnemonic aesthetics that are based on rhythm and repetition, repeated use of 

images and references to “the mechanical reproduction of ephemera, the aural and visual 

shape of sonic communication” (Finley, 2018, p. 11), this term come to describes a variety of 

 
77 This subjugation is where Mbembe understands that the represented subject in this way, almost always risks 

being objectified, or turned in. The represented subject always risks being turned into an object or a play-thing a 

‘play-thing’. 
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forms of postmodern art practices that include film, installation and performance - through 

the repetitious patterning of images, objects and sounds78. She writes 

“The practice of mnemonic aesthetics further reveals how artists have found it 

important to insist on their connection to the history of slavery, so that present 

generations can understand its contemporary ramifications for the processes of 

identity formation” (2018, p. 11). 

These absences are reproduced and repurposed across time and space and become tended to 

and restored by artists of the 21st century in the icon of the slave ship, as a way to overcome 

history's amnesia, reminding the world of all those involved in slavery’s production. This 

amnesia exists for Kurdi as well, through the absences that have, in many ways, built his 

environment and contributed to his death. Kurdi’s death did not take place in a vacuum but in 

a necropolitical landscape of erasure and avoidance. In this environment, Syrians as well as 

all other individuals fleeing contemporary war and politically unstable countries are at 

heightened risk of drowning from crossing the Mediterranean, suffocating in lorries or other 

containers, freezing in harsh weather and other forms of adversity when attempting to cross 

borders to safety. What then is needed are creative responses that understand this image as a 

signal to produce sustained and grounded insight into what Benjamin calls the ‘emergency 

situation’ of a deeply oppressed group. He writes: 

“The tradition of the oppressed teaches us that the “emergency situation” in which we 

live is the rule. We must arrive at a concept of history which corresponds to this. Then 

it will become clear that the task before us is the introduction of a real state of 

emergency, and our position in the struggle” (Benjamin, 1940, VIII) 

 
78 Finley refers to Vivian Sobchack’s definition of post-modernist film here.  
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In the day-to-day struggle for Syrian migrants destined for zoning and expulsion, realities of 

their struggle are mostly absent from focus. In engaging with the image of Kurdi an artist 

must also consider a way to be-with these absences that make up his immediate family, who 

are grieving and vulnerable as well the wider social and political community of Syrian 

migrants who are still undertaking the crossings. For the most productive outcome of such an 

image it should behave as a flare demarcating a state of emergency, not only for Kurdi, but of 

all the compacted bodies suspended in discomfort, ‘the uniform, silent, anonymous bodies’ 

(Finley, 2018, p. 13). Listening to absences, to attempt to create an environment to make 

them heard becomes vital when representing for survivors who are “essentially shut within a 

bodily struggle against the shadows that have engulfed them” (Mbembe, 2019, p. 140). 

How then do we creatively engage with, not only the dead of contemporary war but also the 

survivors who remain voiceless? Jacques Derrida refers to the term hospitality as ‘the law of 

justice and responsibility to the other’, where the haunted subject (or performer) has the 

responsibility not to appropriate the other, by conjuring them into existence, but to generate 

conditions that will stretch out time and wait for what he refers to as the ‘ghost’: 

“Ghosts are always out there waiting to (re)appear. The task then is to remain open 

waiting for the event as justice, this hospitality is absolute, only if it keeps watch over 

its own universality” (Derrida, 1994, cited in Powell and Shaffer, 2009, p. 16).  

While I respect Ai Weiwei as an artist and his body of work, I am interested in where lessons 

can be learnt from Ai Weiwei’s re-enactment of Kurdi. Moreover, where differences of 

approach can be understood between Dorman and Ai Weiwei in terms of quieter methods. 

We can perhaps say where Derrida’s underpinning of hospitality was not adequately extended 

in this work, denying justice and responsibility to the other by appropriating Kurdi’s image.  
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To put this another way, by attempting to insert his body as a surrogate for Kurdi79 with his 

own, the action becomes a form of trespassing upon another’s suffering. By doing this, he 

replaces an environment of injury with one of universality. 

In Dorman’s Suspended, by gathering these items Dorman carries on from a long tradition of 

piecing back together the remains of the injured and hewn body of the other, transporting 

items that were discarded and carved out space for a re-engagement with them, using the 

symbolism of clothing to illuminate the absence of wearers.  It is in a critique of western 

humanism that Dorman not only displays an account of what happened but allows audiences 

to mourn what was lost in a way that does not dwell in the trauma, allowing the survivors to 

escape the curse of repetition80. Dorman didn’t assign or appropriate the clothing to any 

context, other than their original position as migrant clothing gathered for witnessing. In this 

action and through this simplicity, Dorman left space for the other to manifest, retaining 

imagery through the clothing as a presence, considered through the environment she created. 

Mbembe writes on a process of gathering from a ‘debris of information’ on the injury of 

others. To retrieve others from a broken place we must create a home and space where they 

will be at peace, gathering clothing here can be seen as an attempt to create an abode “akin to 

returning to life the harvest of bones that have been subject to desiccation in an attempt to 

render the world habitable again” (2019, p. 161). 

In Dorman’s Suspended, audiences are not confronted with a narrative of pity they can 

instead contemplate and ruminate on meaning in what and whom the clothing represents, 

where it has come from and why it has travelled into the creative space. By deploying the use 

 
79 But not in Roach’s terms of surrogating as has been explained through a performance of cultural memory, but 

rather surrogation, as a form of direct replacement to literally switch round in effacement, and replacement of 

Kurdi with the body of Ai Weiwei. 
80 This repetition is a form of defacement, back to a “historical account of what happened, the book of 

atrocities” (Mbembe, 2019, p. 161). 
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of suspension as framing and as a material truth of this humanitarian crisis the clothing is 

curated so it becomes raised in life, it denies the audience conditions to collapse into a flat 

mode of empathy, it hangs there, it lingers in a mode of animated waiting. 

It can be understood that Dorman recognised the clothing as signals of an ‘emergency 

situation’. Signals are gathered and held in a manner not unlike the clothing carefully 

suspended in the church space, not providing answers but offering subtler propositions. By 

gathering these clothes as symbolism for the other, audiences are invited to be-with in 

waiting and contemplation, where the clothing hangs in the confrontation of the present. It is 

here that the event of waiting can be seen in a description by Bissell as being ‘emptiful’, ‘kept 

open by future possibilities within it’ (Hudson, 1984, cited by Bissell, 2007, p. 292). 

Throughout this work I have argued for witnessing injury within the day-to-day. Leading on 

from this, it is important to critique the context of staging Suspended in a religious or church 

space. The Church space operates traditionally as a place of worship, carved out in sacredness 

from the hum drum of day-to-day living. Cartwright (2017) draws attention to where stepping 

into the church space encourages ‘proxy sacraments81’ where we relinquish a pedestrian view 

and we come to experience presence through the predetermined context of the religious. 

Therefore, staging art for witnessing the injury of others in a sacred space can be seen to be at 

friction within a desire to ground oneself in the act of witnessing in the banal day-to-day and 

- “the art space functions as the Holy Communion does in church” (Cartwright, 2017, p. 3). 

Therefore, we must ask ourselves, in entering the church space to view Suspended, do we risk 

raising the injured up to heaven, with a metaphorical wafer in our mouths? What is at stake 

 
81 Originally a term from theologian Alan Jones (2005). 
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here is perhaps within the transcendence of proxy-sacraments, one risks becoming cleansed 

of others blood, that spills now in real time, in our ongoing present.  

Dorman's title Suspended is an ode to the position of countless migrants who are unable to 

move off from their position of injury. In one’s attempts to build ethical witnessing practices, 

we must account for where injury is linked to our own inheritance. Where we are bound by a 

colonial past and a necropolitical present. It was brought to my attention that Dorman’s art 

practice has been funded and exhibited by KBR, a key military contractor82. This information 

does not dismiss a powerful example of an artistic practice of gathering and dispersing for 

witnessing contemporary war injury. However, such a contradiction adds hypocrisy and 

indeed insult to injury. In utilising the blood money of war, how can we separate the artist 

from becoming tethered to its violence? For the financial source that feeds this important 

work of witnessing, is also the one that actively destroys the landscapes of others., these 

associations raise pertinent question to the ethics of funding for the arts and research coming 

from bodies which are involved with military and war, an issue particularly prevalent at UK 

universities83. Without propagating a culture of blame, can we begin to take an affirmative 

stance on this relationship? By doing so, as arts practitioners we would raise into 

consciousness our passage and privileges that form from the violent ships to which we are 

tethered, in this case Dorman to KBR. Might we then, by admission, begin to discover ways 

to have open discussion about the necropolitical practices to which we are enmeshed into 

through our institutions? And furthermore, where can agency, in part be found by taking 

 
82 KBR a large military contractor and also a subsidiary of Halliburton (the largest military contractor in Iraq) is 

implicated in some of the worst scandals of the Iraq War (Maltby, Pratt and Gibbon, 2012). 
83 See projects such as the Study war no more campaign (2007), which has unveiled more than 1,900 military 

projects conducted in 26 UK universities.  
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responsibility for the violence to which we are bound in both our colonial past and 

necropolitical present?  

Raising such contradictions is certainly part of the solution to witnessing the entangled nature 

of contemporary war injury of our world. Arguably, it is when we do not address our 

necropolitical associations that they further gain power in their darkness, in their nocturnal 

face. Furthermore, we risk the integrity of our work by accepting funding from such 

organisations, and without this openness and debate we trespass over the injured in the most 

brutally banal ways. If we use Suspended as an example, audiences are faced with a poignant 

piece of art responding to an ongoing migrant tragedy, though it hides a dark undercurrent, 

covering up its ties to military funding. With these murderous folds it risks becoming, by 

association, a product of military celebration and, at worst, the migrant clothing parades itself 

in the space like flags or trophies of KBR’s kills and parts. 

In a broader political landscape where many migrant tragedies are dangerously close to being 

seen as inconsequential, these artists warn us to tread careful ground. In my work, I have 

taken these careful works as models of how to respond to the environments of others who are 

suffering much from war, accepting the unanswerable while embracing a quieter approach, a 

hospitable form of performance seeking to preserve a place for the other. Mbembe (2019) 

here argues for an anti-museum, where conditions are created, not via an institution, but 

rather, in a figure of another place; he argues this place presents radical hospitality where the 

slave’s spectral dimension will be preserved84. Preserving this radical place is of vital 

importance when considering the painful echoes of a historical past that are permeating our 

 
84

 Mbembe understands the museum as a space of formal neutralisation. It is a place full of statues, fetishes 

mummies, objects removed of breath “returned to the inertia of matter” The museum has historically been a 

powerful source of separation from the black body. He goes on to say that if the slave entered the museum the 

museum itself would transform, collapse become something else “ it would sign its own death warrant” (2019, 

p. 171).  
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contemporary war environments, where, when we listen, lower frequencies of perception and 

impact become audible85. These frequencies are also echoes are of a racist, imperialist past of 

slavery that now haunts our migrant crises, as a mass crime against humanity, where 

contemporary war environments mean the total subjugation of the Black and ethnic body of 

the other.    

 
85 From Tina Campt’s Listening to Images (2017). For example, Campt states that the passport sitters hold 

themselves with a certain tensity. This tensity she explains belongs simultaneously to an expectation of black 

futurity and an embodied friction to the eventuality of what ‘multicultural society’ extended to blackness in 

Britain. The fact that many of these migrants came to live in substandard conditions and were housed and 

‘cleared’ into streets rife with poverty, drugs and prostitution. The fizz of expectation that one imagines when 
thousands of migrants arrived from the former colonies to build lives, produces a powerful friction and tensity 

with the reality of the structural violence that would press itself down upon the black body in Britain. Campt 

alerts us to the fugitivity within these images. Listening ‘haptically’ extends itself to an education into certain 

grammars of oppression via these tensions.   
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Chapter Four 

I begin this final chapter by analysing my third performance video Citizen Soldier (2019). 

This film was made from a found object, a box of slides taken at a military base in an 

unknown contemporary war zone. I am interested in where nuclear scenes of happy families 

are shown in these images and belie a presence of injury. To make this work I employed my 

practice of quieter methods, to cut into this video with the durational contemplations and find 

ways to listen to the injury beneath their white capitalist exterior. In this chapter, I also draw 

on a lineage of artists who I understand inhabit the aesthetic of the doldrums within their 

work through a series of feminine practices - collage, magazines, cutting as craft and the use 

of clothing as an art object and for subversive acts. These artists disrupt the flow of 

homogenous time to raise the presence of contemporary war injury through the ordinary day-

to-day. I begin the first section with a brief response to the American war in Vietnam (1955-

1975). This conflict is arguably a historical place marker for what would continue in visual 

transmissions of the necropolitical, as a highly racial set of barbaric state practices and 

diminished responsibility86. Since the Vietnam war, a visual landscape of contemporary war 

injury has pervaded the west (Sontag, 2004), causing feminists and war theorists to highlight 

where specific images may impel us into action and response, or distance an engagement 

through shock and apathy.  

 
86 This was evidenced both on the battle grounds in the American soldiers’ attitudes towards the Vietcong who 

they found racially inferior, and in the American government’s mass recruitment of black American soldiers to 

fight at the front. The terms "Vietcong" or "civilians" were seldom used to describe Vietnamese civilians. Often, 

labelled and referred to as "gooks" among the U.S. soldiers. This amongst a growing alienation through guerrilla 

war tactics where soldiers found it hard to distinguish between fighter and civilian, indicates the soldiers had 

little respect for Vietnamese people in general (Hochgesang, Lawyer and Stevenson, 1999). This promoted 

Black Power feminist Gwen Patton to found ‘The National Black Anti-war Antidraft Union in 1968. Historian 

Ashley Farmer explains that Patton spoke out for an increased mobilization of anti-war activism at the 

intersections of racism and imperialism; an argument that would continue to haunt global contemporary war 

activism and its colonial roots. Patton wrote that the white-led peace movement was content to end the war but 

leave racism and imperialism intact (Farmer, 2016). 
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I have chosen these women’s artworks to demonstrate both a lineage and friction to 

aspirational western living. This friction can be seen through a shift in the nature of war in a 

contemporary context, not only within the visual but that fact that war is now no longer 

waged between two sovereign states. After an illusory ‘all in it together’ cultural landscape 

during the First and Second World War, where violence and a strong presence of 

militarization were perhaps seen as having just cause, and pervasive public imagery, leading 

to an accepted fight for one’s countries and freedoms. With Vietnam, realizations of deeply 

racial violence that did not discriminate between soldiers and civilians, and of a politics that 

murders, brutally and unjustly - men, women, children - were emitted from another world to 

furnish coffee tables with images of violent degradation that popped off the pages of Life 

Magazine87, giving the message that contemporary politics kills. In responding to the 

disparity of contemporary war and safe land, feminist artists ultimately sought to bring the 

injury of war, closer to home in their work. Responses across feminism were also reacting to 

 
87 Life magazine had originally started publishing images of the Vietnam War in 1963. 

Figure 5: Citizen Soldier (2019) 
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a racist war, where armed groups and war machines were acting on behalf of the American 

state to injure, kill and take over unarmed civilian populations.  

Many of these artists I discuss in the next chapter are not associated with what is perhaps 

known as high culture or celebrity. However, they are no less valid or enduring in their labour 

to raise the subjects and losses of contemporary war because of this. In highlighting this 

labour, I ascertain after other women before me, witnessing the injury of others is an act, one 

that is involved, marked and sustained through practice - it does not as Kathy Abrams and 

Irene Kacandes (2008a) state, ‘naturally emanate from a woman’s essence’. 

Citizen Soldier  

Citizen Soldier is a 15-minute film of sustained shots and found objects showing images of a 

soldier’s time abroad.  I was looking for objects related to contemporary war, and I purchased 

the images used in Citizen Soldier as a box of slides from an antique market in Brighton in 

2018, I could make out outlines of images, explosions and soldiers relaxing on beaches but I 

was unable to view them fully without an old fashioned style slide projector. I acquired such 

a projector allowing me to project the images onto a wall, then film them on my mobile 

phone to create the performance film.    

The slide images belonged to a stranger who had perhaps died or thrown them away, and I 

would guess they are forty to fifty years old from the clothing of the women in the images. 

This stranger, alongside the people in the images, have a direct connection with the 

continuing landscape of contemporary war. From the landscape and historical mapping of 

contemporary conflicts, and the markings on the flags, which are grainy and not decipherable, 

these images could have been taken in the Middle East or a country within the African 

continent, places where western intervention has maintained a foothold in contemporary 
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wars. The source of these contemporary images of conflict is irrelevant to me, instead it was 

more important to stick to their aesthetical quality which conveyed a sense of safety and that 

represented a homogenous experience of the ordinary day-to-day.  I was interested in 

identifying images where weapons and impacts of war did not exist, and I found these among 

the slides showing the soldiers and their families relaxing on a beach as if on a regular family 

holiday. These images were captured where the conflict was taking place, although visually 

appeared to be at a considerable distance from the violence and destruction of war. 

Whilst editing the slide images, I cut out the faces. Although these slides are decades old, I do 

not want to perpetuate an unhelpful culture of blame by revealing people's identity. My focus 

is on homogenous illusions of home and safety and the white capitalist body that maintains 

itself amidst so much loss. In this illusion of safety, time finishes for some in the landscape of 

war whilst others in the world live out their lives away from this injury. The white capitalist 

bodies in the slides of these frames are in a war zone, but they are not drowning in cold, 

rough seas, but bathing in them for pleasure - they exist in the presence of a closed curtain, 

where they adjust the light for comfort. I wanted to cut into these images with my practice of 

contemplation because I felt that these images were unfinished; they presented a veneer that 

absented others. Amidst images of bombs and guns were images of relaxation, sandy beaches 

sunbathing, family gatherings with a buffet and wine, healthy chubby white children lazing in 

a military tent in the sun; in one image, a perfect day at the beach, co-existing with a massive 

warship in the background. This piece differed from The Tallest Tower as it involved 

working with pre-existing material where both technologies old and new work together to 

produce the film calling in the past as absence and recoding it in the present. 

I also wanted to cut the images with another performance intervention experimenting with the 

context of injury and possibilities for its representation. I chose the fruit of the pomegranate 
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for its symbolism of another world, an exotic place. Pomegranates are vibrant and red; they 

don’t seem to fit within the banal day-to-day. I filmed myself removing their seeds and 

squeezing them for their juice, tearing the flesh of the fruit open, perhaps an allegory for the 

crushing and extractive nature of colonialism. Ironically, I later discovered that in Greek 

mythology, pomegranates are the fruit of death88. 

I splice the video of the slides with my performance video of taking apart the pomegranates. 

This gives another texture where my interventions also interact with the still images; 

entangling the historical with the present to produce a presence of violence and injury. I zoom 

in and across the slide photographs not revealing their full image straight away. Because my 

mobile phone is not always steady it gives the impression of stasis where the image is not 

quite still but not moving either it becomes caught between here and there in a type of 

suspension. 

I go about slowing the frames of these images to suspend them, so I may listen to them before 

they move off in the flow of capital. I feel they have more to say and that if I listen to them, I 

can lift them from their banal structure of silence. Silent frames are knitted into the video for 

the audience, as a stilling for them, as an offering of contemplation, and as a way for the 

material to embolden itself to them. Stillness can be psychologising in this way alongside the 

vintage nature of the slides, reminiscent of a Hitchcock film, a sudden turn to suspense 

through the ordinary. I imagine a silent set of cymbals crashing together, to make space for 

disruption, sound and image altered from its perception of the original text and opened out to 

 
88 Pomegranates have seen a broad cultural interpretation in Ancient Greece – they symbolise fertility owing to 

their abundance of seeds. They are also as a symbol of power (imperial orb), blood and death. Pomegranates 

have a direct relation with war and loaned their name to the grenade. In the Middle Ages pomegranates were 
called malum granatum, because of their many kernels, and so shells filled with powder granules became known 

as ‘grenades’. German soldiers adopted the word in 1600 “from the Italian granata and, during the 

Thirty Years’ War grenades referred to hand-cast shells, but later the name was also used in reference to 

machine-fired ammunition” (alimentarium, no date). 
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ferry other modes through, waves of difference and the pains and knowledge of violent 

conflict to arise even for a moment and become witnessed. 

In the final work I also savour texts that evoke memories, which are sometimes painful, and 

that I understand are not readily available to me. Part of an inner world I experience, all these 

reflections have been thought of immediately and recorded quickly, lest they slip into a 

certain abyss. In the video pieces, these contemplations are then weaved through the video 

and interact with both sound and images. The more I open the video to allow for moments of 

silence and pause, the more the texts that arise from interactions have an opportunity, through 

the artwork, to have room to feel around, stretch out and breathe (Fidyk, 2013). When the 

performative text or soundscape is introduced to the video piece, I create a subtle smudging 

of forms, connected to other pathways and contemplations. It is here that I ask: where can one 

connect with spaces that sit in between safe land and insecurity, injury and safety? These 

questions are all under contemplation through my practice of diffraction.   

Citizen Soldier differed from Now it is time for us to do our bit and The Tallest Tower in the 

World in the fact that the slides were a found object, and also in the fact that the images were 

from an active war zone, where I could see explosions in the background of specific images 

and where weapons were proudly photographed by the soldiers. What joins all these videos is 

their visual representations of the homogenous and capitalist nature of contemporary war, 

where all of these contexts, past, present, political, are linked to the injury of others, where 

white Europeans and Americans invade ‘otherworlds’ but are wholly removed, disembodied 

from the nature of harm they cause.   

Finally, there was a stark contrast and friction between these images that I wanted to focus 

on, cutting into the skin of them and raising a presence of injury not evident in the frames 

themselves by just looking at them. In this contrast, I was reminded of the news report of 
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tourists on the beaches in Spain and Greece, disturbed from their relaxation with the 

encroaching humanitarian crises of migrants landing on tourist beaches. The images of 

migrant boats landing with exhausted survivors had a stark juxtaposition with holidaymakers 

wearing bikinis and relaxing in paradise while turmoil takes places in the background.89 

Carousel  

My contemplations in this piece work with the sound of the slide projector which makes a 

noise when the carousel shuffles round and a new image is projected. I experimented with 

this sound - when I slowed it down it changed shape, shifting from a light click to a heavy 

and frightening low groan, the effect of metal clanging, or even a large ship lurching. This 

sound is the sound of a heavy prison door shutting with life inside, it is an underneath sound 

that arrives from slowing down the carousel of images. What is this sound, if not the “spectre 

of the west” that hovers everywhere? Mbembe cites Fanon: “With one ear glued to the red 

earth, one very distinctly hears the sounds of rusty chains, groans of distress, and the bruised 

flesh is so constantly present in this stifling noonday” (Fanon, 1964, cited by 2019, p. 156). 

To listen to these slides with the body is to begin to feel the violent nuances that trace a 

history of the black body in the white civil sphere, and to attune oneself not only to the visual, 

but to what Campt refers to as a certain frequency of fugitivity as a vital force against 

submission to such violence. It is here, Campt explains, an escape in the body can be 

witnessed, and possibly be seen as a form of worldmaking - “Like the concept of fugitivity, 

practicing refusal highlights the tense relations between acts of flight and escape, and creative 

practices of refusal—nimble and strategic practices that undermine the categories of the 

dominant” (2017, p. 460). Campt informs us that we can listen to these images and we can 

 
89 e.g. one report from The Daily Mail describes “Africans jumping off their rickety wooden boat as it reaches 

the shoreline as a father on the beach moves his children out of the way and two men interrupt a game of beach 

tennis” (The Daily Mail, 2018). 
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suspend a space for listening to the injury of contemporary war and if we really focus, we can 

hear the traces of its chains around the bodies of others, to the sounds of slavery. 

The pomegranate produces a red juice and it undeniably has the appearance of blood, and 

although I did not want to make graphic references to injury in my work, I didn’t mind this 

effect because it was flowing from the fruit, and I felt it had an honesty about it, that it was 

being cut open and depleted of its source. This is the way I feel about contemporary war and 

the west’s intervention of otherworlds, so I kept it in and  I allowed the red juice to drip and 

flow over my white hands in respect of visually entangling a narrative of colonialism under a 

historic tide of bloodshed. 

I produce in my work the appearance of the uncertainty of form, an inbetween space from 

violence and safe land, a suspension caught between the two. It is to translate a constant 

uncertainty that belongs to landscapes of contemporary war and those who flee and must 

endure living on, in a state of pain and confusion, where no clear paths are marked. I place 

deliberate slow-moving and jagged edges in the video removing many clean, clear shots, for 

the viewer to be caught in a resolution, not quite pixelated enough.  It is both the images of 

the slides of war in Citizen Soldier and the construct of the viewing tower in The Tallest 

Tower in the World where these representations are presented in a mantle of pride, escape, 

and selling reflections of calm sea days that produce a ‘un-distorted mirror image of the 

world’ (Barad, interviewed in Dolphijn and Tuin, 2012, p. 52). This image and representation 

provide me with the impetus to make my video artwork, to disrupt the context of these 

capitalist spaces.  

I create moments of stillness in these works to understand where injury exists in the day-to-

day and cannot move off within the easy flows of capitalism, instead images become slowed 

down, they cannot keep up with the flow. It is here in the slowness that the injury of 
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contemporary war resides and is found in the effect of other temporalities outside of the white 

capitalist centre that rise within the work.  

In the next section I discuss artistic responses to contemporary war, beginning with responses 

to the American war in Vietnam, arguably a historical place marker for what would continue 

in visual transmissions of the necropolitical as a highly racial set of barbaric state practices 

and diminished responsibility through contemporary war.  

Cleaning the Drapes 

Theorist and artist Susan Sontag argued a vital shift occurred in visual history with the 

American war in Vietnam, which began in 1955 and finished in 1975. Sontag explained 

(2003) that in the Vietnam War, for the first time, laws of censorship were relinquished and 

therefore war images were captured rapidly by the free press. Images were openly published 

of children brutally murdered by the American Armed Forces.90 Upon this graphic war 

reportage, Sontag refers to the ‘if it bleeds it leads’ attitude towards reporting which 

transmitted a long, brutal and bloody visual landscape into western living rooms.  Sontag 

argues that such images shaped the boundaries of public consciousness. Consequences from 

these images were understood in the 1970s, where feminist scholar Sue Morgan (2009) 

explains that feminist debates over racial difference were heavily played out in Britain and 

the USA. These debates had been brought into focus by the American civil rights movement 

and continued across feminism and conceptual art in response to the American government’s 

 
90 Sharon Sliwinski counters this argument of Sontag’s questioning also where war photography represented a 

site of ethical failure. In Sliwinski’s essay A Painful Labour: Responsibility and Photography (2004) she 

questions the approach of Sontag’s (1977) thesis in On Photography, regarding her ongoing assertion within the 

social and political apathy related to war photography, writing “Sontag presents herself and her own encounters 
as anything but distant; she is certainly transfixed by images, but not anaesthetized” (2004, p. 153). See also 

Courtney Baker’s book Humane Insight (2015) where Baker expresses that Sontag rather over states this point 

regarding a visual shift, arguing that a visuality of violence has been captured and disseminated, in all phases of 

human history in one way or another.  
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actions in Vietnam - actions that triggered one of the first uses of the term, ‘crimes against 

humanity’ - action being swept under the carpet, in consideration of  the mass murder of 

Vietnamese civilians by the American armed forces (Dallek, 2018). 

In the artistic responses to the Vietnam war, it was not only the violence and injury that 

feminist artists critiqued but the way America's war practices stung with the painful histories 

of colonialism, lacerated with deep racial tensions. An essential argument was raised in 

response to the Vietnam war, by Black Power feminist Gwen Patton who spoke out for 

increased mobilization of anti-war activism at the intersections of racism and imperialism, 

where she argued that the white-led peace movement was content to end the war but leave 

racism and imperialism intact (Farmer, 2016).  This is an argument that would continue to 

haunt global contemporary war activism where feminists have failed to reach beyond the first 

lesson of exclusionary practices of history by avoiding contemporary war’s colonial roots 

(Morgan, 2009). 

The disparity of distance, difference and otherness within this period encouraged feminist 

artistic interventions of cutting, collaging and montaging these violent, social and political 

realities together in the feminist conceptual art of the 1970s91. James Harding (2012) writes 

that the structured collage event of art at this time was a political strategy as a way to query 

 
91 For example:  

Liliana Porter with her New York Times Tabloid (1970), a piece which displays an image of a Vietnamese 

women with a gun to her head above the statements: This woman is north vietnamese, south african, Colombian, 

black, argentinian, my mother, my sister, you. 

May Stevens, an artist and civil rights activist who made Big Daddy Paper Doll series (1970) modelled on a 

portrait of the artist’s father, to highlight the militaristic and the bigoted patriarchy of America. “Pudgy and 

short-sighted, Big Daddy could be your racist father, a coercive police officer, or the man who voted to deploy 

your son to Vietnam”. 

Corita Kent who employed advertising slogans to get her message across in Stop the Bombing (1967), which 

read “I am in Vietnam – who will console me?” 

Faith Ringgold’s American People Series #18, The Flag Is Bleeding (1967) and Black Light Series #10 Flag for 

the Moon: Die Nigger (1969). During an event "The People's Flag Show" in 1970, Ringgold and the Guerrilla 

Art Action Group were arrested for violating the federal flag, They responded by stating, "If the flag can be used 

to sanctify killing, it should be available to people to stop killing" (The Art of Protest: From Vietnam to AIDS, 

no date). 

http://www.faithringgold.com/
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the passive spectator’s role, something he attributes specifically to Yoko Ono’s Cut Piece 

(1964). Ono’s piece belongs to a period that would continue across feminist art practices 

responding to the violence of war, cutting out the imaginative and physical distance between 

war and home. 

Martha Rosler’s conceptual art of the 1970s is an excellent example of the disparity and 

distance of the war, responded to at this time, and seen in her Bringing the War Home (1967-

72). Rosler collaged photographs from the reportage of the Vietnam war in Life Magazine 

alongside images from the House Beautiful magazine read by white aspirational Americans 

sitting comfortably in their homes. In one famous piece Cleaning the Drapes, shown in figure 

6, an image of a perfect all-American woman is presented in the foreground smiling while 

vacuuming curtains, which frame images of destruction in the Vietnam War. These images 

were to amplify the absurdity and juxtaposition of life for those enduring the Vietnam war 

Figure 6: Martha Rosler's 'Cleaning the Drapes' 
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against glossy lifestyle and coffee table images. Through cutting these images together, 

Rosler encourages spectators to consider war as distinct from the media they consume.  

Echoing this work is Lebanese/Palestinian artist Mona Hatoum’s video work, which 

considers distance concerning her inhabitation in the west. Hatoum became stranded on what 

was supposed to be a brief visit to London in 1975 when the war broke out in Lebanon. In 

Measures of Distance (1988), a video piece shows images of Hatoum’s mother experienced 

through the day-to-day context of the shower of the family home in Beirut, where “like a 

curtain or veil” (The Tate, 2000) Arabic writing overlays these images, to represent letters 

from her mother in Beirut to Hatoum in London.  For Hatoum, the work “speaks of exile, 

displacement, disorientation and a tremendous sense of loss as a result of the separation 

caused by war” (Archer et al., 1997, p. 140, cited in The Tate, 2000). Hatoum’s (2013) 

sculpture Hot Spot was another response to the perceived distance of contemporary wars. It 

used a red neon light to highlight ‘hot spots’ or danger zones that represent military unrest. 

Hot Spot blurs this distance, by lighting the whole sculpture in red, and presenting the entire 

globe as a danger zone.  

Another Lebanese artist exploring displacement in this way is Mireille Astore who moved to 

Australia during the 1975 war. In Astore’s film 3494 Houses + 1 Fence, (2006) she questions 

the disparities of living in a peaceful landscape by juxtaposing images of houses in Australia 

onto images of a war-damaged fence in Lebanon. Friction is created, where the banality of a 

suburban facade becomes faced with the sound of Beirut's many wars92. 

To return  to Rosler now, whose image of a housewife in Cleaning the Drapes was framed as 

the global symbol of success at the time, it can also be understood as a mantle, beginning to 

 
92 see also Hale Tenger’s video work along with this aesthetic, which I discuss in chapter One. 
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define whom war leaves behind – those who are ‘running late’ and denied a place in history 

through violent military practices. Cleaning the Drapes also marks out the temporalities that 

form the disjuncture in Mbembe’s necropolitics. Firstly, there is clock time lived out in 

domestic bliss and seen in the image of the aspirational white women who can also be 

understood as a universal symbol of success and progress. Then, time lived outside the 

drapes, in what happens far away in the wearing out of bodies who are outside of clock time 

and endure a slow death, for they are our contemporary war injured. 

We can also see where Cleaning the Drapes presents banality to foreground a stage to the 

cruelty of war, demonstrating a white aspirational or domestic clock time as both disaffected, 

ready to move off from the injury of others or vacuum it away. Consequently, in 2007 

(almost four decades after Cleaning the Drapes was exhibited) Rosler reran her House 

Beautiful exhibition, this time with pieces also montaged with images of the Iraqi war (2003-

2011). Rosler did not label or date her pieces, refusing to clarify whether an image belonged 

to an earlier or later series where many audiences were unable to tell the difference. Her work 

demonstrated a malignant temporal mode at work, in the representation of our contemporary 

wars and their victims, as timeless and continuous and highlighting an essential aspect of 

militarised states and sovereignty in which sovereignty fundamentally keeps its exercise in 

power going outside of day-to-day view and “where peace is more like to assume the face of 

endless war” (Mbembe, 2019, p. 76). 

Rosler’s work foregrounds the distance of contemporary war inflicted on others, seen as ‘the 

type of thing’ to happen in such places. This has its roots in a western project of intervention, 

framed through photography, and analysed by Campt (2017) through colonial missionary 

photography, depicting Africans in a temporal elsewhere and thus setting them outside of 
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history to further the European and Christian civilising project of intervention and progress.93 

This distance is also of concern in the nature of representation in mediatised  contemporary 

war photography, where Kozol (2004) explains the symbolic function is to re-inscribe the 

western gaze to the victimised ethnic body. These privileges universalised representations of 

victimhood over the “historical and political contexts that cause such victimhood” (Kozol, 

2004, p. 4). This representation further promotes the narrative of American rescue and 

intervention of those in unstable global locations.  A positive response to this dynamic and 

historical record has been in the movement of Afro-futurism94, cutting out the victory 

narrative of the white westerner, celebrated recently in the well-received Marvel film Black 

Panther. 

While Rosler wanted to demonstrate the distance of war by bringing it home into living 

rooms; there has been a movement of women artists who have responded to the violence of 

contemporary war by placing it within ordinary day-to-day contexts. In the next section, I 

discuss women artists who have responded to contemporary war injury in quieter, less 

graphic ways. Within this section I also clarify how I view the doldrums as carving out 

specific environments that generate an embodied engagement with the injury of 

contemporary war. 

Quiet traces 

 
93 See also Hannah Mabry’s Photography, Colonialism and Racism (2014) essay that gives an concise 

understanding of how colonial photographs were constructed in strict contrasts between Europeans and Africans 

playing on the distinctions of ‘civilised’ and ‘uncivilised’ and the way photographs were used to frame this in 

the binaries of light vs dark. She writes “There are vastly different cultures and peoples living in Sub-Saharan 

Africa and so it was a necessary step for colonialists to depict a homogenized Africa in order to create a 

separation between cultures. This step was crucial because it was the beginning of the still prevalent idea that 

Africa and its many nations are indistinguishable from each other. Through photographs and similar tools of 

representation, ideas of the ‘superior’ European were widely circulated and created through the trope of the 

‘primitive’ Africa” (Mabry, 2014, p. 4). 
94 The term Afrofuturism belongs to literature, music and visual arts. It has its origins in African-American 

science fiction that explores the African-American experience with a particular focus on the role of slavery and 

the way it affects the experience. 
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Linda Kitson, like Arabella Dornan, was a British war artist. She was the only official war 

artist assigned to the Falkland’s conflict in 1982, and described her work as 'witness', stating 

of her work of over 100 sketches “I didn’t draw body bags; I didn’t draw the burnt” (BBC, 

2017). Kitson was intent on drawing on the day-to-day visuals of war, showing how people 

exist within their surroundings and the experiences that they might have shared together. This 

approach was in contrast to sensationalist images in the media and dramatic paintings of war 

associated with high culture.  

A companion practice to Kitson’s practice of sketching war is artist Jill Gibbon who does not 

go into the field but goes undercover at the UK’s arms fair posing as an arms dealer. Once 

inside, Gibbon forms part of what she calls the ‘polite veneer’ of the arms trade. She silently 

sketches the scenes, using her drawing to participate within but also destabilize this veneer, 

“(That is) covering something that is not meant to be seen. It is two- dimensional but 

pretends to be three- dimensional. Like tricks of perspective, the illusion only works if 

a viewer looks beyond its technique. To draw attention to the fabric of a veneer is to 

undermine its presence, to reveal its superficiality.” (Gibbon, 2018) 

In an echo of Martha Rosler’s juxtaposed contexts where the safety of domestic bliss collides 

with contemporary war violence, the location of the arms fair is at the Victoria Docklands 

London, a location which also hosts the ‘Ideal Home Show’ where new kitchen designs and 

garden features are put on display for the aspirational western public building their dream 

homes. In the Autumn, this space turns into a catacomb of tanks, bombs and the latest drone 

technology. Gibbon interrupts the status quo of the arms fair, which is to trade, to sell and to 

promote weapons in practices that are in many ways unwitnessed by the public, or anyone 

who is not in the arms industry. Gibbons’ practice is part performance as an undercover agent 

and part sketching where she takes inspiration from John Berger’s descriptions of drawing as 
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a participation within a physical process. Through this physical process, Gibbon’s practice 

goes about an interpellation into the time of the necropolitical, highlighting where capitalism 

supports ‘a live and let die’ attitude (Mbembe). She creates still frames of reference that 

would otherwise move off and vanish into the invisible atemporal flows of war and capital. 

Importantly, her techniques bleed one image into another, whereby, she develops a 

relationality between global warfare, capitalism, and those involved in the noxious trading of 

weapons, represented in misdrawn lines, smudges and lines that leak into scenes from the 

previous page. Her aesthetics draw us into an understanding of the realities of our 

contemporary arms trade as globally and locally inter-twinned affairs. This encourages us to 

close the distance of war violence presented as distant from the west and taking place in 

faraway places. Rather, contemporary war belongs to necropolitical practices, in which the 

west is heavily engaged.  
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In War Mart (2014), a pun on the popular American grocery store, Gibbon sketches unsteady 

lines, drawing shadows that curve around the characters who are etched into the frames 

which are held for our focus, where bombs become part of the furniture as seen in Sweets, 

shown in Figure 7. 

Like a violent ship caught in the doldrums, when stilled from moving off, their civil veneer 

begins to sour, and the darkening context of what they carry in the bowels of their exchanges 

begins to show. The doldrums can be seen in Gibbons’ sketches, where she sketches into a 

necropolitical environment, so we may witness violent war practices that have folded into the 

ordinary, that are not supposed to be held up to the light, that hope to move off in the circular 

flows of capital. Gibbons’ work further interprets the presence of the arms fair through her 

own sensing and capture as a witness, taking back agency in what is often understood as 

hopeless and despairing in the futile desire to end the arms trade. She does this by her own 

interpellation into the flows of it, which is also set at a remove, where she can capture her 

Figure 7: 'Sweets' by Jill Gibbon 
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other field of vision. This vison produces images that illuminate how the ordinary becomes 

enmeshed with violent practices of contemporary war. I would argue that the doldrums can 

be seen in this work that belongs to stilling time on the injury of war, as a way to be-with its 

injury, by way of Gibbons’ creative depictions that begin to weaken the glitzy facade of the 

arms fair, a fair that thrives off these impressions for power, as well as, and importantly, 

manners and respectability. It is through blurring techniques that Gibbon responds to the 

disparity of the landscape, the civility of the setting and the reality of its purpose to deliver 

‘death worlds’ (Mbembe and Meintjes, 2003). Where Rosler montaged images of House 

Beautiful and the Vietnam war together to show the disparity of injury war in other places, 

Gibbon, uses her practice of sketching to cut into moments of injury and violence. Stripping 

these characters of their civility and their humanity is a way of not only showing solidarity 

with their intended victims but also a way of evoking the victims into the space, those who 

will suffer because of these exchanges. Employing her pen to peddle into the smoothness of 

the images, that represent the fluid exchange of capital, to show their pollution, shadows, 

jagged edges and the brutality of their actions.  

The act of going undercover can be seen as a quieter approach in a practice and labour for 

witnessing. This is through an intimate form of surveillance, rather than join the protestors 

who congregate loudly outside the arm's fair, who demand to be seen and heard, Gibbon 

quietly assimilates herself inside, hoping not to be noticed, it might even be said she stalks 

the arms fair, a method made first seen in the feminist work of Sophie Calle in Suite 

Venitienne (2015)95. Gibbons’ practice is bound in secrecy but also in waiting, evident in her 

many rejections for invitation to the arms fair that she receives. In biding time, once inside, 

 
95 Suite Vénitienne was a project of ‘people watching’ where, Sophie Calle, who in the 1970s & 80s built a 

practice out of stalking, began to observe passers-by for months at a time in Paris. Calle then became fixated 

upon a man “Henri B.”. Using various mediums, writing, photography and strip tease, Calle was concerned with 

exploring ‘agency, distance, emotionality and feminism’ See (Pezzack, no date).  
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she must go about her practice quietly, away from prying eyes at the arms fair so she doesn’t 

risk being caught and thrown out. Furthermore, there is waiting for her fake identity as an 

arms dealer to be approved and authenticated and her badges to be delivered. Quieter 

methods can be seen in the way that Gibbon reveals the injury of contemporary war using her 

sketching practice to capture the violence in moments. Rather than gazing at the victims of 

contemporary war she asks us to consider injury through an absence of what is or can be lost 

through these exchanges96.   

Gibbons’ sketches make injury visible within the necro-capitalist space of the arms fair. 

Through the act of sketching she makes present that which folds into frames of absence. Her 

work can be seen as an act of translation, one that re-interprets the status of the arms fair, 

from its shopping mall like façade to still images that can be witnessed for what they are, a 

market exchange for brutality. Destruction of life becomes the pretext and context of the 

event; it bubbles through the atmosphere and is drunk down with champagne. By challenging 

this façade of civility with her practice, Gibbon raises questions of those who are not present 

in the frames. They are the victims who will be directly affected from theses brutal exchanges 

- civilian lives destroyed as a result of these events and their outcomes. It can further be said 

that Gibbon sketches a nocturnal face of civility in these images, highlighting perfectly the 

west’s murderous double (Mbembe, 2019) where the arms fair and its ideal home show 

veneer becomes a poisonous feeder of global capital, conflict and contemporary war, folded 

into the day-to-day, shrouded in respectability. Gibbon sketches into a necropolitical 

environment to focus on contemporary war violence that has folded into the ordinary. 

Characters are imprinted in the frames, these characters perform the deadly dance of weapon 

sales but they do not want to be held up to the light, the nature of their business is grave like, 

 
96 Taken from Kozol’s critique of Melanie Friends’ work (2004). 
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it smells only of death and the underneath where little can grow in life, it thrives on moving 

off from these facts, rushing past its consequences to join in the circular flows of capital. She 

traces these characters and their movements, she merges their hallowed figures with the 

material nature of the weapon on sale, to deny them their transcendence, they become 

attached to the weapons ensconced in the injury. She does this so we can listen to these 

frames more closely, we can dwell within their dark interior. Whether a colonial ship or the 

catacomb of the ExCel centre in London they produce injury in all their exchanges. 

In thinking about the very nature of sketching in this way one considers Walter Benjamin 

who was deeply affected by the First World War (2019) and the experience of time where it 

presented an inability to recount violent histories. In response to this he wrote of the need to 

‘brush history against the grain’ an act that is both historical and political, attending to the 

past to alter what takes place in the current, where “history will produce only new wars, fresh 

catastrophes, novel forms of barbarism and oppression” (Löwy, 2005, p. 72). Michael Löwy 

analyses Benjamin’s meaning of brushing history against the grain as 

“the refusal in one way or another to join the triumphal procession, which continues, 

even today, to ride roughshod over the bodies of those who are prostrate. One thinks 

of those Baroque allegories of triumph that depict princes riding on a magnificent 

imperial chariot, sometimes with prisoners and chests overflowing with gold and 

jewels in train; or of that other image – which Marx uses to describe capital – of 

Juggernaut, the Hindu divinity, seated on an immense chariot, beneath whose wheels 

are hurled the children that are to be sacrificed” (2005, p. 72). 

The juggernaut which Marx traditionally referred to was the machine of production that 

mutilated, degraded and dominated the worker through labour, where misery corresponded 
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directly with the workers life-time as an accumulation of capital97. Gibbons’ sketches remind 

us of another mode of production where the accumulation of capital equates directly to 

human degradation producing mass victims as the purpose of its production. As a result, in 

these frames, we behold the juggernaut of necrocapitalism in an always pumping 

accumulation of the UK’s hand in the weapons trade, that oils the wheel of necropolitical 

exchanges and preparations for war informing us, these wars were always going to take place. 

The hypocrisy of which makes one reflect further on the ways anti-war resistance becomes 

mobilized by states when the “real” violence finally occurs (Cuomo, 1996).  

Suspended 2 

In the next section I continue the discussion of quieter approaches to raising the injury of 

contemporary war and I examine artists who have employed the use of clothing to respond to 

the injury of contemporary war. Turning to clothing follows a feminist lineage of artists, who 

employ clothes as art objects and of craft, embroidery and weaving, as a form of construction 

into a visual and tactile story. Clothing can also be understood as a form of writing that is 

spread on fabrics, names, people and spaces, as an exchange, within and beyond the 

household (Seremetakis, 1994). Through embroidery the artist will endow artefacts with her 

own dreams and desires, and yet allow them to speak for themselves, as Seremetakis explains 

“Women circulate knowledge through multiple designs and spaces which they cover protect 

and ornament”98 (1994, p. 15). I understand that with a turn to clothing I invoke a lineage of 

feminist artists calling for engagement with contemporary war in ways that deny viewers the 

graphic nature of victims’ bodies- whereby using the symbolism of clothing other images are 

 
97 From Karl Marx Das Kapital Volume One (1867).  
98 In WW2 in the U.K clothes were used in espionage to transport information and secrets and also to hide 

important documents where people fleeing places across Europe would sow them into the lining of their 

clothing. 
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created. Although my own practice does not employ the use of clothing, I have drawn 

inspiration from the way these artists use the day-to-day familiarity clothing as an art object 

to build a presence of injury from absence, something that underpins research in creating 

performance to raise the injury of contemporary war.  

The employment of clothing to demonstrate the injury of war has roots in the remembrance 

of the Holocaust with a focus on the shoes from Auschwitz. At the visitor centre, piles of 

victim’s shoes are carefully stacked. These shoes are important visual artefacts for future 

generations to remember the atrocities and victims of the concentration camps. Critically 

though, the display of shoes, toys and other items from victims of the Holocaust is not to be 

seen as a creative act, but one of historical preservation. To preserve authenticity and 

remembrance of the dead a slowing of time becomes vital to artists via the restoration and 

preservation of items that would otherwise perish (Donadio, 2015). 

The act of presenting objects from victims also becomes an act of resistance against the Nazis 

who tried to hide all evidence of their crimes, to burn all remains and belongings of their 

victims and erase all traces of the concentration camps. Museums that engage with these 

everyday items do so to inscribe a space for witnessing lives that, if possible, faced even 

further injury, in the Nazis' attempts to vanquish all traces of them. This preservation of items 

also has ethical boundaries for witnessing, seen in the decision of the Jewish council to 

withhold the preservation of more than a ton of human hair held in vast vitrine in Auschwitz. 

Whilst the slowing of time is vital to preserving these objects, hair-like bone seared is an 

intimate thing, and because of this it cannot be photographed, and it has been decided to 

allow the victims hair to turn to dust with time. 
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German Artist Frauke Eigen visited Kosovo in 2000 and saw that excavations of mass graves 

were taking place. When faced with the victims’ bodies Eigen left, unable to witness them. 

Then she noticed that the clothing of victims had been laid out and pressed neatly: 

"The sight of these bodies and the strong stench of formaldehyde made me leave the 

place, and on my way out I saw these clothes laying there in the sun for drying after 

they had been washed. For some reason, maybe because these clothes were much 

more human-like and recognisable than the bodies, I felt far more touched and 

disturbed and started to take pictures” (Eigen, n.d., cited in The Independent, 2011). 

Eigen in her series Fundstücke Kosovo (Kosovo Finds) (2000) chose to photograph and 

curate victims’ personal effects as a way to encourage another means of engagement rather 

than one of horror or shock at their corpses. By focusing on the victims clothing and other 

ordinary effects such as watches and papers, Eigen built an understanding of injury through 

an intimate connection with everyday items. Instead of using graphic images, Eigen exposed 

the knowledge of their injury through a day-to-day association, allowing the viewer space to 

complete the story and to contemplate what is often incomprehensible and unquantifiable in 

the mass graves. 
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Figure 8: The REDress project, University of Winnipeg, 2012 (Photo: Sarah Crawley) 

Responding to another type of war, this one aimed at aborigine women who remain abused, 

unprotected, and unaccounted for across Canada is Canadian artist Jaime Black. In her public 

art installation REDress (2011-19), shown in Figure 8, Black has sought to raise 

understanding of the way native women are disproportionately affected by death and violence 

and where these women’s deaths have been absented from public focus by hanging 500 red 

dresses donated by the public from trees in college and university campuses and galleries. 

The empty red dresses cut a type of floating, haunting silhouette, drawing audiences into 

essential questions of absence through the women’s non-appearance.  The object of the red 

dress reveals a presence of uncertainty as a frame is carved out and readies itself for the 

wearer. These pieces go about a form of witnessing where the victim is not present. This is a 

way of attuning public consciousness to the need to witness, even if it is after the historical 

event. By employing the symbolism of clothing, these pieces offer an engagement to the 
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senses beyond the visual marker of the body of the victim, to inviting the spectator to inhabit 

a place of listening, imagination and memory99.   

Nordstrom writes on the importance of listening as a way to witness the injury of war 

survivors where she generated the term ‘the anthropology of listening’ a turn towards  

slowing down and carefully cultivating a process of deep listening to war survivors. This was 

in response to the nature of journalist’s rapid and effacing responses, she writes, “When we 

listen to others we are constantly being recreated. As a creative force, listening goes far 

beyond the mere hearing of words, the simple decipherment of discursive meaning” 

(Nordstrom, 1997, p. 80). Nordstrom indicates here that the senses have an important role 

when embodying a practice of witnessing, particularly in landscapes where injury is absented 

from focus. This turn to the senses is also enculturation of another’s reality into memory. It is 

within the senses that we come to appreciate the human body not only as a text that can be 

read or understood with the eyes, but rather as belonging principally to a world consumed by 

textures, sounds, sights, taste and smells that trigger cultural memories (Seremetakis, 1994). 

I see how the doldrums work in these pieces since they generate conditions for stillness via 

expressions of non-synchronicity with the flow of time in the present. As Seremetakis 

explains it can be said that these pieces “produce material encounters with cultural absence 

and possibility” (1994). 

The clothing interrupts an experience of seamless time through a confrontation of absence.  

These items signify absence, also in the way their ordinary nature creates an association and 

 
99 See in this way other artists who have turned to clothing to depict war and structural violence: Shailja Patels 

Migritude (2010) a solo performance on colonialism, war and empire through her trousseau of saris. Rowan 

Rheingans (2019) Dispatches on the Red Dress a solo performance that tells the story of WW2 through her 

German grandmother’s dress, which was fabricated from a nazi flag after the war. Employing the symbolism of 

clothing and other materials is Anna Mendieta Silueta Series (1978) saw Mendieta imprint her own body into 

natural Mexican and Iowan landscapes. 
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disjunction with this loss in a viewer, allowing the time of the other to linger longer perhaps 

through these accessibilities. Perhaps what these works show us is where we can produce 

sites of engagement with injury, where subtler ways can draw us in and hold our attention, to 

be-with the injury of others. Seremetakis refers to this stillness as a memory of the senses, 

writing: 

“The memory of the senses runs against the socio-economic currents that treat 

artefacts and personal material experiences as dust. Dust is created by any perpetual 

stance that hastily traverses the object world, skims over its surface, treating it as a 

nullity that casts no meaning over our bodies or recovers no stones from our past” 

(1994, p. 12). 

A confrontation of another’s absence through clothing generates perceptive conditions; 

conditions suspending time through framing space in consideration for the wearers. This is 

not for a memorial, but through building an environment to witness injury in the present, 

through the ‘immanence of the not yet’ (Bissell, 2007).  Seremetakis suggests that particular 

objects, articles, landscapes and memories can cause interruptions to ahistorical time. She 

describes these interruptions as blockages or dark stones that are able to be positioned against 

the onward rush and transparency of ‘mythically seamless time’ (1994). By re-considering 

the metaphor of the doldrums from one of stuckness to one of suspended listening I aim to 

create these blockages within my own work, using performance to place these dark stones in 

my colonial inheritance; they become expressions of non-synchronicity (Seremetakis, 1994) 

where I turn the site of my own voice and contemplations to produce material to interrupt the 

homogenous flow of time.  

In using clothing and its symbolism in this way these artists employ quieter, less graphic 

methods to provoke reflection into the lives of the victims. Through clothing, they build 
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environments that I view as belonging to the doldrums. These environments are created for 

audiences to witness injury in a quieter and processual way, that eschews horror or shock, or 

as Campt explains ‘you feel it more in the throat’ (2017). Again, the term quiet here is not so 

much about sound, but rather it turns to a mode of listening, sensibility and place for the 

other.   Through the framing of the symbolism of clothing as something to be lived in and 

worn, these artworks do something more than the call to attention to loss. Framed to generate 

a disjunction between clothing and wearer these pieces build friction in space, unable to be 

effaced or absented elsewhere, where they may linger for longer in a temporal mode of what 

mobility scholar David Bissel refers to as an ‘anticipatory state’ encouraged through the act 

of waiting. Bissel states 

“It is possible to think through the event of waiting as a state of unfinishedness not 

bound up with some end point as an anticipatory consciousness that is inherently 

intertwined with the present but with the excessive pressing immanence of the not 

yet” (2007, p. 292). 

In these artworks absence is framed by clothing to call into question the missing wearer, 

clothing not only as memory or memorial, but as a demonstration of a suspension of time in 

its ongoing-ness for others, almost requesting time that it hang in there in wait and 

anticipation for the wearer. Here the audience is confronted with the ordinary in clothing but 

also the time-stilling nature of the loss. A symbolism for this loss of time can be seen in the 

protest demonstrations by black and indigenous movements in 1830. These protests were 

held against the state celebrations for the navigators who ‘discovered Brazil’ in 1500. On the 

500th anniversary natives rose and shot their arrows at the clock – “to stop the march of time: 

‘To interrupt the course of the world” (Benjamin, cited by Löwy, 2005). 
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Treading Lightly 

In building a practice that responds to the suffering that is not one’s own, I have employed 

black feminist scholar Kimberly Crenshaw’s metaphor of a basement which she uses as an 

argument for intersectionality, but which I see as a way to depict the structures of domination 

in contemporary war injury. She writes: 

“Imagine a basement which contains all people who are disadvantaged on the basis of 

race, sex, class, sexual preference, age and/or physical ability. These people are 

stacked – feet standing on shoulders – with those on the bottom being disadvantaged 

by the full array of factors, up the very top, where the heads of all those dis-

advantaged by a singular factor brush up against the ceiling. Their ceiling is actually 

the floor above which only those who are not disadvantaged in anyway reside. In 

efforts to correct some aspects of domination, those above the ceiling admit from the 

basement only those who can say that “but for” the ceiling, they too would be in the 

upper room. A hatch is developed through which those placed immediately below can 

crawl. Yet this hatch is generally available only to those who – due to the singularity 

of their burden and otherwise privileged position relative to those below – are able to 

crawl through. Those who are multiply-burdened are generally left below unless they 

can somehow pull themselves into the groups that are permitted to squeeze through 

the hatch” (Crenshaw, 1989, p. 152, cited in Nash, 2019) 

This quote on intersectionality from Crenshaw has a direct connection to the struggles of 

black women. Although this metaphor becomes problematic when made in correlation to the 

European migrant crises I employ it to explain where the migrant crises have become 

absented, or pushed down to the basements of public focus. Although imperfect, Crenshaw’s 

matrix of domination forces us to consider where we are positioned in these structures, not 
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only reminding one to tread carefully from one’s position but maintain a response to 

contemporary war injury at the intersections of race and imperialism as directed by Patton. 

In Black feminism reimagined (2019), Jennifer Nash argues the case for black feminist 

contemporary practice. Although intersectionality as black feminist property has been 

gentrified, colonised and appropriated, Nash also underpins where a defensive affect100 “traps 

black feminism, hindering its visionary and world-making capacities” (2019, p. 195). 

Through a reconsideration of the use of intersectionality Nash advances the theories reach to 

feminists wishing to do the labour of witnessing oppression across contexts. Nash is hopeful 

in this way and I am grateful for where she “(welcomes) anyone with an investment in black 

women’s humanity, intellectual labour, and political visionary, anyone with an investment in 

theorising black genders and sexualities in complex and nuanced ways” (2019, p. 243).  

Responding to the humanitarian crises of the Mediterranean migrants and the war-weary 

within our creative practices one can enact this metaphor as a guide for quieter ways. The 

need for these quieter ways becomes apparent when we understand we are positioned apart 

from the contemporary war injured, able to walk freely upon the top floor. Therefore, we 

remember to go about our labour with stealth but with a knowledge that we do wish to hurt 

the ground - for where others exist around us, unable to pull themselves through the hatch, we 

aim not to trespass over them.  

It is from across contexts and movements then that we can deploy a deeper relationality of 

pain with the other, this is not pain in the sense of wanting to manifest another’s pain a 

deeply private and unknowable place, but tending an understanding of where such pain exists 

 
100

 In what Nash (2019) terms defensiveness, she explains is the way feminists become mired in policing 

intersectionality’s usages.  This is not to diagnose black feminists as defensive but to understand where the 

symbol of black women is incessantly called upon to perform intellectual, political and affective service work 

for women’s studies as proof of a field’s transformation, under a progress narrative, on how it has overcome its 

past. 
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for others, not-not talking about it to hold such awareness in our orientations, our practices 

and responses to the world. When considering Fanon’s approach to the deeply scarred 

landscape of Algeria where he practised his work, listening to survivors of colonial rule 

became his most important tool for healing. The violence of colonialism weighed down 

heavily on everyday life through deep aggression contempt, humiliation and murder. A way 

of listening here can also be seen to foster a relationality toward pain that has been radically 

othered (Pollock, 2013), where speech is interrupted through violence and what Fanon termed 

a 'politics of hatred' that Mbembe explains was so brutal it imposed itself upon the very 

structures of language. He writes 

“Its goal was not only to void the colonial subject of any substance, but also to 

foreclose the future. It attacked the subject physically, causing his muscles to contract 

and stiffen and his body to bow. His psyche was not spared since the violence was 

intended to do nothing less than decerebrate. It was these scars, wounds and gashes, 

criss-crossing the body and psyche of the colonial subject that Fanon, in practice, 

attempted to narrate and cure” (Mbembe, 2012, p. 22). 

Whilst I cannot directly narrate the wounds of others, nor can I know the type of loss that 

swims deep within them, I have conducted this research to signify contemporary war injury 

and the domination of western violence. It is a violence that works in the same way as 

colonialism, as a foreclosing of the future for others, as a total limit experience that denies a 

moving past one’s weary position. In this way, to begin to narrate contemporary war injury is 

to listen to this violence as a type of enforced suspension of another’s path in life. 

This suspension can also be understood as an aesthetic of the doldrums. There was stillness in 

the doldrums in a matter of fact way, stillness as a description of no wind of being unable to 

move off. However, this stillness was not frozen or mute, it was deeply disruptive; aboard 
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ship the sails would clang, the boat would rock, sickness would prevail, prayers would be 

spoken, violence was a script waiting to be performed. When one considers stillness in this 

way it can be seen as more akin to stasis that when listened to encourages environments that 

will break into the veneer of necropolitical civility, to reveal the injury and suspension of 

others. When we listen we can trace this injury via the hold, the camps, the sea crossings, the 

fractured war landscapes, all these suspended places that are the basements of our landscapes. 

It is using quieter ways to recall the slow nature of this injury, its lower frequencies; as 

explained by Campt (2017) these can be heard through an endurance of violent forces upon 

the body and become a type of stasis built through the ‘muscular tensions of empire’101. 

These tensions are reserved exclusively for migrants and the body of the other, their affects 

effaced in a homogenous performance of cultural memory. It is remembering the lineage of 

racial domination and how this injury is not accounted for or located in time. It is beginning 

to witness this injury in our day-to-day, that through its latency it is caught, between the 

knife-like hands of our clocks. 

When I consider my three performance videos Now it is time for us to do our bit (2015), The 

Tallest Tower in the World (2017) and Citizen Soldier (2019) that have been discussed in this 

work, a presence of injury can be identified as a diffractive pattern. This pattern builds as a 

presence of injury, that can also be felt as an anticipation to move off in linear time but where 

uncertainty for this temporality builds, generating a disjunction between the visual and the 

aural.   What is often taken for granted in the west in the safety of home and leisure become 

shifted through an unsecure presence which is not fixed but constantly changes in the work.  

A presence becomes evident through the texts of the Geneva conventions in my first video 

 
101 Campt (2017) uses the term ‘muscular tensions of empire’ here after both Fanon, who in the Wretched of the 

Earth (1963) explained the natives muscles were always ready and tensed, and Darieck Scott, who in 

Extravagant Abjection (2010) wrote of a ‘muscular tension’ as a mode of power amidst a debilitating landscape 

of subjugation via the black body. 
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response in Chapter One, as warning signals of violence which encroaches and disperses 

through Benn’s speech and my spoken response.  In Chapter Two, this presence further 

oscillates by gathering and dispersing itself within the space of the viewing tower in my 

second video where contemplations fill the passenger space through cutting into sound, text 

and images, like the birds that encroach and depart within their diffractive patterns on the 

West Pier. 

There is a presence that builds within the encroaching nature of a murmuration of birds, 

which although not always visible, one’s attention is drawn when they gather and is unsure of 

the shapes, they will make next, or where they are going to go, as they draw closer and then 

scatter. Birds are perhaps a diffractive species - in their swooping and gathering to generate 

new texts and orientations.  Birds also have a heightened sense of danger, and sense 

difference in air change when bombs and other weapons are employed in war102 where this 

danger can be at a distance and not always perceptible to human beings.   

“Never, surely, did birds sing so - blackbird and thrush, lark and black-cap and willow 

warbler. Most of the time their voices, of course, were inaudible, but now and again in 

the intervals of the shattering noise of the guns their notes pealed up, as if each bird 

were struck with frenzy and were striving to shout down the guns.” 

                                       Quoted by Gladstone in Birds and the War (1919, p. 4). 

Birds represent movement in its purest sense - they migrate from one place to another for 

their own survival, and go about a quiet tracking of “something that matters and makes the 

dance of life lived in and with attunement” (Fidyk, 2013, p. 125). Particularly in war zones 

 
102Birds have heightened sensory awareness to air pressure changes. In WW1 Gladstone reported that “on more 

than one occasion the coming attack of poisonous gas was foretold to the soldiers by the birds, who were the 

first to detect the noxious fumes, and they do not appear to have suffered any ill effects” (1919, p. 4). 
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birds have been known to bring signals of encroaching violence when they fly, gathering it 

into focus, offering important, ethical texts to others with these warning patterns. In the same 

way, we can return to these signals as gatherings within our creative practices and stay 

faithful to listening within our work, after Cuomo, who states “war is a presence, a constant 

undertone, white noise in the background of social existence, moving sometimes closer to the 

foreground of collective consciousness” (1996, p. 42). In consideration of this undertone a 

‘being with’ draws into a relational space of considering others, to attune oneself to an ethical 

consciousness past one’s own inhibition. I remember admiring my mother’s wooden bird 

feeder; I told her many would not consider feeding them. ‘They are the lucky ones’ she said. I 

believe my mother said this because there is a fraught-ness to thinking upon the survival of 

others. The simple act of leaving bird seed is to think upon the lives of those whom one 

cannot immediately see, to extend one’s consciousness, to those whom they may never know. 
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Conclusion  

I have shown in this research how I have built my performance practice of the doldrums 

through my four quieter methods, as outlined in my introduction.  These are contemplations, 

silence, performative texts and cutting/diffraction as a way to make manifest contemporary 

war injury with the capitalist day-to-day. Using the doldrums as a framing device helped me 

create these tools for witnessing. The colonial doldrums are formed at a convergence zone 

where the trade winds meet and cause a suspension of movement. I sought through my 

practice research to design performances born of the nature of my quieter methods to unveil 

the presence of contemporary war. And to create a suspension and a place for a listening 

stillness to a presence of injury, that war leaves in its wake. The performance doldrums 

require work, durational modes, a slowing down, a deeper contemplation, though they are not 

always free from pain, these are sustainable routes to a transformation of thought and action 

towards a feminist consciousness-raising of the injury of ongoing contemporary war. 

This project has studied where place and environment are tended in the works of other artists 

to witness the injury of others from contemporary war through quieter methods in order to 

place my work alongside these artists. My intervention inventing and practising quieter 

methods such as silence and stillness work against a reflection of European ideals that have 

removed the injury of others from focus - in favour of installing capitalist viewing platforms.  

By unfixing the idea of the doldrums, one that is commonly applied to being stuck, I built a 

practice of the doldrums to argue for an active space of silence and a type of listening 

suspension that through the passenger becomes a type of animated suspension (Bissell, 2007) 

delivered through the recorded contemplations and performative texts. Throughout this work 

I have followed Cuomo’s and Scott’s (1996) request to turn to war as a presence in the 

ordinary day-to-day, this also follows an embodied approach in my PhD artist research to 
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witnessing and carrying topics within the self as a way to draw a response, or what I have 

referred to throughout this work as a being-with. This being-with follows a current landscape 

of global contemporary war which has seen a mass expulsion of civilians from their 

homelands over the past five years where necropolitical practices of erasure and avoidance 

are now being referred to as mass crimes against humanity. In these conditions, a being-with 

is also an argument that shifts a subordinate denial into a mode of empowered listening, not a 

listening coming from an enforced silence, but a choice to be silent. It is not stuckness, but a 

listening stillness a choice to remain in the doldrums as a methodological intervention in 

performance practice. The only way to deal with the stuckness that we face in engaging with 

contemporary war is to listen and witness consciously, even if this at first seems passive, it 

has been the outcome of my PhD. 

In the introduction I explained my impetus to turn to silence and stillness through my 

experiences as an aid worker in the famine hit landscape of Namutumba. Through my 

experiences in Naumutumba, I came to understand I had entered a certain social and political 

forcefield - where pathological modes of silence existed and burned into the atmosphere.  

This silence I now understand belonged not only to another sense perception but to what 

Campt (2017) refers to as a completely different mode of “human grammar”.103  There were 

times at the camp where I felt as if the victims of Namutumba had accepted their situation 

and within their silences were letting me know they were reconciled, I viewed their stillness 

and silence as acceptance, a state that haunted me for years afterwards. Through the work I 

have been doing for this PhD, I now understand other possibilities in this narrative: this mode 

of being was perhaps designed to hold onto an inner form of world-making; kept apart from a 

world structured to take everything from these women, their livelihoods, their physical 

 
103 From Campt’s Listening to Images where she describes this as the ‘Grammar of Black futurity’, a mode of 

quiet and stasis (2017, p. 182). 
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bodies, their right to existence. Regarding Namutumba, I believe in the victims' silences 

resided their strength as well as their vulnerability. Stillness and silence were amongst other 

forms, a refusal to offer up a display of victimhood, a barrier produced so that outsiders could 

not access their intimate expressions of pain. In what Campt refers to as ‘a fugitive practice 

of refusal,’ (2017, p. 369) the women would not play out their wounds in front of the world. I 

understand then that these silences and stillness were not always frozen and mute, but akin to 

stasis built through timeless violence, its exhaustion its endurance and its binding muscles or 

“tensions produced by holding a complex set of forces in suspension” (2017, p. 655). 

In retrospect, had I understood the nature of a second silence in Namutumba I may have 

gained an active way of being-with this type of injury, without needing to speak or make 

action into it, modes that paralysed me with their impossibility. The need to have active 

silence and to suspend a space for listening to this type of injury cannot be downplayed, and 

my practice as research in this PhD seeks to offer others possible ways of being with injury 

without moving immediately to the, often impossible, rescue of others. Calling in quieter 

methods in performance can be seen as an attempt to respond to this grammar that takes place 

within a latency. Quieter methods such as silence remind us to both listen and to be careful 

not to trespass over its nuances, remind us to acknowledge there is no clear invitation to the 

painful depths from which this injury dwells. It may seem challenging to withhold in this way 

or even counterproductive at times when the urge is to make strides of heroic action and 

rescue. The power in this approach resides in the ability to be-with others that interrupts the 

noise and speed of progress which seeks to carry us away from others; being-with then can be 

seen as contacting the source of one’s humanity in its perception, its ability to sense, to touch. 
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“With every period of stasis, of stilling is contained the potential to be otherwise, the 

possibility of rupture that intimately threatens the synchrony of transcendental life of 

existence” (Dastur, 2000, cited in Bissell, 2007, p. 292). 

In the same way to create a stilling or a stasis is to keep the door ajar (Pollock, 2013) for 

injury in a silent tracking of the dance of life lived in attunement (Fidyk, 2013)104. This also 

comes with caring for loved ones. To evoke dignity, may not always be to deploy words and 

actions but to allow the second silence to endure itself through patience and being-with, 

despite the extraordinary situation of illness, of suffering or harm, where an active silence 

may sit more in tune with the ordinary and honour the dignity of the injured. In the practice 

of Helen Bamber MBE who spent her life working with victims of torture, Bamber describes 

bystanders who don’t want to listen and don’t want to know of the oppression of others as 

having a casual brutality towards them. Seeing how torture survivors took up too much of the 

doctors time because doctors ‘simply didn’t have time to listen to the silences’, Bamber 

founded The Medical Foundation on this premise that therapists would go about the act of 

listening, in long durations, “as long as it took – until the silences themselves expired.” 

(Bamber, 1999; Brown, 2014). 

Farmer’s second silence (2004) is a way of withholding immediate speech and action is also 

to afford people their silence to maintain itself as a human right, as we know that when 

islands of civility dissipate, silence is pushed to confession through torture105. To sit in 

silence, not a taut or physiologically pressing silence but an active one, taking in another 

 
104 In Silence, Feminism, Power, Reflections on the Edges of Sound Alexander Fidyk uses the term ethics of 

attendance to explain a dance of life lived in attunement, within silence, and the way silence can quieten the ego, 

allowing a greater energy mode of tensionality. She explains “it is not a case of either or rather both and marked 

with limitations and openness” (2013, p. 126). 
105 In 2012 torture was still practiced in at least 101 countries globally (Amnesty International, 2012, cited in 

Herath and Pollanen, 2017). 
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reality as a form of co-witnessing also becomes an extended space of listening suspension. In 

the same way to be-with in this performance practice of the doldrums is to generate a 

listening suspension honouring the injury of contemporary war. To make contemplations 

upon it is to affirm that one has held an active silence and produced a response to this injury 

through the performative text. The contemplations, the silences and the utterances produce a 

sustainable shift towards witnessing, outlining the need to cut into contemporary war injury 

bringing it closer to home.   

This being-with can also be seen as I described in the thesis - In Chapter One I discussed my 

work Now it is time for us to do our bit which was a response to Hilary Benn’s speech made 

to parliament in 2015 to garner support for bombing Syria. By employing a practice of 

cutting I reinterpreted Benn’s speech in parliament, I wanted to prevent it from fading from 

public memory. I understood his words as a force that would have a domino effect and 

contribute to a chain of violent events in Syria. In this way, I listened to Benn’s speech and 

was connected to something felt in the gut, beyond the plane of the visual. In Kurasawa’s 

terms (2009) I ‘answered back’ by reading out the Geneva conventions on the protection of 

prisoners of war, a text built to try and prevent further harm to distant strangers. I went about 

a process of cowitnessing Benn's speech, attaching it to a humanitarian text to signal where 

injury would take effect as a consequence of his words. By capturing Benn’s speech and 

cutting into it I suspended a space for listening to his rhetoric. In this way a suspended space 

for listening also became durational material for listening and a tracking, a silent attunement 

to a presence of its effects.  This is where traces of Benn’s speech did travel, rising up in 

news stories in the destruction of Syria to which it had become attached through a presence 

and listening to its lower frequencies.  Traces of Benn's speech also folded into The Tallest 

Tower in The World where the words that commanded the bombing of Syria became a reality. 

Injury can be understood now in the dark undercurrent where Syrians are fleeing their 
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homeland, and where their plight of crossing pervades the space of the English Channel. In 

the performance video this presence disrupts the peaceful surface of the water and becomes 

witnessed from the viewing tower windows. This presence is part of our necropolitical 

landscape, which exiles millions of individuals from Middle Eastern countries. They migrate 

over sea and land in desperation, yet our capitalist viewing towers fail to witness them or 

manipulate our view in order for us not to see them. 

Benn’s was a sovereign script, a necropolitical text, one of the many commands from western 

states to bomb Middle Eastern countries entangled in the landscape of global contemporary 

war. I did not want this speech to vanish, it was important to make it account for itself and to 

do this I listened to it through a humanitarian text and I carried its traces within my future 

work. At its basis it became an important reminder to me of the cause and effect of 

contemporary war that folds into the banal. It stays with me as a reminder of where the UK is 

entwined with the injury committed upon Syria. 

Throughout this work I have discussed the artworks of others through the frame of the 

doldrums inventing methods for performance making as a type of user’s guide. As I 

explained in the introduction, I was interested in locating quieter methods in the works of 

others, under the heading of what I term an aesthetics of the doldrums in video, photography, 

performance and installation. These aesthetics were also seen in my final video Citizen 

Soldier that responded to the found object of the box of slides, frames of comfort and happy 

families distanced from the violence of the war zone they inhabit. 

I explored where women artists are turning away from graphic representations of victimhood 

removing the familiar graphic of the bodies of the victims by turning to the ordinary of 

clothing and to banal aesthetics to reveal a presence of violence and injury that becomes 

concealed in white capitalist landscapes. I was interested in where these artists worked with 
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ordinary landscapes and objects to raise this presence. Ordinary visuals were employed by 

Melanie Friend in her exhibition Homes and Garden (2007) Hale Tenger’s Beirut (2018) and 

Tanya El Koulrey’s installation Gardens Speak (2018), creating conditions to interrupt 

homogenous time by suspending a space for listening; these banal images become disrupted 

with aural testimony raising a presence of violence from the ordinary day-to-day. This 

approach was also shown in the video work of Charlotte Prodger in Bridget (2016) where the 

visual became volumized with the aural or her ‘snatches of narratives’, to build a presence 

from one of absence in the homogenous landscape of the British Countryside. I also found an 

aesthetic of the doldrums in the work of artist Jill Gibbons’ 2014 War Mart, where she goes 

undercover in a quieter practice sketching at arms fairs in the UK. Gibbons’ act of sketching, 

cutting into the smoothness or what she terms the veneer of the arms fair, where injury 

becomes raised through blurring techniques in dark shadows that weaken the glitzy façade 

and civil appearance of the arms traders. I also explored quieter approaches to witnessing by 

analysing artists who turn to the object of clothing to respond to the injury of others from 

contemporary war - Frauke Eigen (2000) in her response to the mass graves of Kosovo, who 

turned from the visceral nature of producing photos of victims’ remains to photographing the 

victims’ clothing and personal affects, and Jaime Black’s (2011) response to the missing and 

murdered aborigine women of Alberta. For my research I discovered in this work the 

aesthetic of the doldrums I  had been inventing in my own performance work, a way of 

establishing the presence of injury, where dark stones as expressions of non-synchronicity 

interrupt the atemporal paths of time (Seremetakis, 1994, p. 12). Braidotti writes “what is 

mobilised here is the capacity to feel sense, process and sustain the impact of the complex 

materiality of the outside” (2006, p. 145). In opening out to this capacity in our works we 

begin to understand these stones as acts of subversion, placed to interrupt the smoothness of 

our capitalist paths, where we might orient toward other realities, painful realities through the 
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wider act of registering others.  They are placed through acts of creativity and resistance, for 

the purpose of creating environments to block, even briefly, the onward rushes of time, and 

breaking the existing silences that prevent us from being-with Others.  

In Chapter One I discussed the historical vignette of the Red Dragon as an example to 

illustrate where the doldrums weakened colonial power. This example of the Red Dragon has 

been critical to my research as it captures an important historical moment of domination and 

degradation.  As I explained at the beginning of this thesis the longer the waiting in the 

doldrums, the more the human degradation threatened to reveal itself and the violent bowels 

of colonialism began to show in these historic still winds. Slaves died first in the doldrums, 

the most extreme example of which was the Zong Massacre. As I considered this through an 

understanding of contemporary war, slow death and latency, the example of the Red Dragon 

and its death-denying conditions took on a ‘symbolic possession’ in my performance 

practice. Finley, in her Icon of the Slave Ship, refers to an afterlife via Marianne Hirsch’s 

term post-memory, where “the memories of traumatic events live on to mark the lives of 

those who were not there to experience them” (Hirsch, 2012, cited in Finley, 2018, p. 15). My 

contention here is that the vignette of the Red Dragon in the doldrums produces its afterlife as 

a symbolism in contemporary war, a death-denying landscape where a performance of 

cultural memory in homogenous time in the west, distances the harm and injury towards 

others. See, for example, the framing of Martha Rosler’s (1967) work in Chapter Three where 

the injury of the Vietnam war was juxtaposed with aspirational images of white capitalist 

domesticity. Colonialism relied on a Circum-Atlantic performance of speed and power. It was 

in the colonial doldrums that attention was diverted away from the injury aboard with 

performances of Hamlet or by brutal methods of erasure and avoidance. The colonial 

doldrums represented nothing but a hindrance to voyages, where slowing down and waiting 

was not conducive to progress and where a suspension of movement allowed the injury 
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occurring aboard ship to appear. By employing what I term ‘the performance doldrums,’ I 

actively suspend a space for listening, outlining the need for quieter methods of silence, 

contemplation and waiting to bring the knowledge of this injury into consciousness and 

witness it through my performance practice.  In the process of this research, I created quieter 

methods as durational modes that can linger longer, modelling the practice of an endurance as 

a way to let contemporary war, and the injuries caused by it; to exist longer within the work 

and the self.  This willingness to endure for longer periods follows the injunction of Braidotti 

who argues for an ethics of accountability that is embedded and embodied. When we 

understand that endurance for witnessing the injury of others is about going slow, we can 

filter this into our practices.  As Braidotti writes, “[o]ne needs to be able to sustain the impact 

with the onrushing affectivity to ‘‘hold’’ it, without being completely overwhelmed by it” 

(2006, p. 145). 

As I have written, I deploy the historical instance of the Red Dragon and its death-denying 

practices as a device to remind us of colonialism's brutality, its erasure of its consequences 

and avoidance of injury. In my own work through focusing on quotidian capitalism seen in all 

three of my video works, I expose residues of colonialism's brutality that prevails in the 

west's attitude toward the injury of global contemporary war, where many who are suffering 

are not seen or become hidden in plain sight.  

Using performance actions to undo the effacement of others who are outside of the white 

capitalist body I answer Patton’s call for feminists to respond to contemporary war at the 

intersections of race and imperialism. As an artist researcher I know that a performance 

practice of the doldrums designed for witnessing contemporary war cannot be extrapolated 

from its colonial past. In the practice I respond to the racial dimension of contemporary war 

in consideration of a homogeneous underpinning of time. In being-with the injury of 
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contemporary war in performance practice, I suggest one must also be-with the absences that 

surround these crises, and that continue to conceal a sovereign design of assault and 

extermination upon black and ethnic bodies.  To respond to the absences is also to extend 

hospitality for a space in which the slave's spectral dimension can reveal itself within a 

lineage of colonialism and contemporary war.   

This practice moves within and between the call from Patton,  Mbembe’s theory of 

necropolitics (2003; 2019) and Barad’s method of diffraction (2014), using these theorists to 

assist me in mapping the entanglement of the worlds of colonialism and contemporary war as 

Mbembe’s necropolitics suggests in his analysis of the colonial histories of slavery and 

imperial domination with that of contemporary war. Within his work temporalities lose their 

linearity, and one begins to question if historic recollections of western domination belong to 

the past or present; if they are in fact an ongoing continuation of racial domination in a 

blurring of this distance. Through Mbembe's cutting and blurring of the distance of 

colonialism and contemporary war, I argue we begin to understand that the value of Barad’s 

diffraction as a method can be seen in its possibilities for listening; when we cut texts 

together, we can hear our colonial past, reproduced in our contemporary wars. We can hear 

what sits below the surface of our peaceful existence in the west.  

This listening is where diffraction and the doldrums lie, in quieter practices of silence 

contemplation and performative texts upon the violent paths of war. Diffraction cuts into 

homogeneous time to blur the distance of injury, maintaining a suspended space for listening 

that triggers moments of stillness in our day-to-day and that I illustrate in the performance 

videos. 

By employing a method of diffraction, I did not simply superimpose my contemplations onto 

images. I wanted to entangle them with the images and the other texts so they would work 
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together to draw out injury as a presence and a difference. I understand my own voice has a 

deep resonance of Englishness, a sound almost immediately perceived in a homogenous 

relationship with history and place. But in this voice was the memory and effects of others 

that was always trying to smooth itself over and move off with the flow of things. It was this 

tonality, one of home and safety in the west that I foregrounded as I break into the aural 

assumptions through making contemplations and recording them through the performative 

texts. To put this another way contemplations and performative texts were a way of becoming 

other within the self. It was about a fracturing of what Chambers (1994) calls a vicious circle 

between speakers and the spoken-for - wresting my voice from its Englishness and diffracting 

into other tonalities. 

By becoming a passenger practitioner, I am able to move through spaces while collecting 

contemplations about the injury of others through the methods of bypassing passenger 

landscapes, moving without astonishment or apathy towards an agentic mode of registering 

my voice in the performance of doldrums. I pay attention to the complex nature of our 

contemporary world, which is in a constant state of mobility and movement. This movement 

is directly connected to its opposite - the nocturnal face of the slow death of others that make 

up the injury of our contemporary wars, and with performance tools can be identified as an 

overpowering shadow cast by the dark behaviours of the west. 

This project posits that the passenger has the ability to implement the doldrums: she can slow 

herself down in the flows and fluxes of time to gauge its assault on certain bodies.  She 

achieves this by taking in and being-with her surroundings as she passes in quiet reception, 

recording contemplations, with a view to making action and registering her voice toward 

what she has understood of the conditions aboard. Passengers can be disruptive; they can 

block the siphoning process of immigration as seen in Elin Ersson’s 2018 act of refusal to sit 
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down on a Turkish Airlines flight, with the intent of halting the plane deporting an 

Afghanistan man. Passengers can speak up in testimony to what they have witnessed, as was 

seen in the 2010 incident on the plane with the death of Jimmy Mubenga at the hands of G4S 

guards. The killing of Mubenga who was being deported, was due to go without 

consequences. However, passenger testimony, responding to an appeal from a Guardian 

newspaper journalist on twitter contradicted the accounts and a coroner’s inquest was held 

delivering a verdict that Mubenga had been unlawfully killed. Although a verdict of 

manslaughter was not recorded in a court of law, William Walters (2016) explains the 

coroner’s inquest found important “details of a system of payment that rewarded escorts if 

they could keep the detainee quiet until the aircraft took off; evidence of a culture of 

‘pervasive racism’ amongst the G4S escorts; and a lack of training on the part of these 

officers that was ‘scenario specific’ to the restraint of people in the cramped space of an 

aircraft” (Walters, 2016, p. 442). Finally, the passenger can be-with injury in listening 

stillness; she can also make moves towards this injury, allow it to ruminate within her work 

and purpose where it will inform her choices and orientations. Perhaps the most iconic 

enactor of the role of the passenger could be Rosa Parks who understood the power of 

stillness to unearth stones upon smooth paths. To disrupt the racist patriarchy, she became a 

powerful stone, and remained seated on the bus. 

I have demonstrated in my practice as a passenger practitioner where I can be-with the injury 

of contemporary war through performance. There is a need for other modes of ethical 

thinking and action, we need Bissel’s passengers (2010), Braidotti’s nomads (2006, 2011) 

and Liesching’s swimmers (2011) as creative bodies who will ignite global transpositions 

(Braidotti, 2006) and an opening out to in-between spaces, where identities and concepts are 

not fixed and can generate different viewing points. 
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By employing the second silence and actively recording contemplations and performative 

texts I posit that a deep listening can move states of stuckness into ones of consciousness-

raising. In this way contemporary war injury is revealed in my work as a presence and as a 

shift from homogeneous time. This movement demonstrates the time stilling nature of loss 

that is directly attributed to our denied but present painful environment of contemporary war 

injury which does not perform to the energetics of life lived out in clock time. Fostering a 

practice of contemplation for this injury allows me to enter into its darkness - where I attempt 

to light a way through its concealed nature with voice and imagination, revealing its reality to 

audiences, requesting that they witness in suspended listening to all those suffering prolonged 

injuries because of contemporary war.  
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